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GRAND HAVEN MERCHANTS

Assessor Dies

FLY BY NIGHT STORE
ORDINANCE IN THIS

City’s

On page 2 sectionthree of this
issue of the Holland City News
will be found a complete comnilation of the so<alled “Fly By Night
Store” ordinance in vogue in the
Casper Nibbellnk, better known city of Grand Haven.
to his many friends as “Chris
Holland merchants for the last
died suddenly at Holland hospital few years Jiave been asking for
Tuesday evening after a short ill such an ordinance and the matter
ness. He was stricken in the midcame up again at the laet two regudle of the afternoon,was hurried
lar meetings of the association.
to Holland hospital where death
The itinerate or transientmercsme at ten o’clock. Mr. Nibbechants’ law has been studied thorlink had been ailing slightly for
oughly before the Grand Haven
more than a month. He told his
Common Council passed it three
friends that he was not feeling as
weeks ago. However advice of the
well as he might and undoubtedly
News is to not hurry such a law
this was a fore-runnerof what folbut go over it step by step even if
lowed.
Mr. Nibbelink was bom on April it does take a few months. A law
18, 1876, was the son of the late that “will hold water” is after all
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Nibbelink the proper kind of ordinance to
who lived on West Ninth street draft. The men who will confer
near River Avenue. As a youth Mr. with the cbuncil ordinance commitNibbelink attended Holland public tfe will be Jacob Lokker, John Van
schools and later was a student at Tatenhove and former alderman.
Hope College.For many years he Jerry Laepple. The ordinance
was on the sales force of the Wm. committee is composed of Aid. AnBrusse Clothing store located drew Hyma, chairman,Alderman
where Peck’s Drug store now is.
Ben Steffens and Alderman Piter
He was City Assessor for 19 Huyser.
years and he was consideredone of
the most versed real estate men in agwiHiimiiiiiHiHHinynniiiiiiiiiiniimHgromffl
Western Michigan and possibly HOLLAND GIVEN LONGER
knaw more about Holland real esTIME TO PAY TAXES
tate values than any man now living. He served for many years on
Holland taxpayers hatfe until
the Board of Supervisors and his
knowledge and advice on taxation February1 to pay their fall levirs
was sought constantlyby many of without being assessed the usual
penaltiesfor delinquencyas the
the members.
He was an active member of 3rd result of action taken last night by

Reformed Church for many years. the Comon Council.
He is survived by his wife and
one daughter, Miss Ruth, one MAY REDUCE
WAGES OF THE
brother, Dick Nibbelink, two sisters, Mrs. Henry J. De Vries and
CITY EMPLOYEES
The Common Council met in regMrs. Wm. Van der Veere.
It was decided at the council ular session Wednesday evening
meeting that the mayor and aider- and many matters of importance

men

attend the funeral servicesin were discussed.

Mayor Brooks in council meet;ng last evening favors the reBrooks duction of wages of city employes.

a body and that the flag on the
city hall be placed at half staff. In

thia connection Mayor
•poke in words of praise stating This is the second attempt during
that Holland lost an able man in the year to make a reduction. The
the parsing of Mr. Nibbelink and mayor wants the aldermen and city
the common councila true friend.
boards to go over the matter careThe funeral will be held from the fully and judiciouslybefore final
home Friday afternoon at 2:30 steps are taken to make a reduco’clock, at 178 West Twelfth st., tion. The mayor states that econRev. James M. Martin officiating. omy should be practicedall along
Intermentwill take place in Pil- th? line to alleviate the tax burgrim

Home

cemetery in the family dens.

plot.

Mr. Brooks pointed out that all
Friends will be given an opporshould carry part of the losd and
tunity to view the remains at the
the whole burden should not be
home Friday morning from 10 to placed on the shoulders of the tax
12 o’clock.
navers and the only way to bring
about a noticeable saving would be
SOME STORIES ARE
in a reduction in the wages of emCROWDED OUT THIS WEEK nloyees who are enjoying practically the same salary as when times
Because of late copy and last minwere better but Jiving costs much
ute advertisinga few of the stor- higher. The mayor gave praise
ies were crowded out and had to be to the employees of the Board of
held over until next issue which Public Works for taking a volunby the way will come out a day tary cut in pay. The officialreand a half earlier next week be- nort of the Common Council will
cause of Chriatmaa.
be found in the next issue.

HOLLAND OVAL

IS

Residentsin Holland and Filltownships ask for a lower
hxht rate. The Welfare Committhe tee showed that more than $1200

REOPENED more

After cloaing the paaaage to
oval of the Holland State park for
aeveral weeks, the state department of conservation has revoked
its previous action. Protests to the
dosing were made by the chamber
of commerce of Holland, and now
the gates are down, secretaryGross

was paid for regularand temporary

News Items Taken From the

Hope College

CASPER NIBBELINK ONE OF
MOST ABLE REAL ESTATE
MEN IN WESTERN MICH.

1931

Exchange Give

ISSUE

Suddenly Here

HoUmJ Mkhigan Thanday, December 17,

Inspect

Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five

Scholarship
COACH MIKE GERRY OF W.
T. EXCHANGE CLUB
SPEAKER

Road Group To

Files of

Stores Open

New

The Announcements

Will Feature

The Holland City News la filled
from “cover to cover” with Christmas announcementsplaced by the

County Plant

and Fifteen Years Ago Today

X-mas Lighting

— Read

The Yuletide

TWENTY-SEVEN PRIZES ARE
Holland merchants.
TO BE SURPRISES: COMThese advertisements are burstMITTEE STATE
WILL RESULT IN SAVING
ling with Christmas auggestiona.
I Go over these announcements careRural District* An Abo Included
Tells of Good and Had Things
The new county road building , fu,ly ^ electing your Chriatmaa
In Thli Contest
About Foot Ball
which has been under construction• Rifts. Or if you have not made a
on property adjacent to the build- |cho,ceftn(1 Qro to doubt juat what
The Holland Exchange Club ening located at the north end of W*H ** suitable, this inf.
tertained the football squads of
Sixth street, Grand Haven, will be can surely be obtained somewhere• headed “Featival of FriendUnau
inspected today by Road commis- in these manv columns of merchan- for the Chriatmaa Seaton of 1981."
Hope College and Holland High
sioners and the Good Roads com- dise facts and figures. Holland mer- It has to do with exterior bona
School with a steak dinner at the
mittee of the board of supervisors.chants carry a worthwhile assort- lighting that proved such a tremenWarm Friend Tavern, Wednesday
Chairman Austin Harringtonleft ment of Christmas gifta. Give their dous success last year. There are
night, Dpc. 16, 1931.
for Grand Haven to take charge of goods the “once over” and we know 27 prises to be distributedand the
Dr. Westrate, president of the
you will l)c pleased.
the group.
committee states that there prises
Exchange, acted as Toastmaster
Holland stores will he open on will be real surprises.Several of
The
building was designed to
and in hie pleasing manner introfacilitate the handling of the road every night next week to and in- these districtsset apart by the
duced the speakers and gave out
equipment for the northern half of cluding Christmas Eve.
lightingcommittee are in Holland,
the
Ottawa county and the deliveryof
but the rural distrietahave not
program
gasoline. It was roughly estimated
been forgotten for they are inwtlcome to the teams snd stated
by Carl Bowen, county engineer, POLICE CHAIRMAN
eluded fa this contest as you will
had this business as a side line, he
that this was consideredone of the
HAS A BAD FALL notice in this announcement on
Henry Luidens, cashier of the! that $2500 a year will be saved on
personallyconducting a dry goods
greatest meetings of the season. ,7‘r;
First State Bank, will build a home timf a,one in Rettingout the equipthe next page.
He then introduced as guests
of “on the hill” on East 24th street at mpnt Pacl1 ‘toy and another $2500
"Bill” Dour, president of the
The Chamber of Commerce end
Holland
Police
Board,
fell
down
the
honor: Mr. Felh Prof.
ron" a cost of $2500.
can l>e saved on the price of gasothe Board of Public Woits an fetProf. McLean, and Mr. Rex Chap- M 1
" continued to conline, which will he bought in quari- cellar stair, sprainedhis ankle, tering this LightingIllumfaation
duct the business at this place only
man. After announcing that three a short time when he located on
The Holland Aldermenare draft- tity and then hauled by truck to the cracked hia rips and bruised hli Contest so fitting during the Yalebody quite generally.Loaded down
weeks from tonight would be “La- West Seventh street, later build- ing a new saloon ordinance; it Zeeland garage for use.
tide season, and Supt. R. B. ChamThe building is of glazed tile con- with hunting togs he mistook the pion and Secretary Charles Gross
dies night he took upthebusmewling B brick structure. He retired surely is a drastic document.
cellar
door
for
the
one
which
enstruction; with steel trusses, doors
of the evening. The followingpro- from business ten years ago, and
are giving their full co-operation.
jects were voted on and passed. sold out to Wm. Kent, now con- FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY and window frames. The floor is ters the house, the result was a
The annual outdoor home lightvolplane to the cement below
| cement and the roof tar and gravel.
ing contest win add to the bendy
Exchange Club Projects
ducting the Holland Monument
The
home
of
Tony
Kuite,
former
i ^ co8* ato>ut $12,000and ia a hand- crutches!
of the dty during the holidays.
1. The Holland Exchange Club, Works at the same stand. Mr. De
Merrell also built the De Merrell mail carrier living at No. 2 Pine i Bomp addition to the holdings of
Frank Lievense has been named
recognizingthe value of milk
FIRST NIGHT
Ave. and 17th street, was badly |connty property,
chairman of the committeeof
NETS PAGEANT NEARLY
burned. John Bos, who was passing' The floor space covers 80 by 120
judges to select the beet displays.
$100 FOB MISSIONARIES Other members ere Mrs. Sean Mcmilt H»ilv
Waverly .tone trim- during the evening, saw the flames i fpcl and includes one room. Steel
blazing in the curtains and turned trusses support the roof which is
Lean, Chester Van Tange ren, Geo.
«u-hr>ni«"j ni rJ ery f
^ ^ 0,“r wings, prominent on the old down
schools and dcs.res to d.rec its
bulldings, are tf* work 0f Mr. in the alarm. The Kuite family heavily insulated. The floor resemA complete story and program on Pelgrim and Prof. Bruce Raymeod.
efforts toward the attainment of p* Merrell or his foreman Bob were attending a party at the Jake bles a modem street, built with two the Reformed church Missionary
In an interview SecretaryCharles
Hooker home when the fire was '®'x-foot walks on either side and pageant will be found on the next Gross said: “A Christmas Contest
o tuii
, I Warcham. All the men mentioned
2. The Holland Exchange Club, have long since passed on. Mr. De discovered. The interior of thel^toage and construction like
page of this isaue. The collec- to be known as the ‘Festivalof
recognizing the value of periodic I Merrell died on the Pacificcoast home is badly damaged as well as modem street section.
tion for mireions at tho first night Friendliness’will be ineugnrated
The
heating
is
supplied
hv
a
health exammations of all school and at his request his ashes were the furniture includinga fine
was $98.07. Carnegie Hill has again this year by the Board of
single unit American blower floor been packed for two night now and Public Works and sponsored by the
children, not only as a measure of scattered over this peaceful Pa- player piano.
type heater and the steam is genhealth but also as an economic cific ocean.
the last renditionwill be this Fri- Chamber of Commerce. The Board
Dr. and Mrs. Preston Scott are erated from the same boiler as day night. The public ia especially of Public Works mads this decision
measure in the education of chilaccommodates
the
old
building.
The
making
a
tour
of
Florida
and
will
dren, desires to endorse a program
at Monday’smooting.
invited to attend.
Dr. A. G. Mantings of Graaflighting is done by 15 lamos, 200
having this end m view and take, schap is building a fine new real- return in the spring.
“Residents are asked to partidwatts each, with large reflectors,
if necessary,the required steps to dence in that village. It« architecpate by having their homes lighted
HAMILTON COW IS SOME
Geo. Pelgrim of the U. of M. is and when all turned on lights up
bring thia about.
during the holidays. With little
ture is Gothic. Note: — The house
visiting with his parents. Mr. and the buildinglike day. The doors are
MILK GIVER
more than
wosk inter3. The Holland Exchange Club, was the talk of the country side at
heavy
sliding
steel
type.
All
the
Mrs. Henry Pelgrim on West 12th
vening between Christmu it wee
recognizing that recreational fa- that time, and is still there, but
Street.
window frames are steel with modThe Associationaverage for 807
to extend the time of this
cilities are necessary for the very badly worn.
• • •
em glass equipment. There is not cows under test, including 61 dry, dedded
contest over the New Year period.
growth and development of the
Vaudie Van den Berg, the bill a nail or a piece of wood in the 660 lbs. of milk, 26.78 Ibi. fat, an
“Last year 62 homes were deepnormal child, favors the addition,
R. Van Zwaluwenberg of Dren- poster is putting up some good structure, representing a perfect average of 4.04 percent butter fat
rated with colored lights and other
to the existingfacilities,of an ice the has raised 1000 bushels of home trade posterson his father’s fireproof building.
of all milk produced. Hdnors for
skating pond .tennis courts, and a "mangel wortels” on one aero of bill boards whenever the occasion The old building, which was re- both production and butter fat go insigna of Christman Fine prise*
will be awarded for the beet decoswimming pool.
land. Who can beat that?
allows. Here is one "Dollars spent constructedsomewhat from the to Henry Overbeek of Hamilton.
rated and lighted houses, prises be4. The Holland Exchange Club,
in Holland remain here and work factory building occupied by the Hia Ave pure bred Holateins averrecognizing that there are in HolTWENTY-FIVEYEARS AGO for us. Dollars spent out of town Amazon Knitting Company at aged 1156 lbs. of milk, 41.06 Ibe. of ing offered by the Board of Public Works.
TODAY
land under privilegedchildrenand
are gone for ever. Money talks. Grand Haven, is 65 by 116 feet. The fat. Mr. Overbeek also owns high
“It is not necessary that elaboralso children with a tendency to deBoost for your home town.” Note: property in all includes about eight producing cow. milking 90 Ibe. of
ate decorationsbe indulged fa m it
residencelots.
linquency,favor the formation of a
Amen!
3.3 percent milk dally. For the 80
is not always the most elaborate
W. Bouwsma, who for two years
All that remains to be done is days she produced 2700 lbs. of milk,
“Big Brothers'Club” knowing that
decorations that make for beauty,
such a group would soon make its- has conducted a grocery on West
The Holland Furnace Co. pre- to move a paint shop office and lav- 89.1 lbs. falat, the animal being milk- and effectiveness.
17th
street,
coming
from
May,
has
atory
from
one
end
to
allow
a
large
sented each one of their employes
s:lf felt as a strong moral factor
ed three times daily.
“This year, above all other yean,
sold out to L Schadelec and Harry with a large turkey; 200 gobblers door to connect the two buildings
in the city of Holland.
oevery householder who can afford
Reidsma. The latter now conducts Were disposedof.
The office will be placed in another
5. The Holland Exchange Club,
ORGAN1ZE 4-H CLUB
it should assist fa making this
comer, ’nils building will be used
recognizingthat Hope College is of
Christmu a cheery one."
as
a
paint
shop,
repair
room
and
The Montello Park School has orincalculablevalue to the city of
Further information concerning
stock room.
MAIL CARRIERS MUST
ganised a 4-H handicraftclub with this contest can be secured at the
Holland and desiring in a small CHRISTMAS CAROLS TO BE
The road equipment carried in- sixteen members,under the leaderway to show its appreciation of SUNG TUESDAY AT ZEELAND
BUY LICENSE
HoflantfChamber of Commerce ofcludes two tractors, one heavy, the ship of Edward Van Ham. princithis Christian institution of learnother a lighter one; a compressor, pal of the school. The club will fice, phone 2465.
Annual
Christmas carols will be
ig, wishes to donate four (4)
Remember if you are interested
Mail carriers and other postal motor grader, 12 trucks of sizes make articles of wood from blueschdarshipa of ,50 each to a«h
employes who use their own or varying from light job to three ton prints provided by the county agri- In this contest turn to page two
needy students, as may in the judgDecember 22, at 7:30 o’clock in the rented automobiles in their employ- heavy duty trucks; snow plows. culturalagent The dfflcera of the of section one of this issue and
ment of the president of the Colremember also that the rural dishigh school gymnasium and every- ment, must obtain Michigan license The new arrangementsallow the club are President,1 /ester Dooger;
lege and a committeeof the club
tricts are included aa well as the
one is invited to attend this annual plates in the regular manner, the trucks to be equipped with plows Vice President,Raymond Scholten;
be deemed worthy of such.
dty diatricts, and the limits of
event This is sponsored jointly by ! P*Partmentof State has been noti- so that in the winter months they Secretary,Claude Raak.
these districts are fully given fa
The followingspecial committees the Zeeland Literary Club and focal ^<1 by the First Assistant Post- stand ready for instantuse.
the announcement
were appointed to carry out these P. T. A. and will be held inside
Gasoline storage tanks have a
i- General,
8.

1

a store on the north side and Mr.
Bchadelee was employed for sevJohn V. Spyker of Holland was eral years at Peter Prins' grocery
shot and killed by hunting deer in on East Eighth street.
the north woods. Others in the HolUuid hunting party were Chaa.
City Treasurer Richard Overweg
Odell, Wm. Van Tubbergen, Chris began collecting taxes Monday.
Miller and Gerrit Laarman.
Deaths: — Mrs. 0. Peterson died
Mr. R. N. De Merrell, formerly at her home on West 16th street at
foreman for Dan Bortech Marble the age of 69 years. Mrs. H. Tibbe
Shop, has purchasedthe businesl of Graafschap passed away at the
of Mr. Bertsch and is running it age of 50 years. F. C. Pixley died
on his own account Note: — The at Ottawa station at the age of 70
place of business of Dan Bertsch. years. Dr. E. Winter, one of the
leadingtheologians of the Reformed
maker of building ornaments and leadi
Church, passed away at his home,
tomb
82 East Thirteenth
'hlrteenthstreet. Ho was
years old.
Green Mill restaurant Mr. Bertsch

« of
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projects:

HOLLAND WOMAN,

99,

that no matter how inclement the . 9n*y automobiles owned by the capacity of 80,000 gallons a year.
RECOVERS FROM FALL SURELY A WIERD PIC1. Milk Committee.— Ernest V. weather is, it can be enjoyed and federal postofficedepartment are The repair equipment includesdrill
The matter of lesintg he old
TURB AT THE COLONIAL
Hartman,
chairman;
Dr.
William
entitled
to
use
plates
designed
"U.
press,
steel
lathe,
blacksmith
outattended by all. Preparations are
hospital building now used as the
Mrs. Marie Kuhlman, Holland’s
The main feature at the ColonKnickerbocker hall, locatedon 12th Westrate, William J. Brouwir, Al- under way and a short program. S. Mail," is was stated. The federal fit and acetylene torch.
oldest citizen and near Centenarian
The remodeling of the old build- has been released from Holland ial Theatre “Frankenstein",U one
street and Central avenue, was bert P. Kleis, John L. Van Huis, Carol singing will be in charge of ruling furnished the department
ing at Grand Haven has been done hospitaland ia being cared for at of the moat wrird and at the same
the music committee of Ladies asserts:
again brought up in behalf of the George B. TinholL
says.
"The State cannot require the by a group of road men, who are the home of her grandson, William time intensely fascinating films
2. Health Committee — Dr. T. W. Literary Club headed by Mrs. H.
Letrion Auxiliary.
Federal government to procure usually laid off between the fall E. Kuhlman. Mrs. Kuhlman, who
Mayor
Brooks
and
Attorney C. Davidson, Chr. William Wertveer, Borst. All shut-ins who wish the
that ever came to Holland.
HOLLAND MAYOR WILL
plates for use on vehicles owned and winter snow season and the suffereda fracture of her leg in a
H. Me Bride, together with Major William Olive, Fred Becuwkes, C. Girl Scouts to sing Christmas carThe moat uncanny picture that
GO OVER TAX MEASURES
A. French.
ols for them, next Tuesday evening, by the government, but this does work has filled in the gap for many fall from the bottom step of a
Kbs been our privilege to see were
WITH THE GOVERNOR George L. Olsen of Grand Haven
not
apply
to
vehicles
rented
by
the
of
them.
Dec.
22,
will
please
notify
either
3. Sports Committee — Randall
stairway, was able to sit up in a
Harbor Board spoke before the algovernment,either from a postal
The work has been under the su- chair for the first time since the “Phantom of the Opera" “The
Bosch. ^Chairman; C. C. Wood, Ken- Mrs. H. Borst or Mrs. M. B. Rogers.
Gov. Brucker announced a list of dermen on harbor matters,
employe or an individual in connec- pervision of Carl Bowen, county accident several weeks ago. Al- Man Who Laugha’ and “Dracnla."
Chas. Leachman,
For a spooky backgroundthese
t;1.' ot \
dtisens prominent in highway and
tion with the postal service for use engineer.
TAX COLLECTIONS ARE
though she may remain a cripple, three pictureswere knockout* but
tax matters who have been invited final council proceedings. 1 Ja k
in mail transportation,
as the own-o --DELAYED
IN
GD.
HAVEN
she
has
a
good
chance
of
rounding
4. "Big Brothers’ Club Commit“Frankenstein" haa them all rollto attend his conferenceat Lansing
er of a motor vehicle for hire is
out her one hundredth birthday anForeign War Veterans
tee— Joe Geerde, Chairman;Henry
ed into one for spookineas.The
next Monday with regard to Cov- BOARD OF PUBLIC
Delay in the collection of the city required to furnish plates as a
niversary,which occurs on Feb. 11,
ert road tax relief.
WORKS EMPLOYEES OFFER Ketel, Andrew Klomparcns, Dick taxes is continuing pending the ob- means of identification."
man-beast who is created by an em-.
To StaRe Minstrels on
1932.
Boter,
Jacob
Fris.
The list includes:
incut doctor, who transfers the
WAGE TO NEEDY ONES
taining of satisfactorybonds. ColYear’s
Eve
5. Hope College Scholarship
William M. Connelly, Grand HaRecognizing the drain on the
brain and other organs of criminals
lection in many townships has been
Zeeland Exchange Club
ven; W. M. Barber, Muskegon; nty welfare fund for unemployed, Committee — Milton Hinga, Chair- startedas treasurershave obtained The members of the Night Owl
ito the body of a giant, is an nnn»The Henry Walters Post No. 2144
Club
met
Tuesday
evening
at
the
Hugh Grey, Grand Rapids; George 31 employees of the board of pub- man; rank Lievense, Eugene personal bonds. The city treasurer
ual feature Th* result brought
Hears Dr. Paul Mcof Veteransof Foreign Wars, of
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Stokes,
Roxburgh, Reed Citv; A. W. Baker, lic works have asked the board to Heeler, George Pelgrim, Rev. Jag. at Grand Haven has personalbonds,
out in this man-beast must be seen
208 Maple Avenue. Five-Hundred Holland, will give somethingnew
Lean of Holland in order to be appreciated.
Coloma; M. B. McPharson, member deduct 5 per cent from their wages Wayer.
but will not authorize collections
in
the
line
of
songs,
laughs
and
state tax commission, and Emcit beginningJan. 1 for six months
After some fine music by a brase until further protectionis assured. was played with first prizes being
It is raid that in some theatres
Zeeland Record: — The regular
awarded to Mrs. Ethel Von Ins and dance on New Year's Eve. The local
Brooks, Holland.
and for a longer time if necessary. quartet from Holland high school,
but still old in experience minstrels exchange club meeting was held on nursas were required to take care
Mrs.
Fred
Stokes.
..... -- o-LambertusTinholt and Anson A.
The amount for the six-month per- Dr. Westrate introducedMr. Breen,
will, indeed,make you enjoy your- Monday evening at the city hall. of the ladies who swooned during
ZEELAND GIRL BASKETEERS iod will approximate$1,400. 1 the High School coach, who gave a Paris Tueflday recalled the occasion
the filming—and what is more
selves if you attend their show, to
BEGIN SEASON
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Lampen be given under the auspices of the Because of the illness of the presi- Mr. Carley haa one on hand..
Ten employes at the power plant pleasingaddress and introducedhis 27 years ago when they entered the
dent. M. C. Ver Hage, first vice
The Zeeland girls' basketball also voluntarilyagreed to reduce team to the Exchange Club mem- governmentservice as rural letter were pleasantly surprised at their V. F. W. The minstrels will hold president,George Caball presided. Amyway the picture is to appear
squad has been practisinghard for their labor schedule from 48 to 42 bers. Here they are: Centers— carriers at Holland. An approxi- home at 454 College Avenue last forth in the Women’s Literary club
The regular committeeappoint- for the last time at the Colonial
the coming games and will inau- hours a week, making provision for Willmur Masselink, Sewell Fair- mate estimate of the number of week Friday evening. An enjoyable rooms on the evening of the lust
ments for the following year were Theatre this Friday night and
gurate their regular schedule
those who have not seen the protwo additional men without increas- banks; Guards — George Good, miles each man covered exceeds evening was spent and a dainty
made.
*hree course lunch was served.
Lloyd Molengraf. Hadden Han- 200,000.
Some of the casts are as follows:
Earl Moerdyk, accompaniedby duction are still given a chance
lh"
chett, John Leland; Tackles— DenJack Peterson,director
Banjo Charles Van Dommelen of Holland to find out whether they can
Betty Jane Nash, daughter of
The girls’ team is permitted to
up- Koy B* Champion
ChamP'° stated
End Man at the piano, rendered two trumpet withstand a faintingspell after it
The annual Christmas meeting of Willie Padgett
that the action was voluntary on ton Norlin, Isaac De Kraker, Ralph Mr. and Mrs. Benj. M. Nash of 100
play only ten games a season and
End Man solos, “The End of a Perfect Day," is all over.
the nart of the employees and wus Martmus; Ends— Elton Cobb, War- East 21st Street, celebrated her the King’e Daughters class of the Julian Heath
one game with the alumni has alEnd Man and “Mood Indigo,”in a pleasing
ren Huesing, Kenneth Tysse, GerFirst Reformedchurch was held on Ora Green ............
derided by a unanimousvote.
second
birthday
anniversary
Tuesready been staged, leaving a slab)
Roy Heath ........
..... End Man
ald Garvelink,Tom Selby, Max
Tuesday
evening
at
the
home
of
and acceptableway.
DRKNTHE BOY WINS SIGNAL
Those
eignine
the
resolution
day by falling and breaking her
of nine regular games to be played.
Concertina
Stuart collar bone.
Miss Marian Luidens, the teacher. John Deising
The speaker of the evening, tho
HONORS
adopted were: Abe Nfcuta. H. J. Husted; Quarterbacks
The schedule is as follows:
... Drums
Grow, Donald Slighter;Half Backs
Games
were
played and a dainty Burt Franks
Rev. Paul E. McLean, of Hope ColKarnteti,
A.
Bates,
Neal
Houtman,
December 18— Whitehall.
Neil Eastman
.Saxophone lege, was introducedby Rev. R. J.
Ottawa County 4-H Beef Calf
Fred Kobds, Ivan Bosman. Chaa. —Fred Jappinga, Harry Irvin, MarManage license applications have lunch was served. The newly- Len Woodard . ..
December 28— Caledonia.
Special Vanden Berg, chairman of the pro- club boys placed well in the West
vm
DeRiddcr,
Delbert
McLuro,
Edelected
officers
are
Miss
Mary
Ann
been received from John H. Kole,
January 14— Holland Christian. Kosten C. J. Rozeboom. Charles
Mrs. E. John .............
Piano gram committee. Prof. P. E. Mc- Michigan Fat Stock Show held in
Vos, John DeWitt, Mias Hazel Doii- ward Wheaton; Full Backs— Earl 29, of Holland, and Una Messer. 27. Schecrhorn, president;Miss LuiJanuary 22— Muskegon.
Miss Marie Dalkman .....
......... Piano
Lean spoke interestinglyon Hope Grand Rapids last week. Harvey
January 27— Grand Rapids Chr. ma, Martin Kammeraad, John A. Ccok. Merle Vcr Schurc, LaVernc of Grand Rapids, and from Alfred dens, vice-president and Miss
A more complete cast will be College, congratulatingZeeland on Terllaar from the Drenthe 4-H
Scherhorn.
Hall,
22,
of
Macatawa,
and
Lois
Brower,
secretary
and
treasurer.
George,
Gerrit
Appledorn,
John
February6— Caledonia.
given in the paper at a later date. giving to the college its new presi- Beef Calf club, won first in the
Dr. Westrate next introduced Elaine Franks, 16, of Holland.
February 12— Holland Christian. Veldheer, Len Koppenaal, Roy E.
dent. Mr. W. Wichers. He painted calf club division on his AberdeenThe Parent-Teachers Association
February26-WhitehalJ.
Babcock. Miss Florence Oudnum. Coach Hinga of Hope College and
CHEST CLINIC HELD AT
a rosy picture for the future of the Angus calf and won reserve chamMarch 2— Grand Rapids Chr.
George Friego, L. E. Snyder, Bei t placed the balance of the evening’s Sidney Tjalma, 414 East Eighth at New Groningen, held on Friday
HUDSONVILLE. DEC. 22 college under this able guidance. pion in the open class. TerHaaris
evening,
waa
well
attended.
Peter
program
in
his
charge.
Mr.
Hinga
street,
is
confined
to
his
home
with
Smith, L. Kamerling, M. W. Green.
He spoke of the new enthusiasticcalf sold for thirty cent* a pound,
De Vries having moved to Florida,
ILLUSTRATEDLECTURE
Raymond Kemme, Jack Zitch, T<d said that he was giad to be an Ex- pneumonia.
A chest clinic will be held at
at thp rnllpirp weighed 890 Iba. and brought $267.
Mr.
Gerrit
Kramer
waa
elected
ABOUT THE HOLY
Wyma, Sam Althufe • Mias Josie changeite and considered it a very
Christian Reformed Church
nf the pian;< Other Ottawa County 4-H exhibiLAND AT HOLLAND Van Zanten. Mire Clara Voorhorst, fine thing to give the boys a ban- With Christmas near the Holland president and Albert Pyle, vice- mental Huds^ville on Tuesday
the^utunf
°f
tors at the show were Harvey and
Last evening, Dr. Martin Wyn- Leslie V. Slikkersand A. C. Boos. quet every year such as this. He poatofflee will not observe it* half- president.Dr. Wynand Wichers of afternoon,Dec. 22, 1931, from :30, It ig hopod that at thf! next meet. Kenneth banning. All are members
Ho
pe
College
gave
an
interesting
garden of Calvin seminary gave an
The men who have agreed to stated that he waa very proud of holiday Saturday afternoon, but
ing which will be held in the early of the first 4-H Bee^ Calf club orU1 k on The Building of the Child's till 4:00 o’clock.
illustrated lecture fa the Christian forego their Sunday rest when ne- the Htason at Hope College, and will remain open from 7:30 o’clock
This is to be given free to the
part of January, Mr. Gilbert Daane, ganized in the county by agriculMind.
A
piano
duet
waa
given
by
team in the morning until 7 o’clock in
high school gymnasium fa Holland cessary and yet work but 42 hours hoped
residentsof Ottawa County, under
. that
. the basketball
- —
----tural agent Milham.
Genevieve De Jongh and Julia
on “The Glory of God In Palestine, each week instead of 48 hours at
th« fliupicettof tho MichiganTuaJi® ** 48 successful.He in- erming, Ed Westveer. postmaater,
Bouwa.
A
song
by
Laura
Roo sonthe Land where Jesus Dwelt"
the same hourly scale are: Ira troduced the members of the team announced today. City carriers
bercnlJ.W.tion, Rich i. fin- ^Tthst^he^U diiau^ Bconomic Zeeland Record:— Provisions have
The lecture grows out of a trip A. Haight, John DeBoer Jacob an follows: Norlin and Zwemer, will make deliveries Saturday aaon read and Julia Bouwa; a Dutch anced by funds raised in the sale
reading by John Geerts; a vocal
questions of the day. The plan is been made for the rural students
faVfi last summer. This trip had Bakker. Marion Buttlea, Fred Slik- tackles; CapUin-riect, Ron Fox; other days of the week. Twelve
|of Tuberculosis Christmas seals.
duet by Mr. and Mrs. Ver Meulen
to make this a “guest night" and who attend Zeeland schools to have
been planned for about 12 years. kere, Fred Smith, Clarence Wood, Damson, Damstra, Meengs, G. and additional employees have been
Dr. F. H. Bartlett, Medical Direchot lunches at noon, going into efand
a
dialogue,“A Slight Misunto open the meeting to all who wish
The picturesshowed both the bles- James Annls, A. Palmer and Chas. J. Wiegerink, Painter,Slagh, Mor- cilled for work at the postoftor of the Muskegon Tuberculosis
fect from now and continuinguntil
derstanding” by Mrs. John Voa and
to pay the luncheon fee.
sings and curse of God resting on
Sanatoriumwill be the examining
dyke Nykerk, Freeman, Beekman, fice next week.
spring.
Martin.
Jud Dykstra of Holland. The proo
physician.The County Health Unit
Palestine.
The resolutionadopted was aa Japfoga, Dalman, Tyaae, Nettinga,
gram for the next meeting is in is making arrangementsfor the DOMINIE AWARDED $1650 FOR The pupil must bring hia food fa
Scenes were shown of Jerusalem,
a pint fruit jar that has a glass $0
follows: “In view of the prerent Seekamp, VanPeureem Slider Van banquet.
charge of Mrs. B. Veneklasen, Mrs.
INJURIES RECEIVED IN
Naxareth, the Sea of Galilee. Bethclinic.
that can be clamped down.;
Mr. Mike Genyr Coach at West- H. Schaap and S. Wierama.
economic depression and realizing Haitema, Plewia and Mgr. B. NoAUTO
ACCIDENT
saida and various other familiar
It is only through early discovschool this is placed fa
the hardships of those who are tier. AH bat five of these boys are ern State Teachers' College, waa
Bible places. Objects Mr. Wyngarery of tuberculosis that a cure from
A judgment of $2,650 was grant- contained and reha ‘
from Holland or Zeeland. The bas- then introducedby Mr. Hinga. He
The
annual meeting of the Men’s
withoat
work
and
whereat
we
feel
den had tiv»" from Palestinewere
the disease may be made certain.
course, means that
grateful for being steadily em- ketball team, it appears, will have said that he thought that Hope Col- Adult Bible Class of Maple Avenue Any person having symptoms of ed to Rev. Richard J. Karscn. pas
shown.
reheated
and '
tor
of
the
local
Second
Christian
lege
waa
fortunate
in
having
“Bud"
all membrrn.butone coming from
Christian Reformed Church was
It waa altogethervery interest- ployed and wish to express thia
tuberculosis,such as unexplained
Reformed Church, at Grand Haven, food should be
Holland.
Hinga
aa
Coach.
The
men
gain held Monday evening. The officers
gratitude
in
s
more
tangible
maning and instructiveevening enterloss of weight or strength,persisare brought vfa.the
.
The High School Glee Club then much from football. They get the electedwere: John Lemmcn, presi- tent digestive disturbancesand loss against Ray O. Kuhl for injuries _ . .
tainment and a substantial sum ner, we respectfullypetitionymr
received
in
an
automobile
aeddent
f*1®”
sang
several
college
songs
indodspirit
of
cooperation
and
anociadent* Henry Becksfort, vice-presi- of appetite, a slight elevationin the
honorable body to deduct five per
was collected for the school.
last spring on U.S.-31 near South
oent from our various wages snd fag: The Victory March of Notre tion with individual* There are a dent; D. Vender Schfl, secretary; temperature in the afternoons,or a
-o
Haven. The defendant did not apDame,
Wave
the
Flag
of
Old
Chifew
evila
connected
with
football
Jake
H'lder,
treasurer
and
John
suggest
that
this
money
be
turned
Mrs. Henry Hoekje entertained
continued unexplained tired feeling
pear and the plaintiffs providedthe
but
the
good
things
about
the
game
cago,
and
Michigan
Victor’a
March.
Van
Nieuwland
assistant
secreshould be under medical superviwith a miscellaneousshower at her over to the dty welfare fund"
only testimony. The argumentsby
. Mr. Hinga then introduced Louis far outweighthe bad things. He tary and treasurer.
sion.
home last week Thursday evening
the attorneys were brief.
Isaac Kouw is the teacher of
Mrs. H. R. Phelps of Ssugatnck Elenbaas aa athletic star who is at tiid that moat of th* criticismof
in honor of Miss Hattie Ryienga, a
present
attending
Western
State
the
game
cornea
from
thoa*
who
are
the
class
and
Gerrit
Vender
Hill
William Van Etta, 231 East
bride-to-be. Games were played entertained a group of women at a
Miss Nril VanderMeulenwill enis th* assistant.. A social hour wa§ Thirteenth street has been granted
bridge party Saturday
. afternoon fa Teachers’ College.He spoke a few the least familiarwith it.
trrtainher Sunday school class of
words
of
appreciation
telling
of
The
party
eloeed
with
tho
aing*
the
private
dining
room
of
the
enjoyed
and
refreshments
were
a
permit
for
the
erection
of
a
si
Third Reformsd Church at her
Warm Friend Tavern at -Holland. how pleased he wm to attend the fag of the Mat verse of “America." served.
garage.
bmUful fifta.
home tonight Friday,
aid.
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,<OU& NELLIE”

• •

The

Matter

,

dlaHatl leas to Holland and rkin*
tty. The position she occupied was
unique for the reason

that few persons could

fill

that

way “Onr

place in Just the same

NeUie” did.
It
srith

b true she waa surrounded
able assistants,but amonfr

the* this stalwart woman with a
man's strength,but a woman's
heart, was the paramountfigure in
tho center of her group of helpers.

Dress meant nothing to

Nellie.

Style was not a part of her make*

i

By Wyckoff
•

up. Hot despiteher modest attire,
her personality stood oat like a
beacon light. She was a guardian
of the poor— she was an alleviator
of the suffering—she was s de
Hchtful companion of the common
folk; she could confer with them;
ah# would advise them; she would
lead them; she would pray with
them.

Where there was

suffering, there

lag hand, and it was no lily white”

hand that did the

helping.

No

one knows haw often Nellie entered

fthh ridden places of squalor
where sickness and pestilence
stalked, for she never told,

Win a Prize while you are Decorating Your
Home for Christmas and New Year

Read Instructions and Rules
Then

fill

out Entry form on this announcement. Mail or bring it to

Commerce

of

Office, 29 East 8th Street, on or before

HIGHWAY

LORD

RULES OF CONTEST

CRISP

NUMBER OF PRIZES-

(

terest

tM

H

part of the

Township south of Holland

is

includedin District No. 2. District No. 3

is

Avenue
and the part west of Central

is divided on the center line of Central

No.

1

north of Black Lake and Black river.

AWARDED-

The

prizes will be awarded for homes which best symbolize the spirit of the Christmasand
son through the beauty and cheer of their decorationsas seen by the passer-by.

WHO

New Year Sea-

ELIGIBLE—

IS

Occupants of dwellings,used as single households,only are eligible for prizes. The person who registers
for his or her household will receive the award. No one connected with the electric lighting industry will
be eligible to receive a prize. To be eligible the contestant must be a consumer on the lines of the city
electric plant.

CHARACTER OF DECORATIONS—
Decorations,to be considered,include Christmas trees, festoons of colored lights, flood lights, and other
displaysin yards and on the outside of houses, also decorations in windows and on the inside of houses
which can be* seen on the outside, and therefore add to the effectiveness of the exteriordisplay. There
must be some form of exteriordisplay.

Roman Slave Merchant — Mr. Henry Kleinheksel
Three Young Boys — Paul Harrison, Robert

Luidens,
Robert Vanden Berg
Episode 3 — Call of the First Messenger to the Orient.
Dr. John Scudder, a young physician,Prof. D. Ritter,
Mrs. Sloat, Mrs. D. Ritter
Dec. 18 Fri.
Episode 4 — The First Meeting of the Board of Foreign
MATINEE DAILY AT
Missions.
Dr. John Knox, Mr. George Schuiling
Over the
Dr. McMurray, Mr. Fred Beeuwkes
Dr. De Witt, Mr.LeonMoody
[tenet Dunn and Sally Eilers
Mr. De Vroom, Mr. Dave Damstra
ganized. The following officers
Dec. 19 Sat.
were elected:Gerrit Lievense,as City pastors and superintendents
presidentand director, Gerrit Mul- Episode 5 — Breaking Ground in China.
Holiday der, vice president;Mrs. John Lie- Dr. David Abeel, Mr. A. A. Nienhuis
yense, treasurer. The first meet- Mr. Boone, Mr. R. Lemmen
Give Brook and Charlie Ruggles ing will be on Tuesday evening, Mi. Lim, A Christian Scholar,Mr. R. Boot
January 5 in the school building.
Mon„ Tues., Wed., Thurs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harm Looman of Three Carpenters,Mr. G. Steggerda,
Mr. J. Essenburg, Mr. J. Van Voorst
Olive Center were pleasantly surDec. 21, 22, 23 24
prised at their home on last Thurs- Episode 6 — The Word of God Enters Japan.
day evening in honor of the fortieth Wakasa, a Samurai of Japan, Mr. Arnold Dykhuizen
anniversary of their marriage.
Ayabe, His Brother, Mr. Lester Wassenaar
Those present ware Mr. and Mrs.
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell Harm Looman, Mr. and Mrs. Ger- flontono, His Secreary, Mr. Umekichi Tsuda
rit Van Dyke of Holland,Mrs. Dena Dr. Verbeek, Mr. Lester Kuiper
Looman and daughter, Johanna of A Young Samurai Pupil, John Roscene
Dec. 25 Fri.
North Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Hen- Episode 7 — Half Pennies to Build the Road.
Conti nous performance starting
ry H. Looman of Holland, Rev. and
Dr. Otte, Prof. C. Kleis
Mrs. John Looman of Cedar
at 2>30
Springs, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Little Dutch Orphans, Shirley Lemmen, Arlene Eilander,
Matinee and evening prices
Looman and Gertrude of Grand Gwendelyn Lemmen
Adults 40c— Children 10c
Rapids, Gerrit Looman and Anna Groups of Children from Bethel and Seventh
of East Crisp, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Episode 8 — Help for the Suffering in China
Veneklaaen, Mr. and Mrs. C. Raak,
Dr. Otte, Prof. Kleis
Mrs. Jane Rozetna, Mrs. Wierda,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Raak and Two Young Chinese Assistants, James Tysse, Milton Slagh
Seth Parker
Carrie all of Zeeland. Mr. and Mrs. Chinese Mother-in-Law, Miss Johanna Bolte
Looman were presented with a Chinese Daughter-in-Law, Miss Bernice Wabeke
Dec* 25 Fri. ia Guest Night
a beautifulplant and basket.
Patients, Charles Kuyers, Ethel Boot, Preston Luidens,
FIFTY MILLION FRENCHEarl VanLeeuwen, Berdeane Hope, Bernard VanderMEN will play alter the last
OLIVE CENTER
beek, Mrs. C. Kuyers, Lois Essenburg Marian Boot,
show at night
A Blind Child, Myra Kleis
Friday evening Dec. 18, at eight
Educated Patient,Raymond Boot
o’clock fast time a Christmas cantata will be rendered in the Ot- EPISODE 9 — A Processional of Christian Girlhood.
tawa church by the young people Three Chinese Girls, Miss Patsy Ver Hulst, Miss Bernice
of the Calvary Reformed church of
Wabeke, Miss Lois Tysse
Dec 18 Fri.
Grand Rapids, directed by Rev. Ja- Three Japanese Girls, Ikuyo Tase, Setsu Matsunobu,
Matinee at 2:30
cob Prins. All are welcome.
Franklin Veldheer is confined to Helen Shaw Three Indian Girls, Mrs. T. Boot, Miss Ruth
his home on account of rheuma- Meengs, Miss Julia Poelakker
Frafikensteiii
tism. John Redder is doing his Three Arab Girls, Miss Joyce Notier, Miss Lois DeVries,
chores and taking care of his milk
Miss Jean Cole
Colin Clive, John Boles, and
route.
Episode
10 — Rocky Soil in Arabia.
Boris Karloff
Mrs. Snyder from Hamilton is
visiting a few days at the home of Two Arab Women, Miss Joyce Notier, Miss Lois DeVries
Dec 19, Sat.
Mr. and Mrs. Harm Kuite.
Two Little Arab Girls, Betty VanTatenhove,Betty DeVries
Mr. and Mrs. C. Jacobson visited VIrs. Zwemer, Miss G. Van Peursem
Matinee at 2:30
at the home of James Knoll Sunday
Zwena, Mrs. A. Vurems
evening.
Ruliiig Voice
Mr. and Mrs. John Johnson from Halima, Miss Jean Cole
Zeeland visited Mr. and Mrs. Episode 11— The Rural Road in India.
Waller Hutton and Loretta
Franklin Veldher Monday.
Mr. Lord-of-Light,Mr. Rein Visscher
o
Young
His Wife, Mrs. R. Visscher
NORTH HOLLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Russcher Isaiah, Their Little Boy, Vernon VandeWater
Dec 21‘23. Mon., Tuew, Wed
and Mr. and Mrs. John J. Boeve of Rama Reddy, Land-owner,Mr. John Post
Matinee at 230 on Tues. & Wed.
Fillmore visited Mr. and Mrs. Krishna Reddy, Grandson, James Ter Keurst
Frank Brand sen at North Holland Servant of Christ, Christian Farmer, Mr. Theo. Boot
recently.
Samuel, Christian Farmer, Mr. Marinus Van Ark
Emerald, Wift of Servant-of-Christ,Mrs. T. Boot
Warner Baxter
Mr. and Mrs. J. Dozoman of
Jewel-of-Grace,wife of Samuel, Mrs. M. Van Ark
19th street entertained the memDec. 21 la Guest Night
bers of the Loyal Class of Fourth Jewell-of-Wisdom, Brother, Mr. Howard Kammeraad
of Orange
Reformed church at their home on Pearl, His Sister, Miss Myrtle Spyker
will play dter the second show st Tuesday evening. Mrs. Peter Jewel-of-WisdomBrother, Mr. Howard Kammeraad
Schieringa,president, was
Old Villager, Mr. Henry De Weerd
night
charge of the devotions. A short Old Woman, Mrs. H. DeWeerd
business session was held after
Due. 24,25, Thurs. and Fri.
which a program waa given. Mrs. The Supervising Pastor, Rev. C.
Cootiuous performancestarting at Nick Klongle entertained with a Groups from Trinity Sunday School
reading.A short play was given by Episode 12— The School of High Hope.
230 oo Friday
Mrs.
Nick Klungle. Mrs. Vernon Dr. John Van Ess, Mr. Jack Juist
AdstMon Pricss— .40 Adults
Cook, Mrs. Andrew Kammeraad, Teacher Azeez, Mr. Abraham Noaum
.10 Children
Mra. Ben Molenaar and Mrs.
Sheikh Nasir, Rev. G. D. Van Peursem
rhieringa- Games were played
and refreshments were served by Two Poor Arabs, Mr. Rahmin Salih Michael, Mr. Fathalla
the hostess, G. G. Groenewoud is Noaum Majeed, Son of Sheikh, Bobby Van Peursem
teacher of the class,
Mohammed ; Majeed— Poor Mohammedan Boys, Cornelius

the Townships there will be a first, second and third prizearound Holland, for the purpose of this con-

OBJECT OF CONTEST—

Walker

has returned from
a trip to Chicago. He visited the
stockyards and other places of in^
Bert Hop and Maurice Luidens
made a busines strip to Grand Haven Tuesday.
The young people of the South
Olive church are preparing a suitable Christmas program for this
yule-tideseason.
On Monday evening a meeting
was held at the school house and a
community singing school was or-

Holland. That

PRIZES WILL BE

hom€ by the sudden death of her Father Gregory— Mr. Lester Kuiper
f-ther^lmer Drew, a rural carrier Roman Soldiers — Mr. R. Schaap, Mr. Geo. Berens, Mr. Oliver
Herman Hop

of the three districts in

extended. )The territory east of Central Ave., is included in District

Avenue

unusually in Holland for a few days.
Hadden Hanchett
The right of way for the electric Angels — Mrs. M. Hinga, Helen Mae Heasley, Marjorie
line west through Harlem has been
eminentlyfilled in Holland's re- practicallyall obtained and work
Brooks,
Hgieus wefl being.
Grace Hanchett, -Constence Hinga, Jean Brooks
on building the line is expected to
Wise Men— Mr. Raymond Boot, Mr. R. Visscher,
Sorely the Mhlical passage-"!* begin soon.
Miss Agnes Hiemstra is teach- Rev. G. D. Van Peursem
asmnch as ye have done H unto
ing in the West Crisp school this
mm of the least of these my breth week. She is taking the place of EPISODE 2— The Road Leads Westward.
reu. ye have done H onto Me"— Miss Grace Drew, who was called Apostle Paul— Abraham Norman

HOLLAND

ward and each

27 prizes in all to be distributed.The rural district

of

woman, who waa

TREATIES

In each

making

test, is divided into three districts. District No. i is on the east side and District No. 2 is on the west side

fitted and mooldcd to the niche she

believe, apply to Nellie

December 24

PRIZES

;

we

Chamber

27

:

Chvthford.

*

Christmas lighting Contest

Holland and vicinity ia privileged
mer, Treasurer; Mist Henrietta
to see one of the most outstanding Warnshuis, Directressof Pageant;
spectaclesof missionary life ever Prof. W. Curtis Snow, Director of
portrayed by the Reformed Church Chorus; Mrs. Roy B. Champion,
Mistress of Robes; Miss Myra Ten
of America.
Cate, Lighting; Mr. George Moot,
The participantsin this pageant Stage and Properties; Mr. Harri
hostess.
Friends and neighbors of New are mostly well known here and Zegerius,Publicity; Mr. Dave DamRichmond gathered last Thursday judging from the tremendous aud- stra, Ushers; Mr. J. H. Schouten,
in celebrationof the birthday anniBuilding; Rev. P. Van Harden, Mr.
iences seen at Carnegie Hall Wedversaries of Mrs. Charles Hoiser
F. Newhouse, Mr. K. Buurma, Mr.
and Mrs. Myrtle Jackson and also nesday and Thursday evening the Fred Beeuwkes, and Mr. J. Welling.
the wedding anniversary of Mr. offering by the Reformed church, Pageant is accompaniedby the
and Mrs. Hoiser.
celebratingthe one-hundredth anni- Holland Civic Chorus.
The Calvin Seminary quartet
Names of some of the young laversary of missionary work in the
gave a program at the East Saugadies not appearing hi the program,
foreign
field,
is
being
accepted
with
tuch church Thursday evening.
but who are very important in the
The East Saugatuck church had great enthusiasm.
pageant, are the Lamp Lighters.
an offering of $744.11 for missions
General Chairman George Schuil- These young ladies are Dorothy
and benevolentpurposes on Thonksmg states that requests for tick- Mae Curtis, Shirley Shaw, Norma
given Day.
ets are coming from all over Mich- Rutgers, Bernice Hazzard, Harriet
Jon^* Slenk, sr., and Harm Hiligan and the staging of the pag- Drew, Marjorie Vaupell and Lois
hrinjL both of East Saugatuck who
eant has brought many strangers Essenburg.
have been very ill are well on the
to Holland.
The produtdon will aid the moveway to recovery.
The last night of the showing of ment toward raising an anniverThe County Agricultural Agent
will hold a meeting on Wednesday, the pageant will be this Friday ev- sary fund of $100,000 authorisedby
December 23rd, beginning at ten A. ening and the public is cordially in- general synod of the denomination.
The offeringswill be sent to the
M. to set up the extensionprogram vited.
A complete synopsis of the pro- centenary fund as a “white gift"
for the coming year. Mr. Leslie
Fry of Allegan is chairman of the gram and the episodes,twelve in from all the schools.
AgriculturalCommitteeof the number is given below.
The Sunday Schools of the ReBoard of Supervisors,and will be
The executive committee In formed churches collectivelyare
assisted by Mr. Roy Wilcox, Hop- charge of the pageant are the fol- bearing the total expense of putkins, and Mr. Carl Warner of Way- lowing: Mr. George Schuiling, ting on the pageant. The returns
land. The manager's of Farmers’ General Chairman; Prof. C. Kleis, from the first evening through a
Co-Operativeorganisations,Mas- Assistant Chairman;Mr. Leon collection was $98.07.
ters of Granges, or their Secretar- Moody, Secretary;Mr. Harry KraThe program follows:
ies and the executive board of the
County Farm Bureau will assist in
THE
OF THE
formulating the program. A review of the work accomplished in
Devotions
1931 will be given in the morning
Wednesday—Rev. G. D. Van Peursem, Arabia
and after lunch the committees will
Thursday—
Dr. Albertus Pieters, formerly of Japan
work out plans for 1932.
Friday— Rev. H. P. Boot, China

Episodes, Titles and the Characters in Each Scene
Prologue. The Road Builders.
hut her gnarled finger* and reddenA regular meeting of the P. T. Domine — Mr. Wm. Vander Hart. White-haired Minister;
el hands revealedthe story, how on
A. was held at the school Wednes- Timothy— Mr. Theo. Schaap, Modern American Young Man
her knees she most have bent and day evening of last week. The
Priscilla— Miss Myra Ten Cate. Modern American Young
auAhtd In the cheerlesshovels, speaker of the evening was Mr. De
Woman
Graaf of Hope College. Two selecbringing order out of chaos.
Road
Builders
—
Arabian,
Mr.
Joseph
Toonian
Her teak completed,and the ms tions were sung by a chorus, two
Negro, Mr. James Dooley
numbers were furnished by Gerterial things of life attended to,
trude Mulder, Marvin Mulder, and
Japanese, Arnold Dykhuizen, William Meengt
Mm then ministeredto their spirit- Foster Van Vliet; a dialogue was
Chinese, George Steggerda, Jacob Van Voorst
sal needs and by the same token given by Mr. and Mrs. Voss of OvIndians, Marinus VanArk, Theo. Boot
with the occupants of that borne erisel; readings were given by Miss
American Indian, Mr. Gene Barkel
Voss. At tks businessmeeting, Mrs.
heat her knee in supplicationto the
American, Henry Kik
George Nienhuis and Mrs. M.
Master whom she was faithfully Jongekryg were appointed te Soloists— Mr. Harry Friesma and Mr. Howard Shade
serving with such earnest devotion. serve on the social committeefor Episode 1-—The Beginning of the Road.
TMs editorial cannot begin to do the next meeting and Anna Loo- Madonna— Mrs. D. B. K. Van Raalte
man, Cena Lievense and Bertha
crmBt to Mbs Charchford.
Lievense were appointed as pro- Joseph— Mr. Vernon Ten Cate
She was aa earnest, self-effacing gram committee.
Shepherds— Leland Beach, Henry Kuizenga, Jack Van Der
aelf-eaerifidng,
modest and lovaMrs. John Slagh visited relatives
Meulen,

wwU,

.

->fV

1

Neffie could be found with a help

ble

. ENTER
- • , f

Attended by Thousands

A

•

paaaiajrof Nellie Church,

my

Lord”

busi-

ness meeting of the teachers and
officerswaa held at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry De Wit, FiHmore.
Garrit Oonk was re-electedsuperintendent,John VanLeeuwen, vice
superintendent; Miss Muriel De
Witt, secretary and Henry DeWitt,
treasurer. It was decided to form a
class for the young married people.
social hour was enjoyed and
dainty lunch was served by the

ford, head of the City Mission, is a

indeed

the

The annual Sunday School

•Act at BoUnd, Mich.,
net of Gonfrott, March

it™.

Pageant “The Highway of

and

Vicinity

MULDEK, KMtor

1. A«
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JUDGING THE DISPLAY—
The awards will be made on

a basis of beauty, simplicity and effectiveness, rather

idea being to have the householder arrange

TIME OF JUDGING

some

than

lavishness — th®

beautiful effective decoration symbolic of Christmas.

—

Judges will inspect the display between the dates of December 23rd and 30th, both inclusive, between the
hours of 7 and 10 each night. They will not enter houses to inspect interior illumination.

JUDGESA committee of prominentcitizens

HfisbuNfs

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

will act as judges.

29 E. 8thSt., Holland, Mich.

Kindly enter me in the Christmas Lighting Contest.I have read the rules of the
contest and agree to them and promise to abide by the decision of the judges.

Name

Dehdoas

Way Back Home

COLONIAL

Bk

-

-

Svrender

W

Umon

'

Roos

'

<

mfc

.

s

______

__

__________

:

Address
Phone

....................

City Ward.

Little girls from 5 to 8- years -of ed a
age will be guests of the Holland

number of her friends at

her.

home on Wednesday afternoon.

Those present ,w«re Mrs. Albert
annual Christmas party in the Ma- Schurman, Mrs. H. Meeuwsen,Mrs.
sonic Temple Monday evening from W. Schurman and sons Jack and
7 to 9 o’clock. Following this party Dale of Virginia Park, Mrs. Geo.
the members will have their Christ- Dalman, Mrs. LaVerne Dalman,
Mrs. Jacob Rypma, Mrs. E. Tripp,
mas party.
Mrs. John Westerhof and Leona,
o
NEW GRONINGEN
Mrs. A. C. Roos and son, Robert,
Mrs Ray Pas and son, Keith VerMiss Frances Van Voorst of Hol- non of Holland, and Mrs. Neal
land spent last Thursday at the Northuis and Barbara of Zeeland.
home of Mr. and Mrs. John John- All enjoyed a sociablegood time. A
dainty lunch was served by the
son.
Mr. and Mrs. N. De Boer called hostess.
on Mrs. Nancy Bennett at NoorMr. and Mrs. George Kleinjans
drioos Monday.
and family spent Wednesday evenJohn Johnson went to Grand
ing st the home of John Deters.
Rapids Monday on business.
The school children are busy
Cornie Riemersma has moved his
practicing for the Christmasprofamily and household goods to
gram.
North Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Oudemolen
Mire Leona Brouwersvisited the
are the proud parents of s baby
school one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Nick DeBoer vis- boy, bom Dec. 9. The mother and
ited at the home of Mr. and Mrs. baby are being cared for st the
John Johnson last Tuesday even home of her mother, Mrs. 8. Kolk.
Assemblyof Rainbow Girls

at their

nf.

TO CLOSE

NOORDELOOS

OUT-Winchester, La

Fevre, Remington, Browning, Ithica and other standard guns at
Mrs. Gil Vogel and Cornelia
prices way below mail order houses.
spent Friday afternoon at the home
All porcelain coal ranges $52,00.
of their sister, Mra. George Ter
Haar of Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Post of Zeeland are
moving their household goods to
East Eighth St, Holland
Noordeloos, to the farm formerly
occupied by Mr. Vander Heuvel.

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Dilepen-

NEED MONEY QUICKLY?

Cash

horst of Graafschapspent Friday loans of $S00 or less, without delay.
and sia- Small monthly payments. Holland
evening with their brother
______________
Loan Association,Model Drug BM^.
ter, Mr. and Mrs. John Diepenhorit

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Vogel and
daughter, Phyllis of Grind Rapids
spent Sunday, at the home of their
brother and sister, Mr. and Mrs.
Arie Vogel.
Mr. and Mrs. John Diepenhorst
and family spent Thursday evening at the home o# their brother
and sister, Mr. and Mrs. John Willink.

Miss Anna iGeerts called on Miss
Cornelia Vogel on Thursday after-

noon.

FOR RENT—

Light housekeeping
rooms, nicely furnished. All conveniences including bath. Heated.
Reasonable.162 East 16th St, Holland,
47tfc

Michigan.

WANTED— One electric water system. Must be in good running condition. Phone
8tc

2689.

FOR SALE— 'Bicycle cheap if

/ en at

tak-

once. 614 Central Avenue.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Blauwkamp
The boy has been named Wesley and son were viaitora at the local FOR SALE— 8 tuba Radio batteVy
church Sunday.
set Good A and B batteries. EnMrs. Nicholas De Boer entertain-Ray.
quire, F. Bremer, Central Paric, R.
ft. 1,
3tc52

Holland.

Groenewoud, Walter Groenewoud
Group Arab Boys, Fourth Church
Epilogue— A Stretch of the uWay of the Lord"
All who have taken part appear for this scene

FOR

WANT ADS

Characters:

Additional
„ « ^
Two Japanese Women, Mrs. A. Pieters, Mrs. G. Schuiling
Chinese Mbther, Miss Ethel Boot
Three Americans, Anne Ruth Van Zoeren, Kathleen Ham,

Marian De Weerd

:

Two

Indians,Clifford Dalman, Edward Barkel
Audience join in singing this last hymn
"In Christ there is no East or West
In Him no South or North,
But One great fellowshipof love
Throughout the whole wide earth"

SALE— Handpainted pietures, ideal for Christmas presents
and weddiilff gifts,
from $2.60 to $7.00.
cue, Zeeland.
Vusse, 276 Maple Avenue
Tekphone Zeeland 89F4.
fiOtfc

MODERN HOUSES FOR RENT-

AU

Expires Dec. 6

conveniences. Enquire at

Klaas Buurma, 220 West
est Sixteenth
street. Telephone8380.
!

To the

my

\

____

’

EBELINK8 FLOWER SHOP,
Phoaa

9496

Zeeland State Bank' every ThursOpp» jPoet Office day, and at my home each Friday

________

0

MUlere cannot cheapen flow to Dec,
sell at “cut’’ ’oricee and etill sat- collect
!•<». ig£* who aw used to the
rs

oread.

Benediction.

_____

Holland

SAY IT WITH FLOWERS!
I wil
Natures dainty Messengers,tho State ..... ,
ncsday.and
gift that ukases Everybody
frOTTl

"Join hands, then, brothers of the faith
Whate’er your race
be,
Who serves my Father at a son,
Is surely kin to me"

Twgjyw.rf

__

______

*

»fl*

——ax!

A.

.

—

•w
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FILLMORE

home with Rev. R. Posthumus offle- last Monday evening, in honor of Florence De Pree. After the busi- form of a pot-luck supper in the last Friday evening for an old- TheodoreDutmer of Grandvilleon verely *nd is unable
The Ladiee Adult BUM
iating. Interment took place in Mrs. J. DeVries, one of its mem- ness aeaaion the time waa spent in Legion rooms, next Monday even- fashioned surprise party. Game* Sunday.
William Hoekje, 70, pioneer of Ventura cemetery.
bers, who recentlybecame a bride. a tocial way. Each one receiveda ig, December 21. The meeting is a were played and a two coarse
Mrs. Lee Slotman who has been the American Reformed
Holland township, died Monday in
Among those present, beside the small Christmas gift and interest- ort of a welcome for several new luncheon was served. Those pres- ill for several week* is somewhat met Monday
at the booM of Mr*.
snday a
Fillmore township. Surviving are
v * -I
guest of honor were the Misses ing games were played. Refresh- members who recently joined the ent were: Mr. and Mrs. G. Immink, improved, but itill suffer* quite se- Emery Mower.
ZEELAND
the widow and four daughters,WilDora and Sena Kraai, Katherine ments were served by the hoateSa- organization. Small gifts will be Mr. and Mrs. D. Top, Mr. and Mr*.
mette in Arizona, Mrs. Guy Fooy of
Boes, Fanny Jahnson, Ada Bouw- ea, Misees Nelva and Alva Elen- exchanged and a happy evening is George Sale, and family, Mr. and
Children of Zeeland who gather
Mrs. G. Ortman and family, Mr.
Kalamazoo and Mrs. Cornelius Leens, Petilda Lamer, Mae DeJonge, baas. The society meets for tht anticipated.
peltak and ftfa. John Wagner of about the community Christmas Hilda Beverwyk,Con. Lamer and study of missionary topics once a
The electionat the annual con- and Mrs. John Tanis and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ten Brink and
Spring Lake, and two brothers, John tree in Zeeland higfc school Tuesday Hilda Vanden Bosch and Mrs. D, month.
gregational meeting of the Third
family, William Klokkert, Allan
H. and Gerrit J. of Fillmore. / will not be forgotten. As they sing Van Wingeren. Their teacher, Mr.
Christian
Reformed
Church
of
Zeeof the
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Vanden
Callahan, Gordon Top and friends,
Funeral services will be held
carols a small gift will be Wm. Barcman, and Mra. Bareman
Beldt of Zeeland were the guests land. resultedin the following offi- Mr. and Mrs. B. Albers, Ivan Rogday, Friday, at 1 o’clock from the *'ve" each by the Woman s Liter- and Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit La Huis
at Fillmore of Mr. and Mrs. Peter cers being chosen: Elders, Giorge gen, Alvin Strabbing, and Glenn
home and at 1:80 o'clock from the ary club of Zeeland.
and Mr. Jacob DeVries were also Rooks last Tuesday, the occasion Kleinjana, H. Vander Ploeg, and Albers. Mr. Drenten received a
Gifts
to Offer
On next Sunday morning, Rev. present. The evening was spent in
Overisel Reformed church. Burial
being Mr. Van den Beldt’s aruj Gerrit Petroclje;deacons, Cory beautifullamp as a gift.
will take place in Overisel ceme- Richard J. Vanden Berg, pastor of a happy, sociable way, and Mrs. De
Bosch and William P. Staal.
Mrs. Rooks’ birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Nyhoff of
the Second Reformed church, will Vries was presented with several
tery.
Next Thursday afternoon, De- Kalamazoo were in Hamilton SatAll
shut-ins
who
wish
the
Girl
preach on the theme, “The Good tokens of esteem.
cember 24, the IjuIu* Auxiliary urday.
Scouts to sing Christmas carols for
Left Undone." His talk to the
WEST OLIVE
and American Legion of Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rice of
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kroeze of Zee- them next Tuesday evening. Dec.
childrenwill be on "The First
will give n Christmas party for the Kalamazoo spent the week-end
land,
South
Elm
street,
and
their
22,
please
notify
either
Mrs.
H.
John Wyma, aged 79 years, died Christmas Gift." In the evening
children of needy familieswho are with Mrs. G. H. Slotman and Mr.
daughter,
Mrs.
Adrian
DePree
of
S.
Borst
or
Mrs.
M.
B.
Rogers.
Radiant Heaters from $135
Saturday at his home in West Ol- his subject will be “The Great
rce-iving clothing and milk from and Mrs. Lee Slotman.
ive. He had been ill since last sum- Quest.” The Sunday afternoon un- Centennialstreet, have just reMiss Leona Britton,superinten- these organizations. A large numThe
Ladies
Missionary
society
mer. Deceae-edis survived by his ion prayer meeting of the First Re- turned home here from a pleasure dent of the Zeeland hospital, spent ber of gifte. are in readiness for led a birthday social in the
A good assortment of Ray-o-Vac
trip visiting relativesin Nebraska.
wife, three sons, Herman of Grand formed Church and the Second Rethe week-end with her mother at these needy children. Many toys church parlorsof the AmericanReMrs.
Doeke
Bos
of Colonial Ave„
Rapids, Richard of Holland, and formed church will be continued
Fremont.
have been received which neided formed chunh. The program and
Flashlights
John of Grandville and three next Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock Zeeland,returned to her home here Mrs. Wm. Messer of Grand Rap- mending and the members of these offering were according to the
Saturday
from
St. Mary’s hospital,
daughters, Mrs. Guy Pierce of in the'auditorium of the Second
ids entertained the nurees with a organizationshave been busy but birthday and ago of each member.
Ludington.Mrs. Joseph Vander Reformed church. These services Grand Rapids, where she has been bridge party and luncheon in hon- happy at the task the past few A very interesting meeting rereceiving
treatments
for
the
past
Kieft of Dutton and Miss Fannie for humiliationand prayer for
or of her daughter, Miss Una Mes- wenks. This helpful spirit of co- sulted.
Wyma at home, 23 grandchildren temporal and spiritual blessings ten days.
ser, who is to be a December bride. operation will gladden the hearts
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Dangreand three brothers,Harm of Me have resulted in auch an awakening The League for Service,a mis- Prizes were won by Miss Britton of many whose Christmas would mond of Grand Rapids were guests
Bain and Cornelius and Gerrit of of greater spiritual life that their sionary organizationof the Second and Miss Alti Hendricks. A delic- otherwise be a sad one this year. of Mr. and Mrs. Harold DangreSterling Electric Ante Clocks
Grand Rapids.
continuance next Sunday is antici- Reformed Church, Zeeland,held its ious two-courrc luncheon was The children also will be given a mond Sunday.
Funeral services were held Tues- pated with great hopes.
J. Smith is a visitor at the home
annual election of officers in th? served and all report having bad a good lunch. The Girl Scouts and
Harrison and Chanson Hot Witer Heatera
of Mr. and Mrs. Jan Smit for sevay afternoon at :30 o’clock at the
Girl Reserves will assist.
The King’s Daughters Sunday- church parlors last Tuesday even- fine time.
eral days.
The
Children and Young Peoples
ing.
The
following
were
choeen:
School claw of the Third Chr. Ref.
Klaxon and Claieron
Mr. and Mrs. George Kaper viaprerident, Ruth Goozen; vice- pres- Conference started off at the Bible
HAMILTON
Christmas shoppirs would do church, Zeeland, gave a miscellanident, Katherine Janssen; secre- Witness Hall Sunday afternoon
ited relatives in Zeeland last week
well to consult the advertisement eous shower at the home of Mrs.
Visional WindshieldWipers
tary, Gladys Moerdykc; treasurer. with a good interestand attendThursday evening.
of Brink's Bookstore
Gerrit La Huis on West Main st.,
The continued story "History of
ance. The children’s meetings conThelma
Zalsma
became
ill
last
Hamilton" will be found on section
tinue during the week every afterThursday with an attack of ap
two. page two, of this ise-uo.
noon at 4 o'clock. Mr. Ainslee’s
Sophia Tanis who was seriously pendicitis.
specialgift is to make the Goepel
Ted Harmsen has purchasedn
injuredwhen struck by an automomessage plain to children by the bile, if. slowly regaining conscious- new special Six Chevrolet Sedan
use of models. The evening meetof the local Farm Bureau garage.
ness after being unconscious for
The Ladies Missionary society
ings for young people are held at more than a week.
Phono 228^
178 River Ave.
7:30 o’clock. Adults are welcome
Bert Vos, Garret Vos and John met at the home of Mrs. B. Voorat both meetings and will find the Tanis went to Chicago last week herst Tuesday afternoon.
Holland, Mich.
Mrs. E. Archembault entertainmessages most interer-ting.
on business.
ed
Miss
Ruth
Mudgc.
L.
Beets
and
Benjamin Van Eenenaam, Helen
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Slotman of
and George, left Zeeland during the Fennvillp *pent Sunday with Mr.
past week on an automobile trip to and Mrs. Joe Slotman.
Californiaand will spend the winSeveral of the folks from here
ter months touring the state and motored to Allegan last week on
visiting friends there.
Monday evening, to the community
Mrs. D. R. Drukker of Grand play presented by the Allegan peo-

A Few

to-

Special Christmas

We Have

HOTPOINT TOASTERS

up

AUTOMOBILE

FOR THE

1

Horn

White Bros. Electric Co.1

Weed Chains

A
i

gift that will be

Rapids expects to spend the winter ple.
months with her children, Rev. and
The Ladies’ Missionary society
Mrs. Frank De Jorvge, at Prairie of the First Church met with Mrs.
View, Kansas. Mrs. Drukker was H. D. Strabbing last Thursday aftformerly a resident of this city her ernoon. Thia was the annual busilate husband having served as pas- ness meeting and the following oftor of both the First and Third ficers were elected: President,Mrs.
Christian Reformedchurches here. J. A. Roggen; vice-pre«ident, Mrs.
The Ladies’ Missionary Society John Kronemeyer;secretary,Mrs.
of the Second Reformed Church John Hoffman; Treasurer, Mrs. R.
held their annual meeting in the Haakma. No regular program wa»
form of a pot-luckluncheon in the given, but inatead two playlets
were presented. Christmas hymns
parlors of the church last Thursday
noon. After a bounteoussupper were sung.
Rev. Paul Hinkamp was a dinwar partaken of .adjournment was
ner guest at the Lee Slotman home
made for a businesssessionincludSunday. It happened to be Lee’*
ing splendid reports from the
birthday and Rev. Hinkamp joined
treasurer and committee chairmen.
to celebrate occasion.
The following were chosen officers Josephine Kaper spent the past
for the ensuing year. Mrs. R. J.
week end with her aister, Janet at
Vanden Berg, president;Mrs. Wm. Kalamazoo.
Ossewaarde, vice president;Mrs.
Grada and Beatrice Tanis are
Isaac VanDyke, secretary; and Mrs. staying at Roggens for a few days.
J. H. DePree, treaiurer.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Mulder visited
The W. C. T. U. will meet at the Mr. and Mrs. Lee Slotman Sunday.
home of Mrs. J. Elhart, 236 Cherry
Josephine Bolks was a guest of
St., this Friday at 2:30 o’clock. Myrtle and Della Vander Kolk at
Mrs. Alger, presidentof the State Muskegon last week.
Society of ProhibitionReforms and
Mrs. Wm. Ten Brink is spending
Mrs. D. Whitney, presidentof the several days in Holland.
State W. C. T. U. will have repreThe Womens Study Club met last
sentativespresent to debate the Wednesday evening at the H. D.
question of Keeping or Killingthe Strabbing home. The topic was on
the early Michiganhistory,Mich18th Amendment.
Next Sunday morning, Rev. J. igan poets and beauty spots and
Va Peursem will consider the sub- ably presented by Mra. Joe Hagelsject, “The Echo of a Great Real- kamp, Mrs. H. D. Strabbing and
ity.” His theme for the evening Mrs. H. Van Doomink.
Eunice Hagelskamp entertained
service is “True to His Name."
Special Christmasmusic will fea- with piano solos. A delicious luncheon was served by the hostesses
ture the evening service.

appreciated

'

Electric Cigar Lighter

Quick

and Ash Receiver

§

Starting

49c

ft

Firestone

Firestone
ss

Door Hinge Mirrors
the Tread

$2.00

$4.98

4.40-21
4.50-20

5.60

4.50-21

569

4.75-19

6.65

4.75-20

6.75

5.25-21

8.57

$

6.95
Electric Frost Shields

$2.50

and up

A correct size
for

every car

Gerrit and

CAR

Between

8th and 9th

8
POOL TABLES

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Slotman visitec
Harry Hulsman home at Hoi
land Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Drenten and
family were in Kalamazoo Saturday to visit relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Glass of Saugatuck were entertainedat the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Vos Sunday
evening.
Mra. Anna MacDougalland Henrv Slotman of Detroit visited at
at the

the Henry Schutmaat home

Butter

12.50,

KARO

SYRUP
Rad Label 5

PANCAKE

Play 57 different

|

Tree Lighting Sets

(Pocket Billiard Table)

59c and up

iooib.ba,

Smith

Now

Skiis

up

............ 98c

...................

Percolaters

LEAVE YOUR ORDER NOW
Kroger Stores Will Have a Fine Selectionof Christmas Tress

Country Club

PEACHES

,

........ .$1.35

Toy Electric Irons ...................
89c
Toy Ironing Boards ..............

—

Electric Irons ....

China Tea

Set* ............. .... 48c,

Aluminum CoSee

Super

....

Painting Set* ........ ..............

Steam Engines

..... ..............

_

up

up

_______________ ..49c up

49c

98c up

......

$6.75 up

Pocket Knives ....................
25c

up

Hockey Skates ...............n $3.98 up
Hockey

Sticks

...................25c up

BULBS
BREAD

30

A new electric light bulb product

SANDWICH

\}A

\osi

ib.

Double wrapped - Country Club - new reduced price

this

SLICED

Gub

PINEAPPLE

Country
Packers Label - sliced or grated - No.

PINEAPPLE

Sliced or
-

1

No. 2 can
can 10c

grated

can

No. 2

choice full ripened fruit

WAGON

Ask your manager how you can save from |1.S0 to |2.00 on the purchase of a beautiful
rubber tired, roller bearing coaster wagon. A Christmas suggestion
to gladden the aye of any kiddie.

CORN

MEAL

-Yellow 5

Bulk

all

Ibe.

He

widiar*. qt.

15c

ataol,

Try a pan of ataaming hot com cake

PICKLES

At

-

genuine

dills.

4

No. 2% cans

all

Kroger

Stores Quart 45c

29c

Holland, Michigan

pack

Week-End

Additional

23c

- strictly fr9sh

1

4

Fancy yellow fruit

GRAPES

CaliforniaEmperors

CRANBERRIES
HUBBARD SQUASH

2

Late Howes

ORANGES
Yeeterday we purchasedeighteen of these tine Eng. Lounge
a local

manufacturer at a fraction of their

former coet. Most any one

-

Special*

Grapefruit

LESS

THAN

HURRY

-the
M
$14*95

De8i«B
same as

Beef Kettle Roai
;

ROLLED RIB

ROAST

OYSTERS

Footstoolto
for

J3.85

21, 22, 23,

24, for your con-

venience _
.

Brouwer Co.

~

The Old Reliable Furniture store
212-216 River

Ave.

5c

10

lbs.

37c

t ^

FROSTED FILLETS

is

Jas. A.

lbs.

6

for

FRIDAY and SATURDAY SPECIALS

;

. Supply

Open Evenings Dec.

2

CHOICE QUALITY TENDER MEATS

FOR-

MER WHOLESALE PRICE-FOR ONLY

match

25c

lbs.

Fancy Floridas- full of juice

Holland, Mich.

BACON
PORK BUTTS

Cellophane

quart

tw

wrapped

4«c

Sugar cured • 2 to 2 Ib.

Pork Roast

«*•

Boland

pioeee

bona

Vary little

Picnic styfe

%

S3C

19c

lbs.

2

Firm, rip.

Florida

lbs.

would ask $26.50 for them.

Today we place them on sale— at

Limited!
ing Tackle, Tools, Etc.

solid

Pint

FROM SELECTED FARMS A ORCHARDS

Bananas

Coll Clubs, Bag* and Balls, Fish-

CORNER HARDWARE
Avenue

*.**>«~p *

Kroger Produce departmentsare the brightestspots in every community.
Choicest Fruits and Vegetablesare received fresh daily

Watches ........................98c up

mmmpm

Eighth Street and River

raised

Sude

MAZDA

....$1,50 up

.......... $2.98

Coleman GasolineLantern

up

35c

No. iVfrean

A new reduced prke for this time and labor tarer

--

Electric Lanterns. .................91.79

98c

and Kitchen Set* 98c

2

5c

bevy syrup

Another carload of Oysters - selects -

For Dad and the Boys

Toy Clothe* Rack ...................
49c

in

boa

2-os.

Bulk - 54 else
Chofc* fresh crop prunes from California

OYSTERS

Chairs from

49c

-

PUMPKIN

Climbing Tractors ................J— 89c

ElectricStoves ..... .....

allcod

NUTS

Prunes

.....................
.-69c up

Flashlights ____

Halree or

price

High quality
lb. 25c
Paeans, lb. 3»e — Brasfls, lb. 20c — Almonds,lb. 19c ~ Walnuts, lb. 29c

................$4.49

Electric Toasters ............

Ping-PongSets ....................
$1.50

A new reduced

Country Club brand

MIXED

pkf. 5c

a popular, economical deaeert

Watch Our Window Streamers For

Set* of Dishes .................$6.49

$1.48

-

PEPPER

BLACK

Electric Clocks ....................
$2.19

Climbing Tanks ........

DESSERT

GELATINE

up

Tinker Toys ........................
69c

boa

the time to guard agalnat cold*

Fresh, crisp, tasty

79c
Toboggans ....................$3.75 up Serving Trays .......................

Air Guns ........................
90c

it

GENUINE DILL

89c up Roasters, Aluminum and Enameled 75c up

Auto Trucks, all kinds ........... .89c up

$1.39

For Holiday Gift Baskets, Fruit Cakes, Christmas Candy and Nuts

and such a Value!

For Mother
Waterless Cookers

Sleds, Flexible Flyer, Hibbard Glider

.

Ib aack

tack 23c

lb.

Standard quality- for tasty golden pies

Junior Playmate

For the Youngsters
and Flying Cloud

Games

.

ib.cn

Club 5

Country
Hankal’a Pancaka Flour S

COASTER

.

IOC

morning pancake

FEED
DROPS
Brea.

COUGH

$3.95

'S&nimwick^

for tho

-

FLOUR

17.50

Carrom Boards

*

Biu.ub.i 5

can 37c

lb.

ISC

Quality faad made from aaloctod ingredients

The employees of the Henry
Drenten farm gathered at his home

For Dad

jar

WEEK

biscuit

SCRATCH

week.

Gilt

«nou|||< _

READY THIS

Th« famous whola whoat

Avondale Brand

What A

IS

Shredded Wheat

Kellogg's

Priced at
$6.50,

load waa not

ANOTHER FRESH CARLOAD

Will Hieftje. Lee Mrs. H. Schutmaat, Mrs. Henry

pick out and buy a prize beef at
the Fat Stock Show. Earlier they
had made it a point to select a few
choice individualswhich they set
out to capture at the auction. They
managed to get one of their choice^
an eleven-months-old Shorthorn,
raised by Jay Hinkley of Evart.
This prize beef will be on sale at
their market and is the first prize
stuff offered in Zeeland.
Preparations are under way for
the annual Christmas party of the
Ladies Auxiliary and American
Legion, Zeeland, to be held in the

ALEMITING
SERVICE

210 Central Ave.

WASHING

Peiinut

Meeuwsen and Ray Fris of Hief- Schutmaat,Mrs. E. Archembault,
tje’s Market, Zeeland, returned to Mrs. Henry Van Dornink, and Mrs
Grand Rapids last Thursday to J. A. Roggen,

Shop

Steketee Tire

Store*

Watch our ditplays for your chance to tave on outetanding
tpecialt for Monday, Tuetday, Wednetday and Thunday,

.

Battery

A Real Mirror

6-ply Under

RS3

r

43

Ib.

Ib.

pint
Ib.

fc.

13o

THEHOLLXNDQTYlWWg

imum

Christmas Gifts of

Hardware

- '

Christmas Tree Lighting Sets. 8 colored
lights
59c and up

Outdoor Lighting Sets, made

weather

$1.69 and up

- *

tive,

instruc*
per set 68c

25c and up.
Erector Sets 95c and up.

big line of other toys

Kalamazoo. is spending

Pocket Knives, finely finished.

Any

own one, 25c

boy would be happy to

A

Special—

Winchester

lot of finest quality

made of highest grade

pocket knives
steel,

regular price $1.25 to $2.00, our

price

now, while they

only

last,

59c

Air guns 90c to $4.75, all the boys want them.

•

Velocipedes with ballon tires

We have the

$2 89 and up

largest variety and the

lowest prices in the city.

-

Bicycles for large and small

ipodels

test

boys. The
$25.00

la-

$30.00

to

Coaster Wagons, full size heavy gauge, steel

*

- *

roller bearing,nicely finished, $3.45.

Others

Cabs

Doll

$1.00 up
$2.49 up

Northland Toboggans give the real sport.
6

ft.

$6.00

Skis. Highest

7

$6.95

ft.

ft. .

8

$8.50

“Lunds"

quality, “Strands" or

ft.

$1.35, 6

We

$1.89, 7

fast -

Steering sleds, strong and

x

ft.

ft.

$2.18

89c. and up

also carry the Flexible Flyer Sleds.

Electric goods of all kinds, Stoves, Toasters,

and Washing Machines,all the

la-

Birds cages and stands complete at $3.35 and up

Pyrex and earthen ware,
waterless cookers, everythingfor the
kitchen at a saving. Tea sets in Luster Ware
$3.25 and up
in

-

at

MS

the

Holland. v

•

THE VAN RAALTB
SCHOOL MEETING

PAGEANT WILL BE
GIVEN AT M. B. CHURCH
, ON SUNDAY NIGHT

The Parent-Teachers meeting at
A pageant entitled "The Way"
VanRaalte school waa well attended by Ethel Getner Rockwell will be
Tueeday evening.
presented by the Youth’s Council at
One of the features of the even- MethodistEpiacopal Church Suning waa an operetta “At the Court
Tb«
day evening at 7:80 o’clock.
(‘ *
“*
of Santa Claus, M was directed by
pageant is divided into thretf parts.
Mias Ruth Bihler, third grade The Waiting for Christ,"
“The
Chi
teach teacher. Children of the 8-2 Coining of Christ" and “Christ
grade took part, assisted by the Among Ui."
fourth and fifth graders.
Those participatingin part one
Henry Geerlinga, secretary of are Sipp Houtman. Sherwood
the Board of Education,gave an inPrice, Olin Walker, Ray Smith and
teresting talk relativeto the
Roland Shackson. In part two Misa
Christmas season.
Edith Shackson will portray Mary
#C. J. De Koster led in the singing
with Miae Norma Thontaa playing
of Christmas carols. H. Grover1 o£
__
the part of the angel of the Lord
fered prayer. Popcorn and apples
Shepherdswill be Glen Loveland,
were served in charge of Mra. Harold McIntyre and Arnold Pox,'
Philip Heyboer.
Woodrow Marks, Gerard Raffenaud
-o
and Hub Harrington will take the
Boy Scouts troup No. 6 of First part of the wise ttiB. .
Reformed church observed Parent*’ Various countries of the world
night at their meeting Monday eve- will be represented by Miss Ruth
ning. About 40 parenta were pres- Walker, Miss Marjory Matchinsky,

tibnfrt}

*

-

Christmas „
of Course
—

«<

Christmas vacation at the home of
Daniel Morgensternof Bradley,
his parents,Rev. and Mrs. J. VanMichigan, who waa one of the boxderbeek on Lincoln Avenue.
era of the Holland Elks first amaMiss Betty Walters, daughter of teur tournamentheld Dec. 14th
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Walters of and 15th visited Mra. Henrietta
Montello Park, was operated on for Morgensternon Tuesday, Dec. 15.
appendicitisrecently.
Mr. and Mra. A. E. Veidhuia of ent.
Richard Schybolk, Mlsa Verda
The program given included Hawkins, Min Eleanor Sandy,
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Apple- Holland Route 9, entertaineda
dorn have moved from 556 Lawn- group of 70 relatives and friends at talks by Scout Executive Peter Miss Marjorie Brown, Arthur Hordale Court to a residenceat 91 E. their home Saturday evening, the Norg and George Mooi. Banners ning, Miss Marguerite Walker,
occasion being their 25th wedding were presented by James Nykerk. Wise June Brawn and Mias DoroTwenty-third street.
Jack Bos of this city had the anniversary. A abort program was Several selections on the piano and thy Kamerlinga* the third part of
bass solo part in the presentation given and a bountifulthree-courae musical saw were rendered by of the pageant portraying “Christ
of the Messiah by the Calvin Col- dinner was served. Mr. and Mrs. Louis Mulder and William Lundi. Among Us."
The music is being prepared by
lege choral club at Calvin college Veldhuis received many beautiful Mrs. Betty Carrier and two chilgifts.
dren presented a piano, violin and Miss Marion Te Roller, assisted by
in Grand Rapids Tuesday evening.
clarinet arrangement Roger Kam- a chorus of girls.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Deters and
Ruth
Morgenstern entertained meraad was promoted to the rank
family of East Saugatuck called
six girl friends with a 3:30 o’clock of junior aeeistant Scoutmaster. ,
The regular meeting of the
on Mrs. H. Morgenstern Sunday.
luncheon Saturday, December 12 at
Longfellow Parent /Teachers club
Mrs. Evart Allen, age 94, living
Mrs. John Woldring submitted to her Home at 143 E. 18th St. in
was held Tuesday evening.
_____________
an operation at Holland hospital honor of her sixth birthday anni- on College >
Ave.,
is in Holland bosMies Elaine Meyer led the group
•ital with a double fracture of the
Tuesday morning.
vi rsary. The table was beautifully
ringing after which the devotions
leg, between the knee and ankle,
Miss Sarah Lacey and Miss Eula decorated with flowers, candy, dolls
were in charge of Prof. Albert H. No {in is more acceptable than a fine box of Dutch
Champion of this city played three and a lovely “Noah’s Ark" birth- as the result of a fall Sunday night Timmer of Hope College. The sixth
Maid delicioua chocolates. Beautifol Christmas boxes,
when she essayed another search
groups of piano duets at a meet- day cake. Each gueat was prea daughter who died five years grade pupils sang several selecing of the Hudsonvile Parent- sented with a favor. Ruth was the for
one
to fire pounds.
tions and Mira Alice Bulman enago.
Teachers' aseociation at Hudson- recipient of several pretty gifts.
It is stated that Mrs. Allen, who tertainedwith two piano solos.
vHle high school Tuesday evening. Games were played and prizes
Motion pictures of the trip to Also a full line of bard candles and other delicacies foi
refuses to be reconciledto the fact
were won by Marie Klomparens her daughter isn’t comiing back, France taken by the Gold Star
and Lauretta Bonzelaar. The stole out of her room late Sunday mothers were shown by Dr. A. the Chriatmas season.
these are Holland
guests present w'ere: Frances Jane evening, unlocked the front door of Leenhouts. Mrs. Leenhouts is one
Manufactured.
Thompson, Hazel and Lauretta her house and fell down the steps of the Fold Star Mothers who visitBonzelaar, Marie Klomparens, onto the grass. Her cries aroused ed the grave of her son. Pictures
Elaine Dekker, Verna Van Otter- her daughter, Mrs. HenriettaRooks, of The Netherlands and of the late
loo, Ruth Morgenstern and her who summoned neighbors to help Ambassador G. J. Diek’ema and
mother Mrs. HenriettaMorgen- her remove the aged and nearly Mrs. Diekema also were shown.
stern.
blind woman to the hospital. There
During the business hour plans
attendants said it would be several were made to give Christmas candy
Cut Rate
Store
80 E. 8th Street
Santa Claus will be at Montgom- days before the bone could be set, to the children.
Phone 3291
Holland,Michigan
ery Ward Saturday again. Last owing to the shock sufferedby the
Cor. River and 8th St.
At the close of the meeting reSaturday he was given a wonder- victim.It is stated that Mrs. Allen freshments were served.
ful receptionuby the young folka often walks in her sleep.
Dr. G. D. Bos, River Ave., who
CHURCH, 2
treated the injury, feared that the CENTRAL
2£ pound Box of
shock might prove more serious miles west on US31. Rev. F. J.
Van Dyke, Minister.
than the
fracture.
‘ ft
Assorted Chocolates
9MK4I m '
10:00 A. M.— Morning Worship.
ru Cite*
Sacrament of Baptism adMrs. Cornelius Caauwe, aged 72
years, died last week Thursday ev- ministered to infanta and adults.
Nougatines Caramels
ening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Sermon, “The World Situation
Assorted Fruits
Peter Van LangeveWe, 103 West when Jesus was Bom and Today"
By Saving $1625 a Month
Twenty-ninth street, following a Gal 4:4. Anthem, “O Night of Holy
Creams.
Memory" by Wilson. Prelude,
long illness.
booWat MULTIPLY.
delightful
Mr. and Mrs. Caauwe have been “Noel" by Dubois; Postlude,“Halr ING MONEY" txpUint
residentsof Holland for about fifty leuiah Chorus," by Handel.
tim*-U*l«d PUa. Write or c«ll
Package in beautiful
years. They observed their gold- 11:30 A. M. Sunday Schod.
en wedding anniversary on No- 2:00 P. M. Junior EndeavormeetChristmas wrapping.
ing. Cornelius Harthom will
B. G. Timmer, Dist. Manager vember 9. Mrs.Caauwe is survived
Special for only
by her husband, four daughters, be the leader.
116 East 23rd Strut
Mrs. Henry Kruithof, Mrs, Martin 6:30 P. M. Senior EndeavormeetLet
Help You Select the One That Your Boy
ing. Mrs. H. Van Den Berg
VerHoef, Mrs. Derm De Ridder and
HOLLAND, MICH.
Mm Peter Van Langevelde and six will lead.
or Girl is Best Adapted to.
sons, Levi, Adrian, Marine, Leon- 7:30 P. M. Evening Worahip.
Phone 2244
There will be a Chriatmas
ard and John of Holland, and Peter
Special for Christmas
of Lansing, Illinois . Twenty-eightCarol Service concluding with an
or write

4

PECK’S

Dutch Maid Candy Co.

HOLLAND

test goods at the lowest prices.

Cooking ware

Holland AT

Drug

Waffle Irons, Percolators,Eggsters, Radios

Ceveland, Ohio, ' OPERETTA PRESENTED

Bemember

walnut finish, pine and maple.
4 ft 85c. 5

of

a busineaa Wiitor in
Wedneaday.
Mias Mildred Bush of MonUllo
Park had her tonailaremoved at
Rev. J. O. Randall, pastor the Holland hoapitalMonday.
Methodist Epiacopal church, waa
The Junior and Intennadiate
in Chicago Thunday,
Thurcday where he attended the funeral of Bishop W. 0. Christian Endeavor Sodetiaa of
Sixth Reformed Church will give a
Shepherd.
Christmaaprogram in the church
Mayor Earnest C. Brooks atteod- auditorium Sunday afternoon.
ed a meeting:of the state welfare
SanU Claus will be at Montgomcommisaionat Detroit Thursday. ery Ward Saturday again.
n. Last
Prof. A. E. Lampen’s Sunday
Saturday he waa given a wonderSchool claaa of Third Reformed ful receptionby the young folka.
Church will hold a party tonight,
Miss Sarah Bosch of Fillmore
Friday, at the home of Mra. Phil
has returned to her home from
Heyboer, 322 West 16th St.
Grand Rapids where she had. been
Herman Vanderbeek, student at employedat the home of Mr. and
Westirn State Teachers’ collegeat Mrs. Paul Scholten, formerly of

__

to stand the

Toys always amusing and

Tinker

A

< -

BUm

XH-

HARDWARE

43-45 E. 8th St.

PARK

Buy Him or Her

and

A

CO.

Phone 3315

a Musical

Instrument For Christmas

Have $2,500

Home

Me

79c

Our Home Made

Investors

PLUM PUDDING
ICE

Syndicate
POUMM* ISM

CREAM

Inverton

SOC

Antiphonal number. Misa Eula
Champion and Miss Sarah Lacey
will play a piano duet, “The First
Movement of the Unfinished Symphony" by Schubert Preparatory
o’clock from the Prospect Park sermon, “Will He Come!” Organ
Christian Reformed church. Rev. Prelude, “Comamusa Sicilians,’
L. Van Laar officiated.The pall by Pietro A. Yon; Postlude, “In
bearers were the eix sons of Mrs. Dulci Jubilo," by J. S. Bach.
A Christmas Day service will be
Caauwe. Burial took place in the
held at 10 A. M. December 25.
Pilgrim Home Cemetery.
The entertainment by the Sunday
IMMANUEL CHURCH-Services School will take place Wednesday
in the Armory, Cor. Central evening, Dec. 23 at 7:30 P. M.
Has Christ come in vain for you?
Ave., and Ninth Street. Rev.
One way to show appreciation of
J. Lanting, Pastor.
10:00 A. M.— Studies in the First His coming besides the giving of
epistle of John. Sermon gifts is to come to church to worship Him. You are always welcome
"The Tree and the Fruit."
here.
11:15 A. M.— Sunday School.
grandchildrenand two great grandchildren aho survive. Funeral services were held Monday afternoon
at 1:30 o’clock at the home, 61 E.
Twenty-first street, and at two

Syndicate Bid).

“ MINNEAPOUS
qt.

Choose Your Holiday Apparel

New and Used Instruments

BERT BRANDT,

of Various

Makes!

lustnunental Instructor

BAND AND ORCHESTRA
Phone 3655— Stodio 260 E. 14th St., Holland
The Richest Child is Poor Without a Musical Training”

RED TAG SALE

,

HERE

TOILETRIES:

3:00 P. M.—

Salts

With the Christinas Budget in Mind

and Sets

from such eminent Perfumers as

Houbigants

Coty
Boyers

Of course you must have some new clothes,
with all the exciting parties and things going on
right now! We’ve arranged it so that you can
afford them— even though Christmas shopping
has depleted your purse. There are lots of new
woolens, charming new Sundav night frocks,
smart winter coats, just arrived that will amaze
you by their low prices. COME IN!

Yardley

Hudnuts

Be sure

etc.

to visit the

‘The Model” Drug Store
Our Stock
33-38

W

8th

Complete

St.
is

Gay Holiday

Holland, Mich.

SPECIALS

Ser-

SIXTH REFORMED

CHURCH

Corner Lincoln Avenue and 12th SL
J. Vanderi>eek,Pastor.
tory.’’
9:80 Morning Worship. Sermon,
Faith is the thing that God is Thinking about and telling of the
asking all men to exercise. To the Cross of Christ. Anthem, "The
unconverted He points to the Word Song that the Angela Sang” by
of God, the Cross and Christ. To the Church Choir.
the Christian a life of faith and
11:00 Sunday School.
2:30 ChrietmasProgram by the
victory in a risen and glorified Saviour, who takes the responsibility Junior and Intermediate C. T. Soto care for His own from the begin- cieties.
ning to the end.
6:15 Christian Endeavor SocieYou are welcome to worship with ties.
us, and enjoy the Lord’s blessing.
7:30 Evtning Worship. Sermon,
Thursdayevening,Prayer, Praise Weighed and Found Wanting. Anand Testimonymeeting in the Ar- them, "Mary’s Slumber Song" Mrs.
mory.
S. Plagenhoef and the Choir. Offertory,"It Came Upon the Midnight Clear" by the choir.
7:30 Thursday evening Prayer
meeting. Topic: The Qualifiications
of an Office Bearer.
9:30 Friday morning, Christmas
services: addrese, Christ is Born.
Anthem, "The Little Old Manger,”
Eleanor Hieftje and the Choir.
Special selections of music.
— Evening Worship.
Sermon: “Faith and its Vic-

7:15 P.

Exotic Perfumes. Fragrant Toilet Waters. Compacts. Face Powders. Bath

Allegan Jail

vices.

DRESSES

;

M.

For Her Christmas
Give

a

CEDAR CHEST
And

merit the

lifelong thanks of

one

to

whom you

give. Our

stock

includes all sizes

and
ine

styles. Genu-

Walnut

with

with cedar lining

—guaranteed moth proof— at
Others up to $35 00

The Store

only

$0

Spinet Desks

Specials

Buehler Bros., Inc.
Cash Market

$7.95 & $15.

Pork Loin

Roast

Christmas Cigars
That are regular $49.50
and $69*50 qualitie*luxuriously iur-trimmed — now only

Only

$29.5#&

Beef Roast, young and tender ............. 16-I2c

Pork Sausage, 100% Pure 3

..............

lbs. for ..............

25c

Appropriate Christmas Gifts

&

Picnic

Ribs

...................... g(.

Hams, Sugar Cured .....................
If
*

Bacon Squares, Sugar Cured
Cheese, Cream or Longhorn

Misses’ Leather Jackets, flannel lined
c

.....................

.

....................

ffc

..

Chickens, Fresh Dressed.. .................. ffe
Pork Liver, Sliced or Chunck .....................

Government Inspected Meets.

-

Groceries of

Nations) Repute.

We

deliver anywhere in the City for 5 cents.

Phone

3551

Christmas Boxes]

Early

While the Stocks
Complete

$9.75

Sizes 14 to 20

Pendleton Jackets, sizes 8-14

$7.95

Ski Suits— Trousers, $6.95; Jackets

$7.95

Pure Wool Shaker Sweaters

$4.95

New Sport Sweaters

$2.95

Girls’

Hunting Clothes
Leather High— Cuts
Rubber High— Cuts
Hip Boots
Skates
Toboggans
Skis
Ski Poles

Hockey

with’

back

Tommy wm

told to

run and

hie papa that dinner

almoet
ready, he informed hie mother
that Pop had Juit gone over to the
drug store to get some ol thoee
new dyepepeia tabletsao he'd be
on the safe aide.

Sticks

You’ll be on the Mfe ride if
you will order your storm Mih
We are always glad to have you
and doors now. OuY modest
come in and look over Our stock.

indudve to
economy, they are lower now
than they have been for years.
Order now to protect your health
prices are particular

GLUE’S

and save money on your

fuel hill.

choice

SLOO

your choice

$2.00

One Lot— your
One Lot—

BROUWER CO.
OLD RELIABLE FURNITURE STORE
Avenue HOLLAND

JAS. A.

212-216 River

The gaa stationof Edward Mor- tered by brooking a window.
Yeggs also broke into the
and Sevmteenflh street wu en- land Fuel Company, 887 West
street, butt failed
_____________
_ leotl
to get any
tered by thieves Tuesday night
Holland police are on the look.
and about $10 worth of dfttettu
‘ infer-

dack, comer of Cleveland Avenue

PHONE

3661

SPORT SHOP
*Whtn

all

HoIludLunibtf&SappljCo.

Spartirmn Meet'

Sixteenth and Cleveland Ave.

and candy end 60 cents from e cash

10

Wfft Eighth

___

$!.*•

TABLE RUNNERS

tell

wm

AND WHATNOT

HOLLAND, MICH.

Green

rest at

Swinge open to thoee born under • lucky eter. When little

Basket Balls
Volley Bells
Soccer Balls
Foot Balls

34 W. 8t.

Steel Kitchen Stool— Ivory,

Gray, made

t

Inc.,

STEEL KITCHEN STOOLS

The Door To Opportunity

...........

Buehler Bros.,

Ik

$49“

25c

Liver Sausage. Fresh ............................
Fresh Meaty Spare

cial

are

Pork Chops [Center Cuts] ......................14e

lbs. for

$9-98

[Fresh Stocks, Wrapped in Spe-

Buy

............................
12c

Hamburger, fresh made, 3

"

hogany finishes— as
low as each

CLOTH COATS

The Food Emporium of Holland
Specials for Saturday

Walnut and Ma-

Men and
Boys

Giftsfor

Phoae W17

St.

__

.

____

W"
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NEPHEW OF ARNOLD MULDER ZUTPHEN PASTOR CALLED TO
HOLLAND. ILL.
CAME TO MICHIGAN
TO PREACH

HOLLAND FOLKS ABROAD

Miss Doreen Dore is spending
Rev. William VanPeursem,pas- the week in Grand Rapids visiting
Rev. Bemie Mulder of Pella, la., tor Christian Reformed Church at relatives.— Mrs. L. Beck spent the
has accepted the call extended to Zutphcn, has received a call from wiek-ertd in Kalamazoo with relahim by Bethel Reformed Church, the church at Graafschap, to suc- tives.— Miss Cora Chambers is
Grand Rapida. He will assume his ceed Rev. John 0. Bouwsma, who spending the week in Chicago.
local duties early in January. Mr. went to South Holland, III.
-o
Mulder is a nephew of Arnold Muligatuck
der, editor, Action writer and now
tion of officers as follows:— W. M.
Nut E. Brown, rontencedlast W. W. Naughton; S. W., Harry
on the faculty of Kalamazoo College. Rev. Mulder is a graduate of week to ten to twenty-fiveyears at Newnham; J. W., Edward Force;
Hope and was on the Hope College Ionia prison for bombing a cot- treasurer, W. R. Takken; secreAnchor staff, and was also a grad- tage. was taken to Ionia Monday by tary, James A. Brown; S- D., Ros.
uate of the Western Theological She. iff Cornelius Steketee. Brown coe Funk; J. D., Harry Underhill }
Seminary. He is the son of Mr. and has spent several months in the S. S., Leroy Jarvis; J. S., Hilton
Mrs. John Mulder of Zeeland.
county jail under heavy bonds.
Force.

Canines

Make

Bums

Plenty Mutton
In

Sheep Herd

Than To Adi

Cmnas

SHERIFF STEKETEE BLAMES
MUSKEGON DOGS FOR THE
SLAUGHTER OF 17 SHEEP

wish

.

.

.

Gifts

ELECTRICAL

i

HE’S, no doubt, modern-

s

minded about her home. Which means

ELECTRICAL GIFTS

make the
most favorable impression.They conwill

Sheep farmers just east of Coosheep
have hi
lad 67 sheep killed
from Nov. 1 to Dec. 1.
Each she
eep is valued at about $5,
but some of those killed have been
prize stock and the loss to the

LOOK. OAtDY

persville
tgr dogs

pride in her home's appointments.
Really—

she' ll be thrilled

8MWA CLAUS
0?

WAFFLE
$1.60 ancj

up GRILLS

$1.50 and

..........
be continued on the

will
credited list for two years.
•

$1.50 and.’up

ELECTRIC CLOCKS

up gttlj

tory:

Allegan Gaiette— In a
under the auspices
the Couxena fund and the p
graduatedepartment of the
vanity of Michigan, at Flint,
E. C. Davison discusaed some
tereating phases concerning bu
i

\

/

in children which should be of
teieat to every parent

Aa we know, accidents are
^onsiblt for large numbers
in

o *

V

&

m

I
hristmas Giving Should

C

ac-

Jr

children.

“?

r

IN

BLACK

LAKE

Paul Olbcrt, 6 year old son of Mr.
nnd Mrs. Petrr Olberg, 248 West
Ninth street,was drowned in Black

eting

really receivethe

most hums.

we

(Quoted from National Retail Dry Goods Association Bulletin)
The country’sinterest has been focused on Relief Camuaigns but Lake late Saturday afternon.
The boy was playing with his
Sunday evening.R. Wayne Newton, merchants must not lose sight of the economic necessityof maintainsecretary of the state unemploy- ing the “Spirit of ChristmasGiving.” Christmasgiving has an im- brother, Richard Olberg and a
ment commission, spoke. An organ- portant place in the business structureof the country. The result of group of neighbor boys on the old child will be able to undergo a
ixationwas perfected to put forth the year s retail businessis influencedlargely by the volume of Christ- Harringtondock, when he fell in of only one-seventh of th
efforts that will bring relieved con- mas purchasing. A satisfactoryChristmas volume can do much to the water. Richard noticed hil surface. Thus heat of less .
brothcr’a absence and notified hility and a bum much lem in
ations of want that may exist inj overcomelosses from earlier operations.
this locality this winter. The iscarh • Every merchant has a duty far beyond the Interestsof his own parents. Chief rt Pcttw-f*tar^
l* not greatly endar
supervisors, James Smeed and purse to make sure that the gift-givingspirit endures for the coming Lievensr,Officers Dave
George H. Roblyer, are co-operat- season as an unabatedfactor in distribution.The prevalence of un- and James Spruit, Deputy Rufus by a similar exposure.
The treatment of bums was
ing.
employment will tend to check normal Christmas buying. The neces- Cramer, Henry Vander Schel, coast
sary drive for funds will have a further disturbingeffect. More than guards. Coroner Gilbert Vande Wa- greatly improved several years
Strawberriesin December in the usual effort will be required in the promotion of the gift-giving ter and employees of the Superior sgo by the introductionof the'
nic add spray. The object of 1
Fennville.Why go south? On Dec. custom this year.
Ice Co. responded to the alarm.
noi alone
sione to prevent pain,
1st, there was picked on the C. B.
The body was found by Bert ment is* not
WIDE PUBLICITY
Welch farm, three pints of strawWe propose to give wide publicityto the economicnecessityof Cranmer,an employeeof the Su- as one nmight suppose, but to proie abaorptfon by the body of
berriesof good size, many from 1 Christmas giving. Figures show that retail business in the four weeks perior Ice Co., whose plant is near- vent the
roed tissues, because these
inch to an inch and a half in length. before Christmas1931 may be expected to reach $6,000,000,000,
of by. Resuscitationmethods were ad- the burned
Since the recent rains they have which $2,600,000,000
would be obtained in department stores, apparel ministeredby John Van Ingen, products are extremelypqiaonoua
the body and produce death
been picking quite a few, and last stores, home furnishing,jewelry and other stores affectedby Christ- coast guard at Ottawa Beach. Dr.
week there were still green berries mas siiopping. It will be shown further that $1,300,000,000
would lie A. J. Brouwer was called and pro- absorption is not controlled.It
ths absorptio
orption of the products
on the vines.
the normal increase due to the gift-givingcustom. All of 600,000 nounetd the boy dead.
tissue by the body which
wh
people would be added to the staffs of retail stores to take care of this
Coroner Vande Water held the injured tissue
cause shock and later death. TenT
Mrs. Johnson, age 91, passed increa*
ncreased business,not to mention the thousands required to handle drowning was accidental.
away at her home, a mile and a the extra freight,mail and express involved. The extra compenBesides his parents,Paul is sur- nic acid preparations are
half north of Glenn. Mrs. Johnson sation paid for the Christmasseason by retail stores is $45,000,000. vived by six brothers, Richard, Ed- of preventing this, if properly
has resided near Douglas many Christmas buying will thus be shown to have a definite place in the ward, Carl, Peter, Jr., Robert and quickly applied.
Thus it Is necessary for parents
years, and is survived by two sons business structureand the continuance of the gift-givingcustom will Raymond.
to realizethat extremelyprompt
and four daughters. Funeral serv- be properly called a distinct aid for the relief of the npresent
re sci
conditions
The boy was a pupil at Washingand energetic attention must be
ices were conducted from the home of unemployment.
ton grade school.
given
to apparently minor buna
by Rev. J. H. Rayle of Ganges, with
The effect of a normal Christmas businesswill be shown to extend
Funeral services were held Tuesburial in the PlummervilTeceme- far beyond December 24th, for It will be pointed out that the sale of day afternoon at 2 o’clock from the if danger is to he everted.This is
children owns
bums cannnot
e in enuaren
tery.
this $2,600,000,000 in merchandise, or the $1,300,000,000
purchased for Dykstra funeral home, Rev. J. O. because
be comi
* • •
pared in severitywith those
gifts, will require replacement on the part of the stores, through re- Randall, pastor of the First Methof adults
ults and, to be successful,
Saugatuck will sponsor a com- ordering for immediate or futu
future needs. This will definitely furnish a odist Episcopal church, officiated.
treatment
lent by
by the physician should
munity Christmas tree in the park. stimulant to industrial activity.
Burial took place in Holland cemebegin as early as* possible.
A committee consistingof a mem-

the FennvilleMethedist church

.

----

O’Connor

Geerds Electric Co.
Phone 3745

St.

1

In consideringthe general j
lem
__________
> must
realize that the
of a child is more tender than
of an adult, and what is consid
s mild bum in an adult often
Pf™* to be a very serious one
a child. Again an adult will
ate a bum involving one-third of
the total body surface,

^ ££*4^

84 East Eighth

WhUa

•?
child following
a catastrophe
this nature.
Dr. Davison sars that about flftj
per cent of the bums which cau«
death are in children under
years of age, and that most of
group are childrenof three r
In 62 per cent of all caaas the
was due to someone leaving a
or tub of hot water
the filling of a bathtub 'with
and tne
the enua
child railing
fall!
water ana
mt
or the child pulling a lot of
soup or coffee from the stove
spilling the contents over hii
Although both sexes are d
similarly during the first
year* of life more bogs than
die of bums in this group
During the fourth year and l
the ninth year about twice as u.
girls as boys die from bums. He
ever, since more boys than
receive bums, the clothing
may he responsible for the

HOLLAND BOY FALLS
OFF DOCK AND DROWNS

Not Be Disturbed

• •

up

HAIRDRYERS $5.75 up HEATERS

$.98 and

i

L

sch.ool

IRONS-$I.65 and up

Yes.

HI* SOU
A WYJ.

Allegan county recentlyr
a fatality that was indeed
when a child died of ita bum*
wa» chronicled in the New»
week.
WCVR.
An item dwelling oi
on the
hUNtained by children. fwalr „
real worth while information
pearing in the Allegan
this week, which la self-

clinic held

of the University of Michigan committee of accreditedschoolsnotify-

with these:

10 SEE

him!

AUNT SIAM'S
OIA for NOO

H. Waugh has just received a letter from the secretary
Supt

MIXERS— $6.95 up CURLING IRONS-.78 up
TOASTERS —

CM*

LEFT

m

i \

ing him that SaugatuckHigh

ELECTRIC

YHWKS SMiTA

PKCKWfc THfcT

North Allegan County
News Items

tribute to her comfort and leisure and

IP ARE BUL
MORE OFTEN THAN GIRL
BUT MORE GIRLS DIE

BOYS UNDER

noRNiHG I

Sheriff Cornelius Steketeehas
been working on the case and went
out to close in on the two killers,
dogs reverting back to the habits
of wolf ancestors.The sheriff reports one dog a police bread with
anextraordinanr shaped paw which
enabled the officers to spot him.
The other killer is an aiidale, ac?
cording to the sheriff, who says
both animals have come in from
Muskegon county eaph time to do
the killing. The sheep raisers all
reside near the Ottawa and Muskegon county line.
Charles Taylor lost 20 sheep
Dec. 1 and Murl Woodcock had 8
killed the same day or nigh
the latter time is when the
get in most of their work.
to® Mayen
Maycroft was another hea\
vy loser.
20 sheep being the total out of hil
flock, while Bert Titus lost 7 and
Bert Kettle 2.
The sheriff can shoot the dogt
and the county has the authority
to start suit against the owners of
the dogs for damages. The sheep
raisers will not lose, however, aa
the animals will be paid for out of
the fund created by collectionof
the do^ tax, even though tht
county is unable to locate the owners of the dogs or collect from
them.

• •

Youths

Fatal To

sheep raisersis considerably higher than the $286 that 57 ordinary
animals would bring.

“Her” Christmas

More

Are

'

LANE

i

Cedar Chests
Buy today

Never before

A comblMtion rf etmtmtiiw *eo*er»
la Queen
Period. M.hof.ny
front and American walnut veneer
on Dm top and end*. Americanwalaut finish.

Amt

at

could you get so

tremendous savings

much

value in a Lane Cedar Che«t.

Prices have been slashed to rock bottom! That means cash savings on every Lane Cedar Chest we have on our floor — savings
that you could not possibly duplicate a year ago.
Clothes and other woolens stored in a Lane Cedar Chest are absolutely safe because of the exclusive Lane aroma-tightconstruction

which

seals in the moth-killing aroma. So confident are

we that your

Lane provides utmost safety from moth damage that
Moth InsurancePolicy is included with every chest.

a Free

Lane

tery.

ber from each church and village
--- oFILLMORE
organization has been appointed Hutchinson has been in Columbus, building at Fennville.There was a GIB80N SPOKE AT MANY
The Fillmore District No. 1 Parwith F. F. Fursman as general Ohio, this week, attending the ses- very interesting discussion of school
HOLLAND BANQUETS ent-Teachers’associationmet last
chairman. The committee will de- sions of the Ohio Canners associa- discipline.Twenty-four teachersatFriday evening in the school. A
termine the holidaycivic program. tion.
tended. The next meeting will be
John I. Gibson, known through- short business meeting was held
on Jan. 4th, at which time Dr. Eg- out Michiganfor his advocacyof
after which the following program
The Home club held a pleasant Mr. and Mrs. Albert Koning, Jr., bert Winter of Hope College will
good roads, his efforts to esta
Ublish was given: group singii
singing, prayer
meeting with Mrs. F. E. Johnson of made the latter’s parents, Mr. and give an address. Much intere.st is
Ganges last Saturday, with a good Mrs. Wm. Watts of Ganges, a brief being shown in these meetings, of western Michigan as a resort center by H. H. Boeve, reading by Verna
nnd bis activitiesto popularize DeWitt, dialogue by J. Lemon and
attendance. Mrs. Olson was pro- visit Saturday being on their way which Keith R. Landsburgis chairMichigan grown apples died Mongram leader and her lesson was home to Whitehallhaving spent man.
day at his home at Battle Creek aftArt,” which was followed with Thanksgivingin Sandusky, Ohio,
er a month's ilness. He was 72 py 1
lovely refreshments and a social with the former's sister, Mrs. Meta
Commencing Dec. 15 rural mails y<ars old. Mr. Gibson is well The program was arranged by Mr.
time. The next meeting will be Kingsburyand family.
from the Fennvilleoffice will be de- known in Holland, having been the and Mrs. W. J. Van Den
)en Beldt.
with Mrs. Orrin Ensfleld,in Hollivered over four routes as in for- principal r-pcaker at many banquets
land.
Mrs. G. G. Burleigh, Fennville, mer times. Maurice Martin will here. He surclv was a geial Scotchis in University hospital, Chicago, carry the fourth route which runs Irishman and a real worthwhile
The Fruit Exchange at Fennville
where she had a very serious double during the winter months.
man.
has been running last week to get
operation recently.
Born in County Down, Ireland,
out several cars of apples on orDouglas Rebekahs held election in 1859, Mr. Gibson came to the
ders. The fruit is keeping finely in
FennvilleOddfellows are now of- of ofneers with the following UniUd States in 1887, after a perthe new refrigeratorplant. M. C.
ficered as follows: James Smeed, N. named:— N. G., Florence Monique; iod spent in New Zealand in the
G.; Francis Atwood, V. G.; W. B. V. G. Evel
Monique; recording British civil service, to assume diSheehan, recording secretary; C. secretary, FlorenceBeery; finan- rection of an Adventist publication
Lucasse, financial secretary; E. C. cial secretary.Edna Boyce; treas- on the west coast. He came to BatFoster,treasurer. That’s all right, urer, Orpha Drought.
tle Crcok in 1895 and directed the
but we want to enter our protestat
old Review and Htrald Publishing
their calling SupervisorJimmie
H. H. Hutchinson of Fennvilleis Company, also an adventist publiSmeed “N. G." when we all think so far recovered in health that he cation until fire destroyed the buildhim “O. K."
expects to accompany his son Har- ing in which it was housed in 1903.
ry on a trip to visit his daughter
Supervisor Mosier of Ganges and Mrs. I-ora Heberle at Washington,
Deer hunters who have filled
Supervisor John Scarlett of Sauga. D.C., for the holidays.
their licenses and have time to
tuck were in Hastingslast Wedspare on their hands, are popping
nesday as the committee for AlleDoughas I. O. O. F. named the away at the jackrabbit in the
gan County Kellogg foundation followins
ng officers for the ensuing northern swamps and plains. It is
unit The Kellogg company has yea
ear:— N. G., Edgar Beery; V. G., pood practice,too, for the lowly
.

given $6000, the

Beautiful new designs
Every Lane Cedar Chest is a work of art. Exteriors are of choice artistically finished cabinet
woods. Many are carved. All harmonise delightfully with other

home

furnishings.

nited States $3,- La\wrenre Chambers

;

secretary,jack can leap and sidestep with the

000, and Michigan $3000. This George (Goshorn;treasurer,Henry best of them and it takes a crack
money is to be used in four coun- Schultz.
rifle shot to come anywhere near
ties for health work, Allegan counthem when they are drilling away
ty being one of the four, to pay
Douglas — Dutcher F. & A. M. across the open burnings. In sumthe salary of a doctor,two health also elected tor the coming year aa mer they are brown, but with the
inspectors, and two county nurses. officers:— W. M., Roy A. McDon- coming of snow they don their erWhen you want to be sure oi a
• * »
aid: S. W„ Howard Schultz; J, W., mine cloak.
word you consult the dictionary. The will of the late A. M. Todd, L. Z. Arndt; treasurer,Thomas H.
You Check your knowledge, your owner of the Fennville“peppermintGooding; secretary, William D.
aocabulary, against eftablished farms,” left all of his estate to Coxford; 8. D., William Wicks; J. this difficulty.About two weeks ago
trustees without specifying what D., David McCiements.
the supervisorsof the several town,
vuthority.
•
the purposes should be or what
ships of this county met to discuss
Consult this agency at an es sumi should be spent The probate
The staff of officers of the PTA this matter and try to evolve a
tabliahed authority in matters oi Court has now virtually broken the of Saugatuck includes: President,
plan to take care of it No definite
1‘
***-"» arrangement was made, the several
inturtnee protection^ Have vour will and the property will be di- Richard Newnham;
vice president,
vided
according
to
the
law.
It
is
Mrs. Gordon Hoffman; secretary,townships being left to work the
insurancechecked up regularly
doubtful that Mr. Todd was a mil- Mrs. Carl Bird ^treasurer, George matter out as best they could. In
by men who know. This agency
lionaire as was often claimed.
Pshea.
some of the smaller townships
• • •
makes a business oi keeping
where the amount is not so large
Mrs. Lydia Frye and Mr*. Vivian
people out oi trouble.
Mrs. ClarenceBuyer of FennJohnson of Fennville,have started ville has returned home from a
on an auto trip to Tampa, Fla.,
“W# writ* mUcIm RIONT” where they will vUlt the latter’s nleasant visit to her daughters.
Misses Gladys and Rosie Roberts of the rolls over to their treasurers
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Rich- Chicago where the young ladies are with instructionsto go ahead and
ards. During their absence Miss nurses in St Luke's hospital.
Queen Billings will ehapteroneand
cater to the wants of the Frye
Cdhaiderable difficulty has been

LOOK

IT UP!

!
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To introduce the Free Lane Moth Insurance Policy, Lane has designed a special chest shown above.
Note rich carvings
and finely
USS

deco-

marquetry tnky —
feature found only la Una Cedar
Cfcawa. Top . fron >ml ends in American walnut veaetr. Finiahed In
t

rated center panel.

A stupendous

val-

ue for only

Prices Ranging from $16.50
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THE HOME OF GOOD FURNITURE
EAST EIGHTH STREET HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
A-.
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Phoot

4616

household.
29 E. 8th St.

Holland* Mich.

experiencedthroughout the state in
securing bonds for township and
' The Rural Teachers club met city treasurersthis year and
Monday evening in the high school gan County has not been free

^

^
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FLOWERS
Loveliest
Of Gifts
handsome plant
or beautiful cut flow-

ers convey your
Clunstmas Greetings

with tender senti-

ment.
orders

Place

your

'

THE HOLLAND CITY

Two

NEWS
Donald and Edwin Kolvoord.
tor, Barber.
Compiled by
Tuesink, C. J.— Blacksmith.
MRS. H. D. STRABBING
known as the Kol- KolvoordMilling Co. — Flour Mill Zalsman, P.— Lunches.
voord Milling Company was built Nyenhuis, H. H.— General Store.
MRS. GEO. SCHUTMAAT
Tri-County TelephoneCompany.
in 1893 and was known u Hamilton Rankens, BenJ.— Furniture,Post
We are indebted to Mr. and Mrs.
(To be continued)

many changes have taken

Early History

Of

v
Is

Hamilton
t ra i i j
v

Here

SECOND CHAPTER OF Tinc
VILLAGE COMPILED AND
PART OF THE COMMUNITY
HALL IN DEDICATORY

PROGRAM

»
«1

j
IJOUNDLESS variety
.....

sound

.

. .

prompt service

— a “triple threat’

value

combine that spells satisfactionto wise shopand

pers. Gifts for folks of every age

taste are

here in profusionready for your inspection.
Items for the kitchen, the tool-room, the garden, the garage— what not? Modern! Useful!

31-piece Plain Breakfast

Set

8*cup Percolator from 79c

$1.98

Also Tools

to $2.00

Tool chests

S^quart Tea Kettle from 79c to $2.50

S^day Clock $2.75

to

Jackknives

$5.25

to

Electric Irons $1.50

Clocks

to $2.60

2-quart Double Boiler 98c

FlashLights

$6.95

Tractor .98
Climbing Tractor $1.00 to $1.35
Amos & Andy

to
Skates

Roller

“Aladdin” Kerosene
Mantle Lamp $8.00

Sleds
Skis etc.

$7.50

Ice Skates 95c

'

D$l-95

to

1

Our Prices

m

are Right

$20.00

Zoerman Hardware Co.
Phone 3706

West 16th

13

-

I

comply. After . i*nod Office.
of vacancy a canning factory oper- Rigterink, Dr.
ated here for a period of five years
and Surgeon.

>

i

A

.....

‘

of the

:

happiest feelings

know

is to

bills become due, you’ll

that

when the

Christmas

The Christinas Club

during the year and you

will

have quite a tidy

bv
tion of the present residence
Herman Brower was the site of
home built in 1860 by George

sum at Christmas

)

All

Come

Ways

Merry

Christmas

to a

EVEN AMOUNT CLASSES
r

'Pay 25c a

week and get $12.50 Pay$2.00 a week and

Pay 50c a week and get $25.00 Pay$3.00
Pay $1.00

a

week and get $50.00 Pay $5.00

get

$100.00

week and get $150.00

a

week and

a

get

$250.00

Pay $10.00 a week and get $500.00
INCREASING AND DECREASING CLASSES
CLASS >-£,

lc ,h.

CLASS 1A-P., 50c

fc-

,h,

", CL^S

fi,« the

Et.. w«k,$Z45
the 2nd week, decrease 5c

second week, decrease lc
eadi week for 50 weeks

^

JA-P-T

each week for 50 weeks

r\
Pav
CLASS 1
2-Pay

CLASS
sec

ih* first week 4c the sec2c the hrsc week. 4c the
ondjvecMncrease2c^each£jj^g0

and^^^^Syg

M

10c the first week, 20c the
weekfincreaae
fclf

each week for

Hkif

50weeks*et^**

standing,are at present occupied by the families of William
Root, H. D. Strabbing,D. L. Brink,
Andrew Lubbers and A. J. Klomparens. Also the residence owned
by Mrs. John Kolvoord, Sr., which
was originally used as a store.
The present bridge was built in
1893. Cnas. Woodruffwas commissioner and the township was bonded for funds. This replaced the old
bridge, which was twice as long,
and which floated away with high
water, carrying with it Wo men,
John Strabbing and Mr. Miskotten,
who were rescued.Mr. Chas. Brownell was also carried down stream
on a log pile and was rescued from
the Bolks’ river bottoms, where he
clung to a tree in passing. Over
1200 cords of slabs were used to
fill in the road bed on the north
end of the bridge.
The Hamilton hotel was built in
1872 and was kept by C. M. Wood
niff. This building was replaced
in 1925 by what is today known as
the Ford Garage.
Early business places were the
general store of H. J. Fisher oi
the present Post Office site. Thii
building was later burned. J. Kol
voord and Siebe Baker built the
present SchutmaatBros, store. Dr.
Chas. H. Kimber waa the proprietor of a public nail
hall and drug store
now occuipied
‘ ‘ ‘by the general store
of H. H. Nyenhuis.
wyei
Mr. Becker of
Holland built the present H. J.
Lampen hardwarestore, which haa
also been used in the past as
dwelling, creamery ana g
general
still

Our Bank and let us explain the several plans which
make the CHRISTMAS CLUB fill your requirements.

to*

Fifteen

#

CLASS 2A-Pay

$1 the

first

week,

98c the

&2C.CII
get
V

2nd waeMecrease 2c each
week tor 50 weeks and

3j pet. Interest

Added

10A* -Pay $5. the first week, $4.90

2nd week, decrease 10c
each week ior50

home

to these totals it

weeks SO

all

payments are made promptly!

Holland City State Bank
Holland, Michigan

t

. i-

FAMILY

thereat!
LIFE, health

and happines*, revolve*

r:

1- ^

keeping

of her time

know
beautifying home.

neat and clean than most of us realize.You

Mother’s greatest pleasure

The one great
this Christmas

lies in

gift that will

make Mother happiest

is

AUTOMATIC
HOT WATER SERVICE
Hot water, she needs plenty of

it,

for kitchen work,

for cooking, for dishwashing, for bathing,

hundreds

with Automatic Hot

Service. It heats water ... so easily
... so economically

Arrange now

to

installed in your

''

and

foi

of other purposes.

Make your home happy

.

.

.

that

it is

...

Water

so efficiently

a pleasure to own.

have an Automatic Water Heater

home. Enjoy a constant supply of

hot water on Christmas morn,

and

for years to

Ask about our emarkable ChHstmoi

come.

offer

Michigan Gas&Electric Co*
Your Servant Day and Night

- -

HOLLAND,

(HMTMM

.

MICHIGAN

teENTS

PAR EXCELLENCE-VET NOT COSTLY

RINGS
B L

U

E B

I

R D

S

.

.

N

Happy

Chnitmas giving

traditionj of

are ex-

pressed with dependability... for Bluebird

Diamonds are doubly guaranteed and

Smart, colorful, aami prariowi
itooes . . . rfl colon In emcnJi
cut and morquiM shapes. The
settingsare solid gold
Illustrated

Rote Zircon, $10.

regis-

tered perfect. That's the reason. This perfection, blue-

NECKLACES

white color and clear-cut brilliancyis assured in the dia-

mond

of

each Bluebird Ring. The pick of the worid7 s

diamonds are

finest

set in exquisitecreations of platinum or

white gold. You buy the

finest ...

Bluebirds range from only

$25

and reasonably, too, for

up.

mum
A r«|.

This one has t badksl Erinste
center drop. SeBiag ad dwa
are solid gold.

—

Choker Ungrii, S6.

«*««<'«» l*'« »•*

quirMntftfi•!

Ui*

TrW« Com-

^

mm!

Di»moa4 Sy«4icsta accampaaui

DIAMOND RINGS

COMPACT

aad< n*f.

WATCHES
express your Greetings!
Timepieces are really necessities. For yourself

_

The grocery new operatedby
Lev. Slotman was built by Kirshman, and is one of the oldest business places. It was used as a postoffice, dwelling and hardware, A. B.
Bosnian was the proprietorof this
hardware store which was later
transferred to the old Community
Hall. This building was remodeled
from an old bam, built by Bixby.
John Kolvoord,Sr., started in
business here in 1878. establishing
a general store. In 1881 he built
a saw mill on the site of the present power house, which proved a
good venture until 1891 when timber became scarce. During that
time millions of feet erf lumber
were sold here. When Mr. Kolvoonl took up his residence here
there were about 20 families,and

blno eaglet.

around Mother. She spends more

store.

CLASS

m

I

Other frame houses built about
60 years ago, parts of which are

no species of eoglc that

*/

Heath.

time.

Is

white. There are probably ah

fa

sure

can Reformed Church and

HELPS YOU SOLVE THE PROBLEM OF YOUR YEAR-END
BILLS! The plan is simple. Put aside a stated sum each week

Perfectly White Eagle

/

¥3U-‘

have ample funds available.

There

S'

will eventually find their way in ufactured on the north side of the
the comer stone of the newly erect- river; and H. J. Heins Co. operated a pickle salting station on the
ed Community Hall.
• • •
south side, now occupied by the
Rabbit River Village (now known John Brink Lumber Co. For many
as Hamilton) dates its first record- years a hardware store operated
ed event in 1835 when Chas. Butler on the south side of the river near
entered the whole section upon the bridge.This was destroyed by
which it is located.It subsequently fire in 1918.
came in the possession of Anton The physicians who have pracScheme, Chauncey Calkins and ticed medicine here are as follows:
Elnathan Judson. Simon Howe be- Dr. Chaa. Kimber, Dr. Lindsley,Dr.
came controller of a certain portion C. J. Fisher, Dr. G. H. Rigterink,
of the land and in connection with our present physician, who has
Col. John Littlejohnbuilt the saw been a resident for over thirty
mill known as the Rabbit River years, and the late Dr. P. H. FishMill. This mill was built in 1852, er, who practicedmedicine here for
but the same year the dam gave over 25 years.
out It was rebuilt in 1855 by Col. Telephone service in this village
Littlejohn.The latter owners and began about thirty years ago when
managers were Allen & Jewett, a mutual company was organised.
James B. Streeter, H. M. Peck, Rob. Another local company was organ
M. Moore and Henry Porter. In iied about six years ago to provide
1873 it was sold to Cnas. Brownell, the town with electridty.
who was cjuite extensivelyengaged The first school building (Dist
in lumbering.He also served his No. 5) stood on the present site
townsmen as supervisor and clerk of the G. J. Kempker farm house,
south of the village, in the woods;
for several years.
The earliestsettler was a man the second place of learning was in
engaged to board the hands em- an old shack near the present A. J.
ployed by the first owners of the Klomparens residence.One schoolmill. A shanty was erected for his master, Mr. <?need was a drug adconvenience on the north side of dict, and while dosing under the
the river which for a brief time influence of the drug, gave the puaffordedshelter to all who came to pils abundant opportunity to play
pranks. The third site chosen was
the hamlet.
G. B. Sheffield came to Hamilton the lot where Stankey’s home now
from Ontario county, N. Y., in stands. When the railroad was
1852. He built one of the first built, this place was thought too
framed houses. In 1855 Lockrey dangerous and the building was
came to the place and engaged in | removed to the road going out to
lumbering.Other residentsengaged Sink Lake, where Mrs. Miskotten
in lumberingwere Joseph Jewett, now resides. This building was
Aaron Willyards, W. H. Mohn of later moved and used for a church
Ohio and Simon Howe. The popu- building,known as the Church of
lation at this time was transientin God, located on the present school
character, very few employed in property. A new brick school was
milling or lumbering having be- then built on the present Cobb
come permanent residents.Owing property. This structure was later
to the fact that it was a lumbering considered unsafe and the present
center there were rather rough school was erected in 1905.
Indians
characters,and while there were
In 1878 there were nearly fifty
few people, there were three safamiliesof Indians in this vicinity
loons.
the Pottowatomieand Ottawa
In 1861 George P. Heath built a
frist mill on the south side of the tribes, whose chief industry was
tabbit River, which was sold to basket weaving. For many years
Frank Schorno in 1867. This mill camp meetings were held here conwas later burned and rebuilt in ducted by Robinson, who was
1879 by Messrs. Kollen and Keppel among the first white settlers in
who erected one of the most com- Kent County. His father was a
plete grist mills in the country, white man and his mother a squaw.
tnown as the Hope Roller Mills. His good influencewas much felt
Soon after Kollen’s interest was among the Indians. Several of
these Indians moved to Petoskey
later, and there are still a few
familieshere.
Brower,
milding was burned in 1918 and Business Directory of Hamilton,
Mickigan—1931
was not rebuilt
The town was platted in 1862 Brower, H. & Co., Bankers—Organized 1911. ,
by Willyard. A meeting was held
to change the name of the village Brink, John, Lumber Dealer
from Rabbit River to Hamilton, Started business in 1900.
which was approved by the govern- Dangermond,E. A., Confectionary.
Dangermond, Harold— “Duff’s Gament in 1872 or 1873.
The earliestsettlers now residing in Hamilton are Mrs. John Kol- Farm Bureau, Elevator and Garage — Organizedin 1920.
voord, Sr. fformerly Jane Ackersook), and her sister, Mrs. Sarah Ford Garage, Jacob Eding, present
building— Built in 1925.
Billings, who came here with their
parents over sixty years ago. Mrs. Hamilton ManufacturingCo., Celery Planters — Organized1925.
Kolvoordhas made Hamilton her
residence since that time. There Hamilton Celery Growers — Brittle
Brand Celery.
were only a few families here at
I.O.O.F.Lodge — Organized over 50
the time, and their home was
years ago.
small lean-tolocated on the north
side of the river. The road from Lampen, H. J.— Hardware.
Hamilton to Allegan led through Lucasse. C.— Shoe Repair and Harness Shop.
a dense pine forest.
(Continued in next column)
Mr. Hein Brower settled on his
present farm over fiftv years ago
One of the first buildings was a
rough structureon the site of the
Henry Eding, Jr., place, which was
used as a boarding house, and was
owned by Helmer and later by
Holman. This building was later
separated and moved to other
places;part of it became a photo
graph gallery owned by Mr. and
Mrs. Partridge.
The earliest known house stood
on the present site of the Ameri-

rage.

No More Worries Over Christinas Bills

Na

beginning in 1913.
the early history of Hamilton. Mr.
SchutmaatBros. — General Store.
Other industrial JIMi
plants which
Kolvoord is the father of John
Slotman, Lev.— Groceries.
are
have operated here in the past an
Ten
Brink, Wm.— Funeral Direc- Kolvoord, Jr., and grandfather of
the lumber mill built by Siebe Ba
ker, more recently operated by

—

One

G. H.— Physician John Kolvoord, Sr., and Mrs.
Sarah Billing!for many facts in

The Holland City News gives the Lugten & Hagelskamp, and later
- history of* used as a furniture factory. The
second chapter in the
our neighbor. Hamilton,compiled HamiltonEcho was the name of a
by Mrs. H. D. Strabbing and Mrs. weekly newspaper*edited by J.
George Schutmaat and these in- Holmes about 25 years ago. Canteresting reminiscent contributorsvass gloves were at one tfme man-

•

>

coal.

Related
,

*

place Kolvoord, John, Sr.— Dealer in

since then.
The flour mill

known make such
Hamilton or Illinois.The

Thin

double

fa

Rous's Egg

blue enamel with geld edges,
Cloisonne portrait

or a friend give a Irost-worthy
as Elgin,

new

styles are raallyf a

e

achievementsof bewty.

W

<©•

1= S ora

as illustrated,

U

a

—

SMOKER'S SET

Illustrated—

M

Ladies'Hamilton,$32.50

Men's Illinois, $60.00

B. H.

WILLIAMS
JEWELRY

24 East 8th

St.

Watch ImpMtar

lor Per*

AutomaticLighter and Ggaratte

Case fa cream color French
enamel. Hwtd painted Celoswrf

Phan# 3S84

Marqmtta Railroad

miniatures,$19

JO.

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Three

ber 17. Sheriff Guy Teed wae down decided, but it will be given either freshmansquad. Having been postDefendingthe affirmativeside of Keurst, ^rpreixxl
to get his annual feed of oysters— the third week in January or the poned from 4:80 to 7:00, Friday
the proposition,“Resolved, that a the performance
a moot welcome visit
first week in February. The cast on account of the inability of the substitutefor the present CapitalMr. Ter Keurst and Joe
conaista of fifteen members. Helen Alma team to appear on time after istic system should be established
who acted as chairman of the
Mike Fabiano was arrested for Johnaon will play the part of the a delayed debate at Grand Rapids, in the United States," Sherwood
The Eunice and Monica Aid so- speeding and was fined |16 when princeaa, but the other members the contestdrew but a small audi- Price and Davis De Witt opposed test Friday, were to have met
dale at some neutral point '
ciety will hold a fancy work and arraigned before Justice Sam Mil- of the cast have not been chosen ence. Claude Knight and Emery Kendall, the holidays,but late i _
baked goods sale in the Woman’s ler.
It was the first time the freshmen who upheld the negative.
as yet. The cast will begin its reshowed that difficulty had been enri
literary club rooms Saturday behave representedtheir Alma Mater.
hearsalsthis week.
Debate manager, Arthur Ter countered in agreeing on the
ginning at 9 o’clock. Lunches will
There are eleven women and four
Henry Dale, 13-months-old son men in the cast. The plot centers
also be sold.
of Mr. and Mrs. Martin dipping, about a princessby marriage, who,
J. P. Kolia left Tuesday for died Friday evening at the home of after her husband’s death, returns
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where he will his parents. The child is survived to her Indiana home, and is misattend a banquet of a branch of the by it» parents, one brother, Mar- taken for a flirtatiousdressmaker.
tin Louit and three sisters, Hannah,
Holland Furnace Company.
The play is delightfully humorous,
Emma and Lucile Mae. Funeral and dramatics superb.
services
were
held
Monday
afterMrs. Esther Seats spent several
I
days visiting friends and relatives noon at 2 o’clock from the home
DR.
WICKERS
ADDRESSES
Y.W.
east of the city. Rev. N. J. Monsin Chicago.
ma, pastor of Ninth Street ChrisRiver
Holland,
Vernon Ten Cate spent Tuesday tian Reformed church, officiated. Evelyn Van Bree led the opening
Burial took place in Holland town- song sen-ice in Y.W. Tuesday evein Hamilton on business.
ship cemetery.
ning. These songs and the devotions in charge of Martha VanderBorn to Mr. and Mrs. John Nyherg were appropriateto the topic:
boer, 271 West Nineteenth St., on
“Keeping the Faith"; as a special
December2, a son, Garry Hessel: to
treat Helen Sprietsma played "CorMr. and Mrs. Thomas Smeenge, 864
diel" by Nevens. Mildred Schuppert
Wtet Twenty-first street,on Dethen introduced the speaker,Dr.
cember .9, a son, Ronald C.
Wichers. This was the first time the
Mrs. Earnest De Fouw and , The annual meeting of the Glean- "Y” girls had hadamr presidentas
daughter, Barbara Jean, of Benton ers Class of Third Reformed their speaker,' so all were particuLinen
Satin'
Harbor spent the week-end visiting church was held Friday evening at larly anxious to hear him.
President
Wichers
opened
his
Hand
embroidered
Towels.
the
home
of
Mrs.
Wynand
Wichers.
friends and relatives here.
BeautifulHand-Embroidered Linen
The newly elected officers are: talk with Paul's statement,"I have
Boxed
Sets of
Towels
and
Handkerchiefs at 25c, 35c.,
fought a good fight, I have finished
Albert Van Heuvelen submitted Mrs. A. Kronemeyer,president;
Wash
Cloths
at
50c., 75c. and $1.00.
to an operation recently at the Mrs. W. Vander Schel, vice-presi- my course, 1 have kept the faith/’
With this as a basis, he talked
60c.. 85c., $1.00 and $1.35.
Universityhospital, Ann Arbor. He dent; Misr Clara Voorhorst,secreSwiss
Handkerchiefs
with Venise
about
faith,
saying
that
we
must
is reported to be in an improved tary; Mrs. R. Veltman, assistant
Finger-Tip
Towels at 19e. and 25c.
first
have
"a"
faith
and
then
“the"
secretary; Miss Helene Pelgrim,
Lace Corners,
condition.
f
ft u
• At >.
f_
treasurer; Mrs. J. Dykema. mia- faith. Faith has always been an inSilk Handkerchiefs (dance)
sion treasurer, and Mrs. George fluence to urge men on to new
Henry Geerlings gave an address Vande Riet, assistantmission works, to a greater appreciationof
Fancy Boxed Handkerchiefs at 25c.,
before the young people of Overisol treasurer. Mrs. Wichers and Mr*. all God’s handiwork, and to a deep35c. , 50c.* 75c., $1. $1.25, $1.50.
cr
love
for
fellowmcn.
He
conC—
„
Sunday evening.
eludVande Riet were hostess.Mrs. M.
Children's Fancy Boxed Handker- Pink, White, Blue Blankets, bound
Ver Meulen, retiringpresident, ed by saying that we may consider
our lives well-spentif we can say
The following had their tonsils pr?sided.
chiefs, at 25c., and 50c.
like Paul, “I have kept the faith.
removed recently:Robert Wojohn.
Figured Blankets.
-o
Arie Bronkhorst, Junior Hill and
More than 126 young people at- PUPILS OF MISS MEYER
Silk and Silk and Wool Hose.
Dina Volkers, all of this city.

Local

News

<

VAN PUTTEN’S

G.

204

Avenue,

Mlohlgan

CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS
HANDKERCHIEFS

TOWELS

FOR LADIES

LINGERIE
the 6Gif

t

Exquisite"

O

to the feminine heart.
gift for

French Crepe
Pajamas $2.95

Gowns

lovelier

“her”

Other Gijt Suggestions

to

$2.95 to

No

so dear

$7.95

Gloves $2.95 and $1.50

$6.95

Hosiery $1

Costume Slips $Z95, $1 95

.95, $1 .50, $1.

$195, $1-95, $1.00

Bags,

Dancettes$2.95^1.95,$! -50 Costume Jewelry $1.00
Lounging Sets $5.95
Robes $3-95

to $10.

$15*00 (all colors)

to

Jeane"fi
208 College

Shoppe

Ave.

Holland, Mich*

T

1

_

-

1

GIFTS FOR INFANTS

Born to Mr. and

Mrs. Henry
Russcher, Holland Route 9, a son;
to Mr. and Mrs. Clare Dyer of
Montello Park, on December 8, a
son. Monte Clare.

tended the Christian Endeavor
meeting at Trinity Reformed
church Sunday evening. Theodore
Schaap, president of the Holland
Christian Endeavor Union, was in

PRESENT PRIVATE

and

WE CALL

For your Christmas Packages and
Speed them

P AILWAY
^

way

to

EXPRESS

to destination

is

the safe, convenient

send them, and saves you time and

trouble at very reasonable cost.

The

nationwide de*

pendable transportationservice which wise shippers
use

is

yours to command.

Ask

for our 1931 Holiday Package Labels

Railway Express Agency
(INCORPORATED)
IN HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

P.

M.

Depot

FOR MEN AND BOYS

charge of the meetirqf*andgave an Mrs. Karsten gave a private piano
interestingtalk
"Driving recitalin the Chapel Wednesday,
Stakes.’’ Special music was ren- D'X’ember 0. Those who took part
The Monica Aid Society will dered.
in the recital were Zella Skillern,
hold a meeting today, Friday, at
Edith Shackson, Genevieve Wright,
2:16 o’clock in the Central Avenue
Mrs. Wynand Wichers entertain- Eula Champion, Betty Jean Me
Christian Reformed Church.
ed Monday afternoon in behalf of Lean, Marie Eleanor Lake, Gertrude
Henry John McCormick of Hol- the tea committee of the Ladies Holloman, Vivian Veldman, Ethel
Leestma, Kathryn Sederholm, Barland route 8 underwenta tonsil op- Aid Society of Third Reformed
bara Lampen, John Pott, Jean BosChurch.
More
than
100
women
eration last Saturday.
The annual meeting of the Otta- were present and the afternoon en- nian, Akuyo Tase, Alice Bulman
wa-AlleganBoy Scout council will tertainment proved a success in ev- Helen Sprietsma, Richard Niessink.
These recitals are to be given
he held in Zeeland, Jan. 12, accord- ery way. The rooms were beautitwice a month in the- future as a
fully
decorated
with
evergreen,
ing to plans fostered by the execuregular part of the work of the
tibe board. The meeting will be in pine cones, Michigan holly and
School of Music.
the form of a banquet under direc- Christmas candle*. A large Christtion of District Chairman M. B. mas tree with colored lights stood
Rogers. Eagle and beaver awards in the spacious hall. The following
wil be presented and various other program was given: two violin soaward* will he presented. The Sea los, by Miss Cornelia Stryker, acScount Council flag will be present- companiedbv Mis* Esther Coster;
ed to the unit having the outstand- reading by Miss Edith Shackson:
plavlet, “When Mother Was a Girl"
ing record of the year. Music will
by Hester Pelgrim, Miss Jean Bosbe provided by the Allegan scout nian and Miss Adelaide Dethmers,
Hope’s second debate, a non-deorchestra.
all Hope college student*. A mu- cision contest; was staged in Graves
sical interpretationof the Christ- Library at 7:00, Friday evening,
No work and all play makes Jack mas story was played by Mrs. Fred when a delegation from Alma ara Red boy.
Steketee.Mrs. Wichers, Mrs. W. rived to test the mettle of the
Van Dyke and Mrs. John Vaupcll
A barn belonging to H. J. DeWitt received the guests.
north of Ferrysburg burned to the
ground. Two horses were led to STORK HAS BUSY TIME
safety but a Quantity of hay and
AT GRAND HAVEN HOSPITAL
grain and machinery was lost.
C.rand Haven Tribune— The stork
At a lanrely attended regular had a busy time at Hatton hospital
meeting of Damnscu* lodge F. and over the week end, adding several
A. M. at Fennville hst Thursday new name* to the census. The numevening officer* for the vear were ber included: a daughter. Delores
elected as follows: W. M., Nelson Louise, born to Mr. and Mrs. AdWarren: S. W., Robert Martin; J. rian Wild room, 1246 Washington
W„ Ned Bale; treasurer.Wm. Du St., born Sunday: a daughter was
Vail: secretary. Leonard Carter; S. born to Mr. and Mrs. Eric Dalman.
D.. Cleon Scarlett;J. D.. Lionel on Saturday afternoon. This mornBeecher. Public installationfor ing a son was bom«to Mr. and Mrs.
the members and their families William Swart. 1423 Columbus St.
will be held the evening of Decem- named James William.

on

FroshMeetln

Handkerchiefs with

fast-eolor

borders, at 10c., 15c.

and

Silk

ered

lines, at 35c.

and

Bonnets and Coats.

25c,

Linen Handkerchiefswijth colored
Embroidered lines, hem-stitched
and rolled hems at 25c , 35c ,50c.
Pongee Silk with colored, embroid-

UNENS
Lunch and Bridge Set*. Table
Cloths and Napkins. Buffet Set* n
and Scarves. Lunch Cloths.

50c.

-

Colored Silk Tapestry Scarves.
Lace Scarves. Table Covers.

LINGERIE and HOSIERY
Ladies’ Silk, Full-fashioned Hose,

Silk Scarves, square, oblong,

79c., $1.00, $1.25, $1.35, $1.50
Children's Plain and Fancy Hose.
Ladies’ Silk Vests, Bloomers and

Combination Suits.
Children'sSilk Bloomers and

Debate Friday

Combination Snits,
Ladies' Chiffon and Lace Hose.

Ascot*

GLOVES
Chamoisucde, Golf and Kid Glove*
for Ladies.
Knit Mittens, Kid Glove*, and
Lined Mittens for Children.

Phone 3514

‘The Messiah”
Given Monday

LOOK AHEAD

In the
Automobileinsurance should bo
purchasedwith as much care as
the car itself and this means the
considerationof three items: First
the agency that you seek to advise
you; second, the company that issues the policy; and third, the dangers against which you need protection.

Chapel

On Monday

evening in the Hope
Memorial Chapel the impressive religious oratorio“Messiah" by Handel was offered by the Holland
Civic Chorus under the direction of
W. Curtis Snow. The chorus consisted of 90 voices, composed of
some of the best local artistsin
Holland.
The
following
is from
________
mmrn _____
, the introductory notes from the copyright
copy of the “Messiah”: “ ‘The Messiah,’ Handel’s most successfuland
best known oratorio, was composed
in the year 1741 in twenty-four
days, from August the 22nd to September the 14th. It was first performed at a coneert given for charitable purposes at Dublin, Ireland,
on April the 13th, 1742. Handel
conducted the performancein per-

w—

THE AGENCYBe sure that the agency

you

choose will safeguard your intereste as long as you are a policyholder. Select an agency in which
you can place absolute confidence,
and then follow that agency’s advice.

THE COMPANYalike.

There is a difference in their reputation for the fair adjustmentof
losses, in their financialstanding,
their methods of doing business
and in their expertnees in handling
automobile insurance.We represent only large dependable companies. They express their faith in
us by appointing us not only agents
but also adjusters. Two licensed
adjustersright in our agency. Expert claim departments to care for
serious large claims. Nation-wide
loss service.

THE

Baby Buntings and Sweater*.

The pupils of Miss Meyer and

.W

HOPE COLLEGE NEWS

All companies are .not

Bootees, Silk and Kid Shoes.

HANDKERCHIEFS

PIANO RECITAL

Alma and Hope

CALL US

Damask

Bath

1

DEAUTIFUL, delicate underthings

Huck and

INSURANCE-

You need protectionagainst all
of the dangers that confront a car
owner. It is impossible to Moutguees” trouble. Insurance companies know from experiencethat cars
do burn, that collisions
do occur,
>llisi<
that cars are stolen and that property is frequently damaged and
people injured by automobiles.
There is always the other fellow’s
carelessnessto be reckoned with.

son.

"Thereafter, Handel, beginning
with March the 23rd, 1743, brought
out ‘The Messiah’ every year in
London with great applause; in the
course of time he made various
alterationsin certain numbers, set
several new ones to music, transcribed a few arias for the different

voices, but left the work as a whole

its limitations, this primitive con-

ception of the work was likewise
the enduring one.”
The officers of the Holland Civic
Chorus are: Director,Prof. W. C.
Snow; President, Leon Moody;
Vice-president,
Mrs. Roy B. Champion; Secretary, Miss Albertha
Biratt; Treasurer,Ralph Van Lente,

.0
\

Sr.

The

soloistsin

“The

Messiah"

were Mrs. John Van Dongen of
Kalamazoo, soprano; Mrs. H. J.
Dotterweich of Grand Rapids, alto;
Lynn Clark of Grand Rapids, bass,
and

Hamr

Friesema, student of the
of music, tenor.
The accompanists for the production were Mrs. W. Curtis Snow
and Miss Sarah Lacey.

Hope College school

Drama Class Will
Give “Once There
Was A Princess”

Christmas Club Members Have Money

This year Mrs. Durfee and her
will present “Once
Princess,”a comedy
in three acts, writtenby Juliet WUbar Tompkins.The exact date of
its presentationhas not been fully

Just

drama class
There Was a

When They Need

Christmas giving
the

PHONE 4651
Dustless Fuel
Gebben

^

& Van

den Berg

is a

It

Most

pleasure when you don't have to worry about

bills

why our CHRISTMAS CLUB was formed —
extra money for the holiday time.

That’s
bers

JOIN TODAY
the

... and next year,

to give its

mem-

You, too, will find a check from

Christmas Club ready for your Christmas shopping.

WE’LL BE GLAD TO TELL YOU ALL ABOUT

IT!

Members of our 1931 Christmas Club now have our checks for extra money for the holidays.

275 East 8th St.

WILL

YOU SHARE

IN

THE BENEFITS

IN 1932?

INSURE WITH

Visscher-Brooks

Model Drug Store

-

33-35 W. 8th
Visscher-Brooks Bldg.
Phone

4616

29 E. 8th 6t.

HOLLAND,

SL

MICHIGAN

. Holland Michigan

EXPERT TRUSS FITTING
WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION

mm

PEOPLES STATE BANK
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

'MM
’.i.f'V

11

— f

*

Pour
Faasen:
: business niaaftrj
Michlfanit tin 29th annual con- Van * Faasen

and road show of tho
American Road Builders’ Ass’n
vantlon

erry

‘

HnSrink .Phot0 •<^tor» ^*n*l
rietta Hietbrink; sport editor, Myrtie
Beeuwkes;
humor and calendar,
in Detroit January
f irian Van der Ploeg and adverBert Hadden, 46, was arraigned
Inf
Using and circulation, Iman Bosch.
the home of Mr. and Mr*. H. Kor* before JusticeJohn Gallon Monday
Central Avenue Christian Reterink,Ebenezer in honor of Mr. morning on a charge of intoxication
formed church last month celeand Mr*. John Lubber* of Fremont; and disorderly conduct and was givbrated the eixty-eixthanniversary
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Ois of Hol- en a suspended sentence of 90 days.
of Rs organisation. Pastors who
land. Mr. and Mrs. William Van Costs of |4.15 were assessed.

lib

1

smm

1

1

NEW

have served the church include
den Beldt, Mr. and Mrs. Henry De
Miss Wilma Hoeksema was in- lew. J. De Beer. Rev. F. Hulst,
Witt. Mr. and Mrs. Nick Dykhouse
jured slightly when a gas stove ex- Rev. J. Noordewier, Rev. G. E.
and Mr. and Mxs. Arthur Boeve of
ploded at the home of Mrs. P. H. Boer. Rev. J. A. DcBruyn, Rev. E.
,
Vandervrieg, Rev. H. Van Hoogen,
Crowell, 182 West 11th St.,
Poultrymen who attended the M. she is employed. Miss Hoeksema Hev. R. L. Haan and Rev. B. H. 1
S. C. poultry truck at Borculo, suffered from shock but was not E inink. Rev. L. Veltkamp has
served as pastor since 1925.
Hudeonvillo, Nunica and Berlin injured seriously. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman VaupeU
were impressed with the models
Mrs. E. B. Rich was able to re- tassed Sunday in Holland with Mr.
shown and the information jriven by
turn to her home here Monday aft- raupell’s sister and husband. Mr.
by Mr. Hancock. He explained the
being confinedto the hospital at and Mrs. Oliver B. Reese of Hartadvantaircnof proper conatruction
Cadillac for about six weeka, fol- ford, WU., who have been visiting
of buildings,equipment, remodel- lowing a stroke while attending a
Krs. Reese’s parents in that city!
ing, feeding, sanitation, and general
missionary conference there. She for Thanksgivingand the weekmanagement. Mr. Bryant explained
was accompaniedon the trip here end.— Allegan Gasette.
the use of modem insulationmaby her husband and a nurse. She is
Zeeland was selectedas the city
terials in improving ventilation,
in an improvedcondition but will at which the annual Allegan -Ott*saving fuel and improving physical
be required to remain in bed for wa boy scout council meeting will
conditionsof the buds for greater
some time.
be held. The date has been set as
vitality and profit. It was regretaJan. 12. Stephen Mead, Carl T.|
Cornelus Oogk, J7, of Holland
ble that the truck could not make
Bowen and J. Braak attended the
the Holland Farmers’ Institute.
Route 5, was arrested for speeding
council meeting at Holland.— Gr.
and was fined $5 when arraigned Haven Tribune.
The War Veterans of Holland will
before Justice Sam W. Miller.
...... — o
......
have to on ecember 31, apply for
Daniel Ten Cate and E. P. Ste- MRS. M. DR GRAAP
the soldiers’ bonus. New claims
DIES AS THE RESULT
filed before December 31 must be phan were business visitors in
OF A STROKE!
paid or disallowedbefore December Grind Rapids Tuesday.
The senior class of the Holland
31, 1932, according to Captain R. S.
Mrs. Martin De Graaf, aged 53
Dean, chief of the state soldiers’ Christian high school again will
bonus division,adjutant general’s publish its annual, "Footprints,” years, of 130 East Seventeenth St.,
this year, it was decided.The fol- died Saturdayevening at the Holoffice,Lansing.
Austin Harrington, chairman of lowing staff was selected at a re- land hospital following an iilnees
the Ottawa County Road Commis- cent class meeting: Editor in chief, of four weeks resulting from a parsion, has been appomted by Gover- Henry Ter Hoor; associateeditor, aletic stroke. Mrs. DeGraaf was
nor Wilbur M. Brucker to represent William Smit; literary editor, Lois born in The Netherlands, November 26, 1878, and came to Holland
with htr husband 18 years ago. The ||
deceased is survived by her husband, three daughters, Miss Anna,
Miss Jeanette and Miss Effle De
Graaf at home; three sons, John
of Holland and Jacob and Gerrit;
DeGraaf at home; two sisters, Mrs.
Dick Landman and Mrs. Klaas Van

again

Fillmore.

j)\

GIVE
and

phone 4656

us a ring today—

you’ll have

Wear

your clothes back

in

rime for the holiday festivities— beautifully

pressed and

I will be at

Toyland to again
greet you

SATURDAY, DEC. 18th

Columbia Cleaners
W.

Don’t forget to tell

you want for Christmas

8th St.

Donat

Gifts H

1

Holland, Mich.

THE GIFT STORE FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

1

NEW NECKWEAR

MEN’S FINE

• • •

New

Patterns — Colors

CHILDREN’S SHOES

—

MUFFLERS

• • •

Amazing Quality at This
Low Price

'

New

j

Kampeti of Holland, and two'
grandchildren.Funeral services

are being

made

as

useful gifts, but

books as a permanent remembrance of the donor.
We h^ve so many titles and editions that to describe them
only a few items of the many hundreds in our stock.

We have been

48

is hard

We

to

beat

mention

$0.75 BOOKS
Found Treasure

Silver Trumpet
Carl Akeleys Africa

Youth
Blue Ruin

Worlds Great Detective Stories
Works of E. Allen Poe
The Art of Thinking

Ropers

MEN’S DRESS SHIRTS

i

-

MEN’S DRESS HOSE

• » *

•

Same Quality Sells Elsewhere for $1.95, in Fa-

||

mous Brands

j

I

SLIPS

Pre-shrunk,fast

Byrd-Polar Expeditions

told that we have the best line of Christmas Cards in the city.

Fitting

Telephone 5715

Ml

Below Are Just A Few Of The Many Special* We Have To Offer For Christmas

“Kayser”

Full

Fashioned Hosiery

Humming

—

.$1,00 pair and up
Gloves, wool and fur lined
. .$2-95 to $7.50
Kid Gloves, blacks, browns . $1.95 tO fc.OO
Toilet Sets ................$1.00 to $10.00
Compacts ...................50C. tO $5.00
Silk Scarfs ................. 69c. to $2.95
Boxed—

Dolls, unbreakable ...........

50c. tO$1.95

$1.00 and up
Imported Holland Blankets, . .$11.50 and up
Beacon Blankets ........... $1.95 and up
Men’s Shirts ............... $1.00 tO $1.95
............

SILKEN DAINTINESS

Undies

Step-ins
Chemises

Pretty Silk

Gowns
Pajamas
Negligees

fe
Bonnets

INFANT GIFTS

Sweater*
Shoes
Booties \
„

^

m<

Reduced

All-wool Blankets, bound .............. $3.95

Bath

Robes

Silk

$7.50
$5-95 tO $15.00
$1.00 tO $12.50

............... $2.95 tO

Quilted Silk Robes .........

and Rayon Pajamas

—

Umbrellas .......... ...... $2.50 tO $12 00
Luggage Suitcases, Bags, Gladstones
and Overnight Cases ..... $1.00 tO $15.00
Sheet and Cases— colored

$1.95 and Up
Bath Rugs .................. 50c. tO $5.00
Towel Sets .................. 25c. to $5 00
border— boxed .............

Christmas Novelties— Handkerchief
Cases,

Bath

Salts,

etc

......

50c. tO 11.00

Linen Lunch and Table Cloth

60c. tO 915.00
Imported Rugs and Tapestries, $1. tO 915 00
Motor Robes ........ ..... 92.95 to 912.00
House Slippers, pair ......... 91.00 tO 91.95
Handkerchiefs, boxed ...... 25o , 91.50 & box
Shoe Boxes ..........
...... 91.00 to 92.95
Fancy Pillows ................... 91.00 each
Beret and Scarf to match .... 91.50 tO 92.00
.

.

.......

.......

|

Rattles and

Toys

Dresses

LegfPng Sets
Jackets

Cape

Genuine

leather, smart
brown abide with

newest stitched
back ..........

3-

Pc.

MENS GIFT PAJAMAS

TOWEL SETS

Check Off Several on Your

|

List with these Smart Seta

Turkish
and

.

Holland, Michigan

• • •

With Gay Fast-CderBe
ders Make
Gifta! -

USEFUL

'Slip-overor coat
style, plain or

Towel

2 Wash.

Choose practical
gifta this year! 2pc set Towels are
thick and fluffy..

military collar.
Also Boys’ sizes

Cloths. Fast col-

at 79c

or borders ......

LACE TOP SILK HOSE
“Golden Crest” Dull Chlffon; Dainty and Practical
j

,

Gift!

Full - Fashioned

all

silk Si

ever

welcome

Hose make

an

gift! Gift box....

WOMEN’S HANDBAGS
5-Pc.

Calf «nd Grain leathers—
Style* She'd Choose^^^

PART WOOL BLAN-

BRIDGE SETS

To

Delight the Hostess!
Easy on Christma* BudTets— Oolv

Envelope and
frame style* —

Linen

KETS
•

Napkins with em-

An

broidery. In gift
box ______ _____ — -

Ideal

Christma* Gift

DUMP TRUCK

STAKE TRUCK

» •

72x84 .
Blue, Pink Orchid

Cloth*

54x54 ins., £ four

lined; mirror and
coin purse in each

ARSEN SUES R. 0.
KUEHL FOR DAMAGES FOL-

REV.

TURKISH TOWELS

Novelty Pattern Broadcloths at an Amasingly
Low Price!

• • •

A large barn on the farm three
miles northeast of Nunica, known
as the Charlie Allen's place, was
burned to the ground last night
about 10 o’clock. There were no
animals in the bam but a large
quantity of hay and straw, a few
farm implementsand tools.
The source of the fire is not
determined and it is not known
whether insurance covers the loss.
The blaze lighted the skies for
miles around and drew numbers of
motorists.There were no buildings
near the bam and the fire was
confinedto the one building.

STEAM SHOVE!

K

* • V

LOWING AUTO ACCIDENT
Rev. R. J. Karsen of Grand Haven is bringing suit in the Ottawa
county circuit court against Ray 0.
Kuehi for alleged damages following an automobile accident in which
he and his family were involved
when driving on US31 near South
Haven this summer on their way
to visit Mrs. Karsen's relativesin
Chicago.
Rev. Karieir,nastor of the Secon ChristianReformed church took
the stand Monday and related to!
the jury the extent of his ininries
and presented the hospital bills incurred by himself, wife and littF*
son. Mrs. Karsen was the second
witness.
Louis Oeterhousis the attorney
for the plaintiff and Leo C. Lillie is.|
representingthe defense.

Roomy body! Removable stake*!

Pull the lever and

(

Look*, sound* and*
big
shovels. Fs*te*t
toy steam shovel

dumps its loed,
like a big truck!

Orange and black
enamel! 21'/j in.

.t

long; steel ......

23

Vi in.

work* like

long;

steel .......

INFANTS SILK CAR-

INFANTS

RIAGE ROBES

made

TED SET

• • •

25x36

......

INFANTS KNITTED
SWEATER SETS

3-PC. KNIT-

*

Japanese Silk ..
Fancy Quilted

I

Sweater, Cap and

Complete —range*

Booties

of sixes and
ors

I

col-

.... ..........

BEHEL CHURCH CHOIR TO

PRESENT CANTATA
The choir and young people of
Bethel Reformed church wiH render
a Christmas cantata "From Manger
I

to Cross” at the church on Christ-

mas evening Dec. 25. The chorus
consists of 45 voices and is directed
bv John Vandereluis with Mrs. S.

Montgomery Ward & Co

|

i

j

Meeuwsen accompanist. The public
is invited. Admissionfree but an
offering will be taken to buy music

STORE HOURS—

I

8:30-5:30. Sat. 8:30 to 9:30

for the choir.

25-27 East Eighth Street - Phone 3188

•

Holland, Mich.

laketoWn

.

Blankets— and many other gifts for babies

L 8th Stmt

Prices Greatly

Sets, at..

Bloomers

Baby

.............. 50C.

.

Rur8 ...................... 59c. to $10.00
Bed Spreads ...............$1.95 tO$7.50

r.

fast color

COAT SALE NOW ON

Bird,.
.

Costume Jewelry

Men’s Hose, boxed ............ 50c. tO $1.00
Men’s House Slippers ............ $1.95 pair
Fancy Aprons,

!

Silk and rsyon.
AH new patterns

Compare Ward’s Priea for
Equal Fur-Lined Leather!

BARN NEAR NUNICA IS
DESTROYED BY FLAMES

IP!

city.

.....

...

MEN'S LINED GLOVES

big empty place in the hearts of
the family.

assortment in the

for

drees or business

Infirmities of old age claimed
Scottie” and his passing has left a

86.95

Smart Socka

Plain colors ......

12 years old and during the time
has ever been their faithfulcompanion and playfellow. A few years
ago the dog was severely injured in
an automobile wreck and the numerous calls at the house showed how
well known and how dearly the dog
was loved by hundreds of school
children who in passing the Misner
home, became acquainted with the

animal.

............ $1.95 to
Largest and most complete

Gift Box! A Regular $1.50
Value!

Lace Trim; Form

collar attached.

The jury in the Zelma DeVouwe
damage suit against Frank M.
Li even se, disagreed Monday morning after several hours’ deliberation. The case for $6,000 damages,
which it was alleged resulted to
Misa DeVouwe following an automobile accident, was given the Jury
on Friday afternoon. The jurymen
were dismissed about 9:30 p. m. by
Judge Fred T. Miles and told to
come back in the morning. Further
deliberationof three hours failed

collie,is dead. There is mourning
in the Misner home for the dog was
a beloved member of the family and
was brought there when the Misner
children were very small. He was

$10.00. We aim to supply any book published at competing prices.

Ladies' Bags

3 Pairs in • Handsome

SADDENS CHILDREN

Row

BRINK

• • •

RAYON FLAT CREPE

color broadcloth;

‘<Scottie,’Misner, beautifulsable

Cimmaron

R.

of beauty. Others
$1.95

OL DOG “SCOTTIE"

Fire of

HENRY

A

DEATH OF MISNERS’

High Fences
Green Timber

East 8th St.

size 6 to 2..

Real

to bring the jury together.

$U0 BOOKS

as low as 10c up to

it

would be impossible.

Minute Biographies
Microbe Hunters
Sandburgs Lincoln

Books

after all,

ChristmasGift—

tailored.
alue ..........

DISAGREEMENT IN DE
VOUWE-LIEVENSE CASE

HEADQUARTERS FOR BOOKS
BOOKS! BOOKS!! BOOKS!!!

patterns

plain colors to
meet every idea

,

cemetery.
—
o

welcome.
lined and hand

1

1

A practical'

Gift ties that men
Silk-

I

were held Wednesday afternoon at
1:30 o’clock from the home and at 2
o’clock from the Central avenue
Chrietian Reformed church. Rev.
Veltkamp officiated.Interment
took place in Holland township

Many suggestions have been and

me what

—

free from every

11

Ward's

I

blemish and dust mote.

Phone 4656

Don’t forget that

whm

1

For Holiday

dtoa!

Mrs. Charles Cole, former resiof Holland, died Tuesday
morning at her home at Paris Corners, Laketown township, following
a long illness. Mrs. Cole Vas a
member of tha Wbmen’s Relief

Your Neighbor Save*

Money

at

Ward’a— Why Don’t YonT

dent

fe’rf

i

j
her,

aS*^

vsiiifan

color sergeant,

H0LigHWAltAVBr8

of Gibson Church.
The deceased U survived by
. _
.
.
husband, two sisters, Mrs. William Fred Kolmar of HoUand has been
Ten Have of Saugatuck township elected commander of the local
and Mrs. Thomas Pierce of Allegan, chapter of United SpanUh War
one brother, Bert Shank, of Hoi- Veterans. Other officers *re: Senland. and an aunt, Mrs. Bertha Ned- {or vice commander,Harry Nies;
erveldt of Grand Haven.
junior vice-wmwdw,Charles
Funeral senrksa wer> h*M on’ Freehouse; trustee, ThOTias P.
Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock at Eaatman; historian, John_HomfeM;
the Dykstra Funeral Home. Inter- officer of the day, Frank Harbin; of
raent took plaea in Pflfrim Home fleer of guard. Jamas Smith; ser

/

„ .

Thomas

P.

Eaatman; for the evening.

Junior Color sergeant, Frank Harbin; musician,Gforge W. Moomey;

and

press correspondent,John

Slaughuls. The camp and its aux-

Mrs. Harold Karsten played "Kit-'
ual of a Fire Dance” by De FaUa,
'Nocturne” by Resphige and as an

“DeBasiy Minstrels.” Miss
Ruth
Keppel
accompanied by Mrs.
tion wth Past Commander M. Vande
Martha Robbins, offered two violin
Water officating.
number*, ‘'Hejrit Kiti” by Hubay
iliary are planning a joint installa- encore,

and "Paraphrase of a Russian Folk1

The Century Club held a meeting Song,” by Frits Kreielex.
Monday evening at tha home of
Miss Laura Boyd gave an ipterMr. and Mrs. waltar
talk on tha Mormon settle.
Mtetk
>

'^ir

1

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

The News Has Been a
Constructive Booster for
Eolland Since 1872

Fok>

Man Who Blew
Up Cottage Is
An Odd Genius

Nat Brown Is

Sentenced To

15

This

»&Js£4!SS

Coats

Dresses
Gloves

&

20 to 35 Per Cent

cl

said
fact
wayf sitting on the edge of his cot
in his cell in the Ottawa county jail.
"Of course, I knew I must pay the

10 $17.59

Irom $3.95

Weights

(D*|

Nomend and Berkshire brandsOOC 10

nr

Hundreds of other things for Christmas gifts. Fine Silk or Rayon Undies,
Gowns, Pajamas, Robes, Bedspreads, Bags, Handkerchiefs, etc.

Christmas Gifts Boxed Free

wu
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In Brown's orderly cell there are
table, typewriter,many papers,
magazines, files of letters, most of
them concerning the various inventions Brown has made from time
to time, and two working models of
the inventionsthemselves.
"Here is an idea," he said, pulling forth a wooden model shaped
like a tractor. "This device is for
conditioning , gravel roads. The old
scraper never did the work right.
Heavy rollers suspended in the center of this tractorwill concentrate
four or five tons' weight on a small
surface, pushing down all humps as

$1 to $3.50

m\.m ww
BWm \H tHGUWD
of

Btumo msT n

penalty."He is smooth-shaven,
alert, and talkative.

Newest Styles

finest Chiffon and Service

LaFrance,

what I did," Brown
the other day in a matter of
tection for

Lined or Unlined

Mittens

ITnciav'iT’ ^

XlUoIvIj

'

—

*

TO

use of explosives,which (carries a
10 to 25 yean sentence, was not reduced in the case of Nat E. Brown,
who pleaded guilty to the charge in
circuit court recently.
MI realized I could not escape de-

Time at This Store

is Gift

JAIL

The charge of destroyinga summer home near Grand Haven by

WEST EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND

Ionia Prison^

\fNL

NAT BROWN HAD SOME OE HIS
INVENTIONS IN OTTAWA

COUNTY

UmMj Lin

-

TO

~

MmST

Judge Miles called attenUon to tha
lfa£ that it is not discretionary
with a Judge to fix the penalty for i
such a seriouscrime. Statute facts j
the minimum and maximum — __ rher of years and he cited Michigan
compiled lawa No. 17, 015, 1929.
Judge Miles called attenUon to
the fact that Brown had been given
«very opportunity, being hefd In

'

bate James J. Danhof and his sanity substantiated.

NEVER USES AN

—

A sentence of from 10 to 25
yearn at Ionia priaon was passed
upon Nat E. Brown, well known
citizen of Grand Haven, for bomb-

-

CHiNttt

ERASER

MAN CONVICTED OK BOMBING
COTTAGE IS GIVEN 10 TO IS
YEARS BY JUDGE MILES

As Brown was 68 years old.
“U* “W# in hCtalk to

EVERY

the prisoner,that he would probably recommend release to tho governor if after two yean, In had
proved himself a worthy prioOMrn

UNt HE IMRES
MUST REMAIN*

h,d

\k

UNDGERGH

S'RD

$ANUIY

OF

THE

^

THEMjjholM D'WttZ'u,ihi^wu

at-

GOLDEN PLOVER MARES

m

A NON-STOP

\% NO

,

SCOTIA TO THE

NOD A

IN THE UNITED

USEFUL GIFTS

ing to the Poet brothers
he was disgruntledover a
from them not to trap on

OF 2500 MILES VROV*

NATIONAL H0UDAY

STATES

TUGHT

---

grounds.

NORTHEAST COAST OF

IS

tpigl

1

AMEWCA-TWS DISTANCE

SOOTH

COHERED

IN

AO HOURS

stances surrounding

“

the cut

Judge Miles was bound by the ata-

A
CERTAINLY

Selection That Makes Choosing a Pleasure

among the most admired gifts for women-especiallythose which are

to be

the machine travels along. Road ALLEGAN ROD AND GllN CLUB
th*
HOLLAND SOCIETIES AID
men think highly of the idea and a
BUILD ANOTHER POND
DROUTH NEEDY IN WEST
Muskegon manufacturingconcern
told me they were interested. I am
A NEW RACKET
At the request of the South OtA bluegill rearing pond will Ik*
waiting for the patent now." His
tawa
county
Red
Cross
chapter,
constructed
by
the
Allegan
Rod
and
other model is a variationof the
Gun Club immediately adjacent to several aid societies in Hollana are
road machine.
"One of my early inventionswas the bass pond next spring. There is
ample room to rear many thousand
an aerial camera to use from a kite.
fingerlings.
This came right in my line as a
The service the Rod and Gun
photographer, a trade I followed
secretary,stated that this was con- » bogus federalagent “
in Grand Haven for 17 years.” club are rendering aids very mate- sidered an unusual response concounterfeit monay,
Brown exhibited a working draw- rially in relieving the conservation sidering the rush of the holiday “agent” visited Gary
department
of
much
labor
and
exing of a gyroplane, a sort of foreconfiscating good twi.
pense and has attractedvery flat- season. Yarn is provided by the
runner of the present autogyro. He
bills on the claim that
tering comment from Mr. Hogarth Red Cross. Mr. Van Duran is in
appliedfor the patent Aug. 3, 1911,
charge of the Holland Red Crosa counterfeit.The bogus
and received it over a year later. who has complimented the club on daring the 'SeriousFITness of MTss
*3
Allegan
The gyroplane consists of four its meritorious work.
Mabel Vanden Berg who recently
Gazette.
small biplane arrangements, each
had a major operation at Holland through _ tho currency on the prewith separate motor, revolving
tense of looking for counterfeit
around a fixed axis in which the BOUND OVER AT G. H.
money. For the bills which he exoperator’sseat is located. The axis
ON WEAPON CHARGE
he gives the merchant a
Marriage
license
applications
is prevented from revolving by a
worthleaa receipt.Be on the lookhave been received from Charles out for this party.
vane.
Steve Zimmer, Muskegon, was
“Aviation authorities said my hound over to Ottawa County cir- Esther, 22, Eastmanville,and Ruth
Wesley, 19, Grand Haven; frota
gyroplane couldn’tbe controlledin cuit court on a charge of carrying
Mr. and Mra. Albertos Kolvoord
Harry Boennan, 21, Holland, and
the air," Brown said. "I believe use concealed weapons. Zimmer was arBertha C. Woordhuii, 21, Holland; "5*"* Monday in Saugatuck and
of automaticallycontrolled engines rested on this charge following an
and from Henry Van Noord. 22,
ing °v\Mr- and
I
would make my idea of value.” The accident on M-50 recently. State
Hudsonville, and Alwortha Hopp, Albert Michmershuizento extend I
inventor said he had success in police, investigating the crash,
congratulations
on
their
fiftieth
1
22, Beaverdam.
sending up small working models. found a gun in his car. Bonds were
wedding anniversarywhich they
Brown has severalletters written set at $1,000 which were furnished.
recently celebrated— Allegan GaThe Holland Junior High boys zette.
him by Com. R. E. Byrd at the At first a charge of negligencewas
have
finished
their
experiments
time the Byrd expedition to the placed against him but when the
South Pole was getting ready. man seemed inclined to argue, the with white rats. Charts show the Thomas Hughes of Hudsonville J
rats lost steadily when fed coffee
Byrd ordered the local man to build officers changed the charge.
and toast, but not so fast when has returned from his annual deer
him a snow tobogganwhich would
o
cream and suaar were added to the hunt in the northern peninsula,
go over rough ice areas. The idea BOA CONSTRICTOR EATS
bringing back a 200-pound buck
was to use Brown’s device in the
WATCHM AN. GOES TO SLEEP coffee.A die? of butter,milk and with 16 prongs. This was Hughes’
toast,
however,
resulted
in
steady
event the plane used by the expegains. Although the rats like can- thirty-third consecutivetrip and he
dition were forced down in a place
A black cat acted as unofficial
never has come back without a
where it could not take off again watchman in the garage of Eladio dy, no improvement was noticed deer.
to get away. The Franklin Motor Grimaldo, of New Chnstohal, R.P. with these sweets in the diet.
company donated an air-cooled en- When Mr. Grimaldo opened the
gine which was sent here to the door recently the cat was gone,
Dake Engine comnany, where much to his surprise.Near his car
Brown was building his toboggan. was somethingthat resembled an
Later Byrd wrote Brown to discon- inner tube with a bulge in it. Intinue his work on the device, as vestigatingfurther Grimaldo found
funds availablewere not sufficient that the object was a seven-foot
to take care of the work.
boa constrictor.Police killed tho
The present fall is the first in reptile and found the bulge in the
many yeArs that Brown, an enthus- body to be the missing black cat
iastic hunter, has not gone north
which the big snake had absorbed
after deer. It was for use in his for its breakfast.
deer hunting that the snow tobogo
gan was perfected.He has hunted
each fall the last 12 years in Mich- Beaver Cuts Tree;
igan and before that was a guide
Tree Falls, Kills Beaver
in northern Minnesota for 15 years.
Brown has lived in Grand Haven
A beaver, intent on bis work of
for the past 24 years, conducting cutting down a tree, underestimat-

^

chosen for intimate

friends and relatives-there are none wh.ch more fully express true sentiment, than useful practical presents

such

as you find

here. Ptices are moderate, and

and dependability are such that
you could not hope to find a finer

qualities as to correctness

bring- real satisfaction to the giver and joy to the recipient, and certainly

selectionanywhere. Instead of a burden, selection here

is a real

if

pleasure.

on

Give Her a Coat

Why Not

for Christmas

Christmas?

for

and save $10 to $25

You know
plete

on her coat now. Nothing could be

more appreciatedby

Give Her a Dress

a

wardrobe is never

the Junior or

You

a smart coat for Christmas.
in plain

In this Store you will find many
Coats in the

new

or printed silks with

Hares, and length,

fashionable silhou'

ette for dress or sport

wear. All the

Reduced

Beautiful Gift

in

$15.00

Price

Lingerie

of dainty pieces which were

Gloves as Ever
Have always been and

be one
You can
not make a mistake in sethey always

chosen especially

who

as

come.

Choice

Every Coat Greatly

Christmas presents for those

appreciate beautiful silk undergarments, and

will

the favorite gifts.

surely no one doesn't. You select with assurance

lecting a pair of

when

her. Price range

you select one of these.

$1.95 to $2.95

to®

Un

SdM?,

the

and draped silhou-

ettes of the season to

newest shades and materia’s.

special selection

the

will find here just the

dress for her in the new spring styles

Miss than

A

A

cora-W

new dress for

without a

holidays.

tT

—

gloves for

$1.00 to $5.50
the pair.

-

-

-

-

>

INSPIRATION

the Photo Shon from 1907 until ed the velocity of the wind ond the
1920. He was horn in New York creature was crushed as the trunk
state 65 years ago.
fell and caught him before
He was married a little more could escape. William Bellows,
than a year ago. His wife went to Traverse City, a member of a deer
Mooseheart, 111.,where she is work- hunting party camped north of
ing, before the bombing occurred. Newberry, found the dead animal
"She does not know of the affair and took it to camp. Then, against
and I don’t want her to hear of it." the advice of others who warned
BrowTE Rays. "She is working to him he would be arrested for postake care of her four children.I sessinga beaver pelt out of season,
get frequent letters from her but William Love, also of Traverse City,
have not told her of my trouble." turned the dead animal over to
Brown in his confessionsays he Julius Thorson, district conservais not afraid or ashamed to tell of tion supervisor at Newberry.Ix>ve
his destructionof his former home. was thanked for his courtesy.It
He explains in part the real estate was the first instance recorded in
deal in which he lost his home re- Michigan of a beaver misjudging
ceiving a house in town which he the fall of a tree.
claims was not worth as much as it
was represented to be.
HOLLAND FOLKS ABROAD

losiery

Our Hero

is

Stumped.

.

I

Whether

it

is a

box
by
giving her a box
singlepair or a

of 3 or 6 pairs

of our silk sealed

Why

Dexdale hose

Not a Handbag?

be a real

Could there possiblybe anything else that would
please her

more? Then

handsome bags. Our
styles and shades very

select for her one of these

will

treat.

They

will wear
and laundry and
keep their luster

assortment is very large and

new.

$1. to $1.50

MINISTERS AT HOLLAND

Pair

$2.95 to $7.50

Robes

Scarfs
A

Whether

Scarf to

it is

a lounging robe

or a negligee you will find just

appreciatedand that is a lovely silk
wear with her Coat. Our assortment is very

gilt that is

large and prices are very reasonable.

the thing Tor her in dainty soft

shades. She cannot

go without

a robe.

$1.00 to $2.95

$5.50 to ..1^
$10.50
+Qt
,*.:r

;

i

spent the weekend in Chicsgo.— Mrs. Elmer NortA new organization was organ- huis apent a few days in Benton
ized at a meeting of local minis- Harbor visiting her brother, Ernest
tera In the home of Dr. and Mrs. T. DeFouw.— ^Gerald J. Bosch and
W. Davidson. Officersnamed are: Randall C. Bosch were in Chicago
President.Rev. D. Zwier of Maple Friday on business.
ave. Christian Reformed church:
o
vice president,Rev. P. J. Jonker of
At the annual meeting of Unity
Sixteenth st. Christian Reformed Lodge, F. and A. M. recentlyheld,
church; secretary.Rev. James H. the following officers were elected
Martin of Thin! Reformed church. for the ensuing year: W. M.( Frank
Meetings will be held five times Harmsen; S. W., Norman Simpson;
a year at the homes of the various J. W., Bert Schuitema; S. D., Charministers of the city. Timely top- les Dulyea; J. W., Byt Clark; secics and subjects of common interest retary, E. P. Slooter; treasurer,
will be taken up.

-

o

FRENCH CLOAK STORE
30 East

Where Women Love

to

Shop

Eighth Street

Holland,

Mich.

Miss Johanna Meurer and Miss

FORM NEW ORGANIZATION Henrietta Johnson

Where You Always Find Someting New

-

-

Mr. and Mrs. Rov Nvr of Ganges
were guests at a six o’clock dinner lain, R. M. Bosworth; marshal. A1
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Eric fred Van Duren; alternate deleErickson, in Holland last Friday.
gates to Grand Lodge, Richard
o
Martin and Alfred Van Duren.
o
Nothin* t* Say
Mrs. Albert Keppel and Mrs. EdThe worst thing about people who ward Vaupell of Holland spent last
have nothing to say is that It Thursday afternoon in Allegan
takes them so long to say It.— Lo* with Mrs. Herman Vaupell.— AlleAngeles Tiroes.
gan Gazette.

-

-

—

-

-

Doesn't Kuou What

lo

Get Her!

And Then He Has

. .

an Inspiration

MORAL
Buy

She'd

the Other

Herself-

,

Things

from

Pre-

YOU/

/*
VWIL

Shady Lawn

Phone 2652
East 16th Street

.

Rather

But She

fers Flowers

,

m

iS

Page

THE HOLLAND CITY NETWS

Two

Local
m

News

Miu Minnie Prinn, daughterof
Mr. and Mu. T. Prina of Holland
Mrs. Ray Johnson and children,
Route 6, had her tonsil* removed at formerly of Buffalo, N. Y., are visthe Saugatuck hospital last week.
iting in Holland. Mr. Johnson, em-

Hope

“I

Rev. J. J. Coleman has returned
to his home in Anderson, Indiana,
after visitinf for a few day* at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. Clyde
Meredith.

ployee of the Holland Furnace Co.,

The Wolverine Four

She Gets

My

Orand has been transferredto Boston

We Appreciate

Rapids will present a sacred pro- Mass.
gram in Fourth Reformed Church
next Monday night, December 21.
Jackie Slooter,five-year -old son
Everyone is invited.
of Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Slooter, Weat

Gift

Jit • •

of

Eleventh street, had his tonsils re-

•

Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Bowmaster moved at Holland hospital Friday
and Mrs. Jeanette Bowmaater at- morning.
tended the three-day implement
dealers’convention in Lansig last
Miss Helen Johnson, Miss Myra
week.
Ten Cate, Vernon Ten Cate of
land, Mis* Marian Sherwood and
Mr. ad Mrs. Herman Guicheiaar B. P. Sherwood, Jr., of Grand Haof PrairieView, Kansas, are visit- ven, spent the week-end in Ann Aring at the home of Anthony Roa- bor as the guests of Mrs. Leona
bach.
Diekema,social director of the
Betsy Barbour dormitory, UniversMr. and Mrs. Gerrit ity of Michigan.
Bom
Driesenga of Crisp, on December

» o

LokkerRutgers

The Yandenberg

Oil Company of Holland, a

home owned

ames.
7th. a son, Harry Jai

Co.

Rev. and Mrs. William Kole celebrated their fifty-ninth wedding anMrs. Mabel Vanden Berg waa niversary Friday at their home, 166
able to return to her home Satur- East Fourteenthstreet. Rev. and
day after being confined to Holland Mrs. Kole have made their home in
hospital for two weeks where she Holland for the past eight years.
underwenta major operation.
Rev. Kole is a retired minister.
US

.

.

E

KNOWS

it’ll

be something practical

makes the

it. After all, it’s the

biggest hit

with men.

“WEARABLE

So here are

Gift’’ that

joyed thru their several ser-

cense from the city or has applied for said license previous to the

(h)

TTie affidavit of the applicant to the truth of the statements

vicinity.

contained in the application,signed by the applicant.
If the business of the applicant shall require the use of

$100

deeppointed collar styles.
White and pastel shades. The kind

men

weighing

The gasoline and oil products handled by this com-

or measuringdevices, the application shall be accompaniedby a cer-

BROADCLOTH SHIRTS -in

tificate from the sealer of weights and
vices have been

measures stating that said de-

examined and approved.

BOND REQUIRED

and up.

really prefer

Holland and

vice stations in

censes were held or applicationswere made.

gestions:

attractive

is

patronage the firm has en-

present application,together with the years in which such previous li-

Lokker-Rutgers’ sug-

enterprise,

appreciative of the continued

.something he’s put of! buying himselt on the possibility that Christ-

mas may bring

Bros.

pany

Section 4. An application’ for a licenseunder the provisions of
Ordinanceshall be accompaniedby a bond to the City of Grand
Haven, approved as to form and surety by the City Clerk in the penal
sum of $1,000.00 with sufficientsurety or sureties, or sufficient collateral security, conditioned for the due observanceduring the time
of the licenseof any and all ordinances which are now in force or
may he adopted hereafterby the Council of the Gty of Grand Haven.
Any person aggrieved by the action of any licensed transientmerchant shall have a right by action on the bond for the recovery of
money or damages, or both. Such bond shall remain in full force
and effect, and in the cme of a cash deposit,such deposit shall be re-

are always

of

high qua-

this

SILK MUFFLERS
multi-colored

-

in modern

patterns. Suitable for both
business

and

dress wear.

boxed .

Attractively

75c

$2.95

to

.

lity

in service.
Hoping

sooner released by the City Clerk.

merit the

greetings of the season, they remain

FEE SCHEDULE

NECKWEAR
Section 5. For

48c

to

Yours

ejudi licenseissued under the provisions of this

$1.50

Kid]. Some

$1.00

fur-lined.Others

silk-lined

and

service,

the following schedule:

For each day less than one week ................--$ 5.00
For each week under one month ----- ------------ 15.00
For each month under three. .....................25.00
For three months ............................
— 50.00
For six months ............- ...................75.00
For one year ................................
. .100.00

DRESS CLOVES~{Moch.. Cape

for quality

Ordinance, the applicant shall pay the appropriate fee, according to

tions.

skin,

to continue to

good will of their many patrons and
wishing Holland and vicinity the

any such license, or after the termination of any action upon such
bond or deposit,of which the Clerk shall have been notified,unless

—[silk moire and satin]
'weaves in either subdued
or flashy color combina-

en-

deavors to give the last word

tained by the City for a period of ninety days after the expiration of

‘NIFTY*

and the company

and up

Vandenberg Bros. Oil Co.
8

Holland, Mich.

FEES, COLLECTION; DISPOSITION
Section 6. The City Gerk

shall collectthe appropriate fee as

provided herein before issuing the license.
(Said fees, deposited by the Clerk, shall be credited by the City
Treasurer to the contingent fund of the said city.)

LICENSE. ISSUE; CONDITIONS
Section 7. Upon receipt of the application, together with a

NEAT HOSIERY-in natty clocked,
cross-striped or straight,plain weaves.

Fashionedof extra-durable

25c. to$l.

AJAMAS —

[Broadcloth,

of fine
Soisette or Madras]. Collared coat
styles. Smart colors in all-over
terns. A size for any man
P

pat-

Expires Dec* 26

wares and merchandisedamaged by fire, smoke, water, or otherwise,
PARK TOWNSHIP TAX
or that the samplw which he is advertising or exposing for sale are
satisfactorybond and the appropriate fee, and being satisfied that
COLLECTION
samples of any goods described heretofore,either as to their condithe applicant is of good moral character,the City Clerk shall issue
tion or the method of conducting the sale, unless he shall, at the time
I will be at the following places
a license, to such applicant in the form hereinafter provided.
of applying for his license, make and file with the City Clerk an af- on the following dates to collect
Except as herein provided, no license shall be refused except for
the annual taxes from the property
fidavit showing all the facts in regard to the sale which he proposes to
owners of Park Township. Peoples
a specificreason and for the protectionof the public health, safety,
conduct, including a true statement of the names of the persona from State Bank, Dec. 12, 14, 16. 16, 19,
morals or general welfare.
whom the goods to be sold were obtained, the date of the delivery of 21, 22, 23, 26, 28, 29, 30, January
No license shall be granted to a minor.
the same to the licensee, the place from which the same were brought, 2, 4, 6, 6, and 9; Central Park Store
No applicant to whom a license has been refused or who has had
Dec. 10, 17, 24, 31 and Jan. 7; and
and all the deUils necessary to fully identifythe goods.
at home at Central Park on Dec. 11,
a license which has been revoked shall make further application un18, and Jan 8.
LICENSES, ALTERATIONS, DEFACEMENT, ETC.
til a period of at least six months shall have elapsed since the last preD. NIEUWSMA,
vious rejectionor revocation,unless he can show, to the satisfaction
Treasurer,
Sectio(N 11. No licensee shall alter, remove or obliterateany R. B.
HnlUnd.
Phone 6681
of the Gty Gerk. that the reason for such rejectionor revocation no
entry made upon his license, or deface such license in any way, or

CO

done.

longer exist*.

to

Section 8. The license issued under the provisions of

$2.95

its

this Or-

face the full

.

Mieh.

permit the same to be
'
Each \kxm shall be personal and shall not be transferred or

LICENSE; SPECIFICATIONS
dinance shall be in such form as to contain on

1,

Alt's Weight
Air has weight In a fatr-itzed
room the air would weigh about 206
pounds.

assigned, or used by any other person, firm or corporation.

name

The violation of the provisions of this sectionshall be deemed
of the peuson, firm or corporation licensed,the permanent address, grounds for the summary suspension and revocation of the license in
local address, if other than the foregoing, of such licensee, the name addition to the criminal penaltieshereinafter provided.
and address of the person, firm or corporation, if any, which the

ADDITIONAL COPIES OF LICENSES

licenseerepresentsas agent, and the address or locationof the place

Section 12. Additional copies of licenses issued under the probusvisionsof this Ordinanceto replace those lost, spoiled, destroyed or

number.

within the city at which the licenseeis authorised to conduct his

iness. The license shall also specify the class of licenseissued, the
.rticlr or articln to

39

East 8th

St.

expiration.

Holland, Mich.

To License and Regulate the Sale of Goods, Wares and
Merchandise By Transient Merchants

Clerk shall endorse the fact upon the application,together with

Q O K

of

5$

iplete!

SUSPENSION AND REVOCATION

Section 14. Any po^ce officer shall have power to suspend and
Each license issued shall be made in duplicate,carrying the
A Full Line ol
number of the license. The duplicates of licenses, provided in this take up the license issuedio any licenseefound violating any of the
THE CITY OF GRAND HAVEN ORDAINS:
express
conditions
and
regulations
under
which
said
license
was
section, shall be filed in the office of the Clerk.
Section 1. No person, firm or corporation shall engage in busThe City Clerk shall notify the Chief of Police of all licenses is- granted and accepted or any ordinance of the city. Such suspension
iness as a transientmerchant, either as principal or agent, within the
sued under the terms of this Ordinance, giving in each case the name shall be reported at once to the Chief of Police and by him to the
City of Grand Haven without first having obtained a license therefor
and local address of the licensee, the address or locationof the place Gerk and Mayor of the City.
Christinas
in the manner hereinafterprovided.
The Mayor of the City shall have power to suspend any license
where said licensee is authorized to conduct his business; the number
The term “transientmerchant” as used in this ordinance, shall and class of licenseissued,and the dates of issue and expiration.
issued under the previsions of this Ordinance whenever in his judgmean any person, firm or corporation engaging temporarily in a rement it is for the best interests of the community to do so, having
and
LICENSE, ACCEPTANCE; REGULATIONS
tail sale of goods, wares or merchandise and who, for the purpose of
in mind the welfare, safety and health of the City.
Section 10. Each licensee, upon receipt of said license, and in
conducting such businew, occupies any lot, building, room or struc
The Mayor of the City may revoke any license for the same

baafcafor Bor*
a* Cute by all
tfeotr fararlto
ootbor*. I'aU
•L7S folae.

50®

Um> nal-

•laadinc authrday.
Tfcaaa .ulumaa
originally aoU
thoc* of

75*

00.

•

Greenery

the presence of the City Clerk, shall affix his signature thereon, ac
causes as above specified,after giring the licenseereasonable notice
cepting the license and all the conditions of its use as stated in this
! ance shall not be applied so as to require merchants having regularly
and an opportunity to be
or other Ordinances now in force or which may hereafterbe enact e<
, establishedplaces of business within the city to obtain licenses for in
Violation of the express conditions and regulations under which
Including
by the Council of the City of Grand Haven, reapectingthe uae of saic
cidentalor temporarysales or deliveriesdirect from railroad cars.
said license was granted shall be sufficientcause for the suspension
license, and agreeing to the suspension and revocation of said license
. No person, firm or corporation,continuing in the same business,
and revocation of said license.
shall be required to obtain a second license, providing the stock o should any of said conditions be violated.
In case the license is revoked for violation of the express condiThe following conditions and regulations shall apply to the ex
Poinsettia,Rosea, Bolly,
goods and merchandisehgs been assessed for taxation,and the tax
tions and regulations under which it was granted, the full amount of
ercise of privileges granted by licenses issued under the provisions o
has been paid.
the fee paid therefor shall be forfeitedto the City and no licensee
this Ordinance, in addition to those set forth in other parts of this
Christmas Trees, Christshall have a right to a refund of any part of said fee.
WRITTEN APPLICATIONREQUIRED
Ordinance, or in the general ordinances of the City of Grand Haven
In case the license is revoked in the exerciseof the general power
mas Wreitbs, etc.
SfiTNOf
ION 2. Each person, firm or corporation desiring to obtain
(a) No licenseeshall use any weighing or measuringdevice in
of the Mayor or Council, there shall be refundedto the licenseethe
license io engage in business as a transientmerchant shall make the conduct of his business, or have in his possession any weighing
amount of the fee paid deducting the amount of the fee earned. The
writtenapplicationtherefor to the City Clerk on a form furnished by or measuring device, unless said device shall have been examined and
amount of the fee earned shall be determined by applying the approsaid clerk.
approved by the sealer of weights and measures.
(b) No licenseeshall aell or offer for sale any article or com- priate fee in the schedule for the number of davs, weeks or months, Our Prices are very reasonAPPLICATION; SPECIFICATIONS
as the case may be, that the license has been in force.
Section 3. The application for license required herein shall modity purporting to he in quantitiesof standard weight or measure,

heard.

Haa4re4a of
•lalh-baaaS

«

tb CHRISTMAS

shall be granted for a period greater than one year.

statement of the reasons for such refusalto license.

ture of any kind, including railroad cars; provided, that this ordin

for

.....

Flowers

selection of

handredfl and hundreds

rte fey

ySfiqtmAjb**

ill(

flft^iSO) ‘'irts'^h^ Tbe^Oity'^lexk'IhaU
uka

Each license shall bear a serial
• •
up the original licensebefore issuing an additional copy, or in the
Each license shall be sealed with the seal of the city signed by
case of licenses lost or destroyed, shall require an affidavitto the
the Mayor and countersigned by the City Clerk.
act and the circumstances thereof. Said additional copy of license
LICENSE AND APPLICATION RECORDS
shall be marked “Duplicate” in plain letters across the face thereof
Section 9. Upon the receiptof the application for license, the
>y the said Chy Clerk. Record of such additional copies of licenses
City Gerk shall endorse thereon the date the application is filed and
shall be made as herein required in the case of the original licenses,
the names of the sureties on the bond, or a list of the securities de^ot more than one copy of a license shall be issued to, or in the pos
posited,or the fact of a cash deposit. In case the licenseis granted,
session of, any licensee at any one time.
the Clerk shall endorse on the application the number and class of
EXPIRATIONOF LICENSES
the licensegranted, the amount of the fee collectedtherefor,and the
Section 13. No licenseunder the provisions of this Ordinance
date of expiration. If the application for license is refused, the

AN ORDINANCE

While oar

be told, and the dates of issue and

n AMOM

. V

PENALTIES

contain the following items together with such additionalinformation whether in original or other packagesor not, unless the same shall

able. Put your order

Section 15. Any person, firm or corporation who engages in
as the Gty Clerk may require:
be actually of the weight or measure purported.
business
as a transientmerchant, without a license, or who shall vio(a) The full name, permanent residence,and local address, if
(c) No licensee shall sell or offer for sale any unsound or unother than the foregoing,of the applicant.
ripe or unwholesome food, or defective, faulty, incomplete or deter(b) The name of the firm or corporation represented,if any, iorated article or merchandise, unless the gooda is to represented to

flelatredition.
of aU af tba
grrat rmlurtag

ablrk
iaM for KJ*
aotrla

sa4|MS.

together with the address of the-centralor district office of such firm prospective customers.
or corporation.
(d) No lioenseeshall use any noise-making device or employ Dollars ($10.00), nor more than One Hundred Dollars ($100.00),
and the cost* of prosecution,or by imprisonmentin the County Jail
(c) The address or location of the place within the city at any runners, solicitor*, or decoys to call attentionto his wares.
licenseeshall post the license issued under the terms for a period not exceeding ninety days, or by both such fine and im(d) A list or general description of the goods, wares or mer- of this ordinance in a conspicioos location in the place where his prisonment in the discretionof the Court. Each day or part of a day
chandise to be sold or offered for sale.
business is conducted, where it ah*ll remain in plain sight during the that a person, firm or corporation shall engage in business as a transient merchant without a valid license shall be considered a separate
(e) The length of time for which the licenseis desired.
entire time during which said business is carried on
(f) No licenseeshall advertiseor hold oat that any sale is an violationof this Ordinance.
(f) Whether the applicant is a licensed transientmerchant un-

48 East 8th St.

insurance, assignee’s, executor’s,administrator’*,mortgagee’s, recei- This Ordinance shall take effect in twenty days from the date

der the provisions of the laws of the State of Michigan.

(g)

_____

Whether the applicant has held a transientmerchant’s

Shady

Lawn

Florists

Phone 2652

(e) Each

which the applicant proposes to engage in business.

Brink's Book Store

in early.

li-

ver\ or closing out

sale, or a sale of

mortgaged goods, or

of

goods,

of its

passage,

.

East 16th Street
Holland,

lyirifA

HOLLAND

NEWS

CITY

The Family Next Dooi

An' That’sSumthin'
CLARE

K.

HOFFMAN

NiHuolii

Sat-

JUST
KEEP OUT OF THAT
tl*1. YOU.

NO,

CLOSET*

CARL

•VES.THASS WHAT
I 6M0 • • KEEP 0UT1A
j MV ROOM*.

,

in

uncls JAY?
DON'T GO IN
TMERt

lust WtRE GONNA
HAVE A PRETTY
SNAPPY OMSTNU*!

!

K.

HOFFMAN

Or

-it LOOKS

til

AUoraeji

Trapping

Over Fris Book Store

Signs

80 W. 8th St.Phone 4483

For Sale at the

Holland Cty Newt

H.R.Doesburg

Above Boston Restturmt

Each

; 9c

Drugs, Medicines ind
Toilet Art idea

Expires February13

Dr. M. E.

House

NOSE
AND THROAT

EYE, "EAR,*
The Christmas Candle
Spelled

The Best Fuel— A Full Measure
Reasonable Prices

liEMM
We

extend to our Patrons the compliments ol the

season. May the year 1932 be

a

Prosperous one with you

Two

Places of Business for Public Convenience

8th Street near Boat

Dock

North Side directlyNorth

Holland

Grand Haven

Welcome Home

News

of

Bridge

with

Joy—

"The old candle sure

did spell ‘welcome home' to me!"
How glad she was the candle was
in the aceustomed place.— Blanche
I®. I>10. WMtern

Newspaper Union

)

May

Enjoy Christmas in

And we shall he obliged to taxi
In a small plane to the party and

To the Tax Payers of
the City of Holland
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
Tax Roll

That the General

ot

Wards of the City of
Holland have been delivered to
me for the Collection of Taxes

the several

therein levied, and that said taxes
can be paid to me at my office in
the City Hall, cor. River Ave.
11th St. at any time on or before

&

December 31
without any charge for collection,
but that five percent collection fee
will be charged andcollected upon
all taxes remaining unpaid on the

January.

be at my office on every

week day from

the

Monday in December to and including the 31st day
of December between the hours of 8 A. M. and 5:30 P.M.
and on Saturday, December 12, Tuesday, December 15th
and Thursday, December 3lst, until 8 P. M. to receive
such

Don't be t chronic sufferer frocaf
hendacbm, or any other pain. Thera
b hardly an ache or pain Bayer
Aspirin tablets can't refieve]they are
a great comfort to women who suffer
periodically.They are always to be
relied on for breakingup colds.

-

It

may

be only a simple headache,'

or it may be neuralgiaor neuritb)
rheumatism. Bayer Aspirin b still
the sensible thing to take. Just be
certain it's Bayer you're taking)
it does not hurt the heart Get the
genuine tablets, hi this
package for the pocket

Hi-Y organization.
A very good program had been
arranged and was enjoyed by the
Holland d( legation.Dr. Edward A.
Steiner of Grinnell,Iowa, and Dr.
Frederick B. Fisher of Ann Arbor
were the outstanding speakers of

sity, and Fielding H. Yost,

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

Basket Ball Schedule
t/rigiu

Feb. 19 Muskegon Heights— here
Feb. 23 G. R. Catholic Central

—

there

Mar.

...

Dec. 22 G. R. South— here

Like Christmas Dolls

Dec. 29 G. R. Central— here

In spite of all the advanced Ideas
of the rising generation,the average small girl xtill likes a doll as
well as she likes any other Christmas present.

8

ISSPgl 330S22EI

a Flying Mansion

So don't stick to that old one
about both feet on the ground. If
you do. you’ll And yourselffrightfully lowdown and left behind!—
Martha Banning Thomas.
(©. H30. WraUrn Newapspar Union )

A Seasonable Reminder
One-halfof the work done In the
world Is done In the United States,
accordingto a Columbia professor.
The seasonal reminder expectant
youngstershand to Santa Claus.

Onion Awooing Goes
Scientists tell us that plants
make love like human helnss. hut
It Is unlikely that any of them
will ever become demonstrative
enough to neck the cactus.— Louis
vllle

Times
E. J.

•

“Yule'’
“Yule" Is a very old name for
Christmas, and there are a score
or more explanations ns to Its
origin and meaning.

BACHELLER
C„ Ph.

D.

C.

CHIBOPEACTOR
Office: Holland City State Bank
Hoorn. H-11 iti n.w.: 14 A 7-* n-m

Chann

'T'HE

of Christmas
chief charm of

a Christmas Is Its simplicity. It Is a festival that appeals to every one, because
every one can understand

Santa Claus Everywhere

Dr. J. 0. Scott
jJJ

A

It.

mixes

Dec. 18 Muskegon— there

Grand Haven— h* re
Jan. 15 Muskegon Heights— there
home again.
And every cockpit will he Jan. 22 Benton Harbor— there
trimmed In colored bulbs and the Jan. 29 Kalamazoo — here
trade for Christmas trees will he Feb. 5 Mu£4cegon— here
literally going up! Plane trueks
Feb. 12 Grand Haven— there
to deliver a tine spruce at the service entrance of
In the Skies.

ui

Christinas boxes got their nnme
from the boxes— made of clay— In
which, at Christmas, apprentices
had the right to collect gifts of
money from the mnstera' customers.

Feb. 26 Benton Harbor— here

he whisked aboard, and worry
whether we can get a taxi-plane Jan.

genuine fellowship
pervades our common life
—a fellowshipwhose source
Is our common share In the

Apparently Santa Claus breaks
down the ancient rule that a {ter•on cannot be In two places at one

Dentist
Hours:

12:00
p.m.

Phone
6-4604 time.

8:80 to
1:80 to 5

212 Med. Arts Bldg.
OR

gift of the world's greatest
Life which was given to the

A

NT) RAPIDS.

MICH

DYKSTRA
FUNERAL HOME

whole world.— Arthur Reed
Kimball.

Ideal Railroad Yiefc
Speciesof the quebracho tree arc
used for railroad lies In South
Amerin. The name may he trims
lated ns "ax breaker." and the hard
ness of the wood makes It Ideal for

Ambulance Service
Phon* 3983
Holland

ft K. tth RL

railroad ties.

Christmas Cards

was six Inches long and

Inches wide, and depicted In the
panels formed by a leafy trellis
two acts of charity— clothing the
needy and feeding the hungry.
Last year more than $100,000,000
worth of Christmascards were
sold In the United States.

NICHOLAS SPRIETSMA,

It

Makaa a Differenca

When a man

City Treasurer

WHEREAS,

default has been
payment of moneys secured by a mortgagedated August
made

10th A. D. 1900, executed and given
by John Weersing and wife Ida
Weersing, of the City of Holland,
County of Ottawa, State of Michi-

Beautiful

has It himself,a
cold becomes very extraordinary.— PhiladelphiaInquirer.

You can gain no greater
comfort to alleviating the
grief of parting from aome
loved one than by conse-

3S2

cratingthe last resting place

with one of our beautilu
memorials We of! er a wid
variety of sizes and designs,from the simplest markets to the
most imposing family monuments.

Holland Monument Works
West of Warm Friend Tavern
Phone 4284
Holland, Michigan

1 Block North and One-Half

IS West 7th

Street

t

Distinctive

Memorials

Reasonably Priced

Co.,
8th St

will fret, often for no
apparent reason. But there’s always Cns tonal Harmless as the recipe
>n the wrapper; mild and bland as it
tastes. But its gentle action soothes
a youngstermore surely Uun a more
powerfulmedicine.
That’s the beauty of thb special
‘.hildren’aremedyl It may be given
the tiniest infant— as often as there
ts need. In cases of colic, diarrheaor

21 W. 16th

Holland, 71 E.
Phone 8888

Allegan, Cor. River and Grand

Grand Rapids,. 1184 Walker
C,

MR.

vu

—

»

-

:

—

DR.

_
^J^HAT

many

people call indlges-

N. W., Phone 68022

Phone 4550

HANES

__ Office »t 84 We»t 8th St
Office Hours: 9-12 A.
2-5 P.

M.

add in the stomach. The stomach
nerves have been over-stimulated,
*nd food sours. The corrective b an
alkali which neutralizesthe acids
instantly. And the best alkali known
to medical science b Phillips Milk
of Magnesia.

mt

bottle to

E. J.

OSTEOPATH

»»d hf anpointmeut

try. r

Diekema
Cross

&

Ten Cate
Attornejs-at-Law
Offiec— over the First State

Bank

JOHN BREMER

Territory representative

St.

Holland.Mich.

One spoonful of thb harmless,
Usteless alkali in water neutralizes
wnenever children don t eat well, instantly many times that much
Joi’t rest well or have any httfc add, and the symptoms disappear
^iset— this pure vegetable
Die prepara- at once. You will never use crude
methods when once yon learn the
is ust
that’s oeeded. _
efficiency of this. Go get a
w..v.

1

Home
MORTICIANS

^

Ottawa-Allegan-Kent

Monument

Eye. Ear, Note and Throat

.

14), bounded by a line comby the Bolhuis Lumber & Manufac- notice thereof be Aivan by pahlicafion
mencing 28 rodi East of the
turing Company, a corporation of oft copy of this order, for ikraa sacquarter post between Sections
the City of Holland, Ottawa Coun- cessiveweeks previoas to said day of
29 and 80 in uid city of Holty, Michigan, mortgagor, to the htsrinA, in tha Holland City Nasrs, a
land thence But ten (10) rods,
said Holland City State bank; above newspaper printed and circulated in
thence North ten (10) rods,
named corporationof Holland, •aid County.
thence West ten (10) roda,
Michigan, as mortgagee, which
JAMES J. DANHOF,
thence South ten (10) rodi to
mortgage was recorded in the office
Judge of Probate
place of beginning. It is hortof the Registerof Deeds for Ottawa A true copy—
by agreed and understood that
County, Michigan, on the 14th day
Cora Vandawater
said descriptionla to be uaod
of April A. D. 1022 in Liber 135 of
Register of Probata.
as a passageway by all adjaMortgages on page 48, on which
cent owners, severally aad
mortgage there is claimed to he due
jointly, all in the City of Holat this time the sum of Seven hun18128-Exp. Dec. 19
land, Ottawa County, Michidred seventy-fourand twenty-three
gan.
> TATE OF MlCHIGAN-TheProone hundredths ($774.23) Dollars
bate Court for tha County of Ottawa. Dated: This 13th day of Novuaber,
for principal and interest and an attorney fee of Twenty-five ($25.00) At a session of aaid Court, held nt A. D. 1931.
the Probata offlea in the City of
Dollars,being the legal attorney
Grand Haven in uid County, on
PEOPLES STATE B.IANK,
fee in said mortgage provided,and
Mo rtgagee.
which is the whole amount claimed the 24th day of Nov. A. D. 1981.
Present, Hon. James J. Danhof,
to be unpaid on said mortgage, and
Lokker A DenHerder,
WHEREAS, one John Zwiers of Judge of Probata.
Attorney* for Mortgagee.
Holland. Michigan now has or
In tha Matter of the Eatate of
Business Address: :
claims to have possessionand title
RUBIE S. GARROD. deceased
Holland, Michigan.
to the premises hereinafter deIt appearingto the court that the
scribed as encumbered by both of
above said mortgages^ and no suit time for presentationof claima against
Expires Jan. 10
or proceedings having been insti- uid estate should be limited,anti that
MORTGAGE 8ALB
tuted at law to recover the debt or a time and place be appointed to reWHEREAS, default hu beta
any part thereof secured by said - ive, examine end adjust all cliims
mortgages and/or either of them, tnd demands against said deceasedby made in the payment of money* socured by a mortgagedated Decemwhereby the powers of sale con- and before uid court:
It is Ordered. That creditors of Mid ber 27, 1913, executed and jriren by
tained in said mortgages have bedeceased are required to present their Arie Hoffman and Jennie Hoffman,
come operative.
claims to Mid court at said Probate his wife, of Olive Township, Ottawa
NOW THEREFORE, notice is Office on or before the
County, Michigan, as mortgagors,
hereby given by virtue of the said
39th Dsy ef Msrch, A. D.I932
to the First State Bank of Holland,
powers of sale and in pursuance of
Michigan, a corporation,u mortthe statutein such case made and at ten o’clock in the forenoon,said
gagee, which mortgage wu recordprovided, the said mortgages will time and place being hereby appointed
ed in the office of the Register of
be foreclosed by sale of the premis- for the examinationand adjustmentof
Deeds for Ottawa County, Michies thereindescribed,at public auc- all claims and demands against said
gan, on the 5th day of January, A.
tion, to the highest bidder, at the deceased.
D., 1914, in Liber 00 of Mortgages,
north front door of the courthouse
It Is Further Ordered, That pub- on page 176, on which mortgau
in the City of Grand Haven, Otta- lic notice thereofbe given by pubwa County, Michigan, that being lication of a copy of this order for there is claimed to bo due at tins
time the sum of One Thouund,
the place where the Circuit Court three successiveweeks previous to
Five Hundred Fifteen and 62/100
for the County of Ottawa is held, said day of hearing,in the Holland
Dollars ($1515.62). principal
on Monday the 8th day of Febru- City News, a newspaper printed and
and interest, and an attorneyfee' of
ary A. D., 1932 at two o'clock in the circulatedin said county.
Twenty-five Dollars ($25.00), being
afternoon of that date, which
JAMES J. DANHOF, the legal attorney fee in said mortpremises are describedin each and
Judge of Probate. gage provided,and no suit or proboth of said mortgagesas follows A true copy,
ceedings having been institutedat
to-wit: All that certain piece or
Cora Vande Water,
law to recover the debt, or any part
parcel of land situated in the City
Register of Probate.
thereof, secured by said mortgage,
of Holland. County of Ottawa anil
whereby the power of sale contained
State of Michigan and describedas
in said mortgagehas become operafollows, to-wit: Lot numbered
I tive,
Twelve (12) of Weersing'sFirst
|
THEREFORE, notice is
Addition to the City of Holland,acj hereby given that by
virtue of the
cording to the recorded plat there| said power of sale and in pursuence
of, on record in the office of the
of the statute in such case made
Register of Deeds for Ottawa Counand provided, the said mortgage
ty, Michigan,together with all
will be foreclosed by sale of the
tenements, hereditaments and appremises therein described at pubpurtenances thereunto belonging
1 tic auction, to the highest binder,
Dated this 11th day of November,
at the north front door of the
A. D., 1931.
court house in the City of Grand
HOLLAND CITY
Haven, Ottawa County, Michigan,
STATE BANK,
that being the place where the cirMortgagee.
cuit court for the County of Ottawa
C. H. McBride,
is held, on Monday, the 18th day of
Attorney for Mortgagee
January, A. D. 1932, at two o’clock
Business Address:
in the afternoon of that date, which
Holland, Michigan.
premises are described in said mortgage as follows, to-wit:
» in

CHILDREN

mrtMCrjVttAUI ftANITi

Dr. A. Leenhouts 44/100 (1219.44)dollars and

Your bowels!'

Langeland Funeral

CHILDREN

Memorials
W

1 to 4. 7 to 8.

m.

Restless

wr'/r/risiT^PMlIFTWWPOltlVIty

12,

POISON

common

—

10 to

an attorney «*e as provided in uid mortgage, an., no suit or proceeding* at
gan, as mortgagors, to William H.
Specialist
law having been instituted to reBrat and Henry Brat of the
[Vander Veen Block]
cover the money aecnred by aaid
same place, as mortgagees,which
t-6 p. m. mortgageor any part thereof.
mortgagewas recorded in the office Office hours: 9-10 a.
Evenings— Tuea. and Saturday
notice is Hereby given,
of the Register of Deeds for Ot7:80 to 9:00
that by virtue of the power of aale
tawa County, Michigan, on the 13th
day of August A. D. 1909 in Liber
contained in uid mortgage and in
88 of Mortgageson page 387, and
pursuanceof the statute in anch
case made and provided, the uid
12384- Kxp. Dec. 26
WHEREAS, said mortgage was
on the 16th day of November A. D. STATE OP MICHIGAN— The Probate mortgage will be foreclosed by ule
of the premiaes therein, at poMie
1909 duly assigned by the said
Court for the County of Ottawa.
auction to the highest bidder at the
William II. Brat and Henry Brat to
At a session of said Court, held at North front door of the Court
the Holland City State Bank of the Probate Office in the City of Grand
Holland, Michigan, a corporation Haven in said County, on the 4th day House, in the city of Grand Haven
Michijran, on Monday tha 15th day
organized and existing under and of Dec., A. I). 1981.
of February A. D., 1982, at two
by virtue of the laws of the State
Present: Hon. James J. Danbof. o’clock in the afternoon of
of Michigan, by asaignmrnt reJudge of Probate.
date: the premises in uid m<
corded in the office ef Register of
being described as follows:
In the Matter of the Estate of
Deeds for the said County of
That part of the Northwest
Ottawa on the 16th day of NovemJOHN EDING, Deceased
fractional quarter (NW frl
*
ber A. D., 1909 in Liber 77 of MortIt appearing to the court that the
gages on page 466, and the said time for presentation of claimia|ainal of Section Twenty-nine (29)
in Town Five (6) North of
mortgage is now owned by the said said eatate should be limited and that
Range fifteen (15) Weft, deHolland City State Bank; and a time and place be appointed to rewhereas the amount claimed to be ceive,examine and adjust all claima scribedas the South eighty
(80) feet, of a parcel of land
land in
due on said mortgageat the date of and demands agsinst said deceased by
the City
City cof
---Holland,
\
this notice,is the sum of Three and before said court;
rdTSSSt
ing thirty-one (81)
.
T
Hundred sixty-fiveand sixty-one It is Ordered, That creditors of said
and ten (10) roda North
orth from
one-hundredths($365.61) Dollars deceased are required to presentthetr
the West quarter post of Secfor principaland interbst, and the claims to said conn at said Probata
tion twenty-nine (29), thence
furthersum of Twenty-five ($25.00) Office on or before the
West five (5) rods, thence
Dollars as an attorney fee stipu5th Dsy af April, A.D. I93Z
North eight (8) rode, thence
lated for in said mortgage and
East five (5j rods, thence
which is the whole amount claimed at ten o’clock in the forenoon, laid
South eight (8) rods to plau
to be unpaid on said mortgageand time and place being hereby appointWHEREAS, default has been ed for the examinationand adjustment of beginning.
Also the West Eight (8) foot
made in the payment of moneys se- of all claims and demands against said
in width of that part of tho
cured by a mortgage dated April deceased.
Northwest fractional (NW. fri.
It is Farther Ordarad, That pablie
6th A. f); 1922 executed and given

*

a
Y

in the

NOW

four

taxes as are offered me.

Dated Holland, Mich., Dec. 3rd, 1931.

Ottawa County, Michiganon Deccmber 27, 1927, in Liber 151 of
mortgages on page 115, on
which mortgagethere is claimed to
be due at the time of thia notice
for principaland interest the earn
of Two Hundred Nineteen and

Hours:

ty

*

4 Kalamazoo — here.
Dec. 11 Ottawa Hills— there

Office

Default having baen made in tha
conditions of a certain mortfafe,
executed and given by William Cooper, a single man, aa mortgagor, to
Peoples State Baak, of Holland,
Michigan, as mortgagee, on December 24, 1927, and recorded in the office of the Regiater of Deeda for

M)

Sir Henry Cole, an English social and educationalreformer, Invented the first Christmas card. It

first

of

Neuralgia <

!

What this condition mat mean
to future generations Is hard to
guess. Perhaps In a year or two
people will make a date to celebrate Christmas three thousand
feet up In the air. "Odme on up!"
friends may he urging. "We're go
Ing to shoot a party up over Mt.
Washington. Itancing. charades
and a fancy dress hall I"

payment

Neuritis,

The boys attending the conference were Herman Van Ark, Ervin
1 "keep both feet on the ground."
In fart It's hard to keep even one DeWeerd, David Christian,Gerald
foot on the ground; the other one Snydtr, Gordon Grinwis, Willard
seems always to he up. getting In
Westvecr,Earl Faber. Floyd Otto a ear or an airplane; and pretty
toman, Lester Van Tatcnhove, and
soon, there you are— both feet enGeorge La Chaine.
tirely. completely, distinctly off the
ground

I shall

Colds and Sort Throat

Ruthven, president of the Univer-

Mansions in the Skies
IT IS not now the fashion to

-OF-

of

* From Hcadadia

the conference. Dr. Alexander G.

COLLECTION

day

RELIEF

8L

Over Meyer’s Music House

MORTGAGE SALE

an old family cusT tom, Katherine Bltlr placed a
lighted candle In the window. Originally aervlng to guide loat trayelera on Chriatmaa ere, John Blal'
Somebody's family will be surknew It had been placed there thi
prized! The seventh graders are
inat three years with Kenneth In*
mind— Ihe son who was too busy making Christmas gifts for any
to come home for Chriatmaa.
member of thrir family whom they
The candle's bright light had choose to remember. The eighth
brought cheer to many, so again grade cooks have gained a few
Katherine placed one In the window. Perhaps this year It would pounds and some odd ounces this
last week by making and eating ten
be Kenneth it would guide home.
A whir of a motor overhead— differentcombinationsof vegetathe night mall was arriving. There ble salads; and they are growing
might be s letter from Kenneth.
still fatter and fairer by learning
A car stopped before the house
twelve different ways of preparing
as John Blair startedfor the post
nfflre. A man rushed up the steps potatoes. This world is doing away
and through the open door shout- with new brides who can’t cook.
ing "Merry Christmas. Dad and
o
Mother," Between embraces and
At the Older Boys’ Conference,
handshakes he explained: "Found
out lale could come home, so I held at Ann AHbor, November 27,
flew down with the mall." The 28, 29, Holland was represented by
next words (Hied Katherine'sheart ten high school boys sent by the

Tanner Dlllln.

first

Holland High School

FOLLOWING

-

HARRINGTON COAL

17 West 8th

Expires February6

MORTGAGE 8AL1

|n*

j

oiviaiia «a/ jcaia ui

u»»aad^25c

wrrecuDK

and 50r a

bottle— ___ ,

Holland. Mich*
,

M

The followingdescribed lands
Puisoot absorbed into the system
from souring waste in the bowels,
cause that dull, headachy, sluggish,
bilious condition;coal the tongue;
foul the breath; sap energy, strength
and nerve-force.A little of Dr.
Caldwell’sSyrup Pepsin will clear
tp troublelike that, gently, barra••» !/, in a burry. The difference it
will mske in your feelingsover night
will prove its merit to you.

and premises situated in
the township of Olive, County of O t t a w a , State
of Michigan, via.: The
South one-half (S.ty) of the
north one-half (N.H) of the
northwest ouarter (N. W. >4)
and also the south one-half
(S.li) of the northweat quartter (N.

W.

^4

)

of the

norueast

quarter (N. E. 44). all in Section thirty-three (88) .townDr. Caldwell siudisd conslipatioo ship six (6) north of range fiffot aver forty-seven yean. This long
teen (16) west, containing together sixty (60) acres of land
experienceenabled him to r.:ake his
more or less, accordingto
prescription just what men, waanan,
United States snmy.
old people and children used to make
Dated this 23rd day of
their bowels help themselves. It*
a. d. 1931.
r£
natural, mild, thorough action ad
FIRST STATE BANK.
its pleasant taste command it to
everyone. That’s why “Dr. Caldweffa
Syrup Pepsin,”as it is called, is Iho Diekt
most popular laxative drugstores hIU
Attbi
Business

,

,

Da. W. B.

Caldwku’s

Holli
*

SYRUP PEPSIN
A Doctor* Family Laxative

_
,

J
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-

-

-
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M. Brandt, prsMdsnt;Mrs. J. L
nouneed that Mrs. Earnest C. Hill, vice-president:.
B. Scholten,
Brooks and Mrs. Ransom E. Ever- secretary;George Woldring, treasett had become members of the urer and William Price, assistant
chapter. A social hour was enjoyed treasurer. Following the business
Henry John Van Wetel of thii and dainty refreshments were serv- session refreshmentswere served
city in one of 45 students of Wee- ed by the hostessand her assistant,
by Mrs. Wm. Prince and Mrs. B.
tern State Teachers College who Mrs. Bruce Raymond.
Bnyidt.
the registrar, lire. R. F. Keeler, an*

UWfiM

will receive degrees and certificates
at the close of the fall term, De-

The pupils of Lincoln School will
cember 16. Jean Aileen Johnson of give a Christmasoperetta,“The Pennies Buy Auto Plates
v
Grand Haven and C. A. Komejan Toys That Had to Wait”, in the
John
H.
Eldred
placed
a coffee
of Zeeland will also receive de- school gymnasium ) on Thursday
can on the counter in the Secretary
grees.
and Friday evening of this week.
of State’s branch office in Detroit,
The productionis being directed by
Mrs. James O.ssewuardesus- Miss Hazel Haunt, principal of Lin- Thursday. By its sound it was
. Eldred r
revealed its contents
tained bruises on her forehead and coln school,and Miss Elaine Mey- heavy.
n pennies.
penni
both bones in her left arm just er, supervisorof music in the —$12.10 in
He explained
_ lained -•that the coppers
above the wrist were broken Sat- grade schools. A small admission
id been growing steadil
steadily since
urday when she fell down the stairs will be charged to defray expenses had
at her home on VVest Eleventh St. and add to the fund with which the last summer, when he cruised the
g vegetab
t>les.Eldred is
She was taken to the home of Mr. association will purchase a new streets sellini
and Mrs. C. J. Den Herder in curtain for the stage. The public is a partiallydisabled war veteran
and for the past eight weeks his
Zeeland where she will be confined invited
wife has been in the hospital.
for some time.
It wasn’t just the matter of getThe annual meeting of the La- ting a plate to keep his car on the
dies’ Aid society of First Reformed
street that inspired the hoarding
church was held last week. The he said.
following are the newly electedofHe knew that the wmey would
ficers: Mrs. Joe VandenBrink, presp> into highway funds to furnish
ident; Mrs. Frank Kooyers,first
obs for unemployed men.
vice president; Mrs. Frank Van
Eldred was one of approximately
The members of the S. 0. S. club Etta, second vice president; Mrs.
4,000 persons who bought licenses
met Friday evening at the home Dick Van Tatenhove, secreary;
Thursday at the Secretary of
of Miss Janet Oudman. During the Mrs. Shud Althuis, assistant secreStates branch office.
the business meeting the following tary; Mrs. A. Smeenge,treasurer
Frank D. Fitzgerald,Secretary
officers were elected: Miss Dawn and Mrs. J. Van Dyke, assistant
State, stated that plate sales are
Emmons, president; Miss Betty treasurer.Refreshments were of
far in excess of last year.
Kremer, secretary and treasurer served by Mrs. J. R. Brower and
and Miss Gertrude Van Oss, vice- Mrs. H. Bussies.
“DOGGONE DOG”
president and reporter. Games
COSTS MONEY
were played and delicious refreshMembers of the Ladies’ AuxilJohn Mulder, Holland, wan arments were served by Mrs. J. Oud- iary of Eagles enjoyed a card party
in their lodge hall last week Wed- raigned before JusticeJohn Galien
man.
nesday evening.Prizes were won following his arrest by Deputy
Sheriff Dick Homkes in connection
The Women's ChristianTemper- by Mrs. Richard Brown and Mrs. with the theft of a hunting dog
Anna
Gebeck.
Refreshments
were
ance Union will observe Crusade
from Albert Van der Yacht of this
Day at their meeting to be held to- served and plans were made for a city, and paid a fine of $39 and
day Friday. Rev. T. Welmers will Christmas party.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Van Dyke en- $6.80 costs followinga plea of
give an address on “Women Vottertained
a group of friends with a guilty.His son, Harry Mulder of
ers in the 1932 Election." Mrs. J.
a
venison
dinner at their home last Grand Rapids, pleaded hot guilty,
Otte will lead devotions and Mrs.
and his trial was net for Dec. 16.
week
Wednesday
evening.
G. Van Zyl will be in charge of the
The father is alleged to have sent
music.
the dog to his son in Grand Rapids,
A surprisebirthday party in honwhere Mr. Van der Yacht traced it
or
of
Herman
Blok
was
given
at
his
The Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton
The animal was found missing on
Chapter D. A. R., met last week on home last week Thursday evening. Thanksgiving day.
Thursday afternoon at the home of Games were played and prizes were
Mrs. R. D. Esten, 99 Weat Twelfth awarded to the winner*.A dainty LOSES $15,000 ACCIDENT
street.
play entitled "The two course lunch was served. HerSUIT IN OTTAWA COURT
ChristmasParty” and coached by man Blok received several gifts.
No cause for action was the verMiss Maibelle Geiger, was present- Four couples were present.
dict returned in Ottawa County by
ed by the prollowing High school
a circuit court jury after nearly 3
pupils: Irene Overbeek, Cecille Van
The Adult Bible Class of Sixth hours’ deliberationin the damage
Peursem, Baxter McLean, Edwin Reformed church held their annual suit for $15,000brought by Donald
Ensfield, Loia Vander Meulen, meeting Friday evening in the Van der Singel hgainst Joe Ripma
Grace Keeler, Betty Kramer and church basement.A short program of near Lamont for the automoMaxine Slagh. Carol singers were was given including several selec- bile accidentdeath of the former’s
Luklle Buter, Adelaide Kooiker, tions by a quartet composed of daughter, Mary. Sheriff Cornelius
Angelyne Van Lente and Vivian Miss Jean Brandt, Miss Dorothy Steketee and two of his aides had
Paulus.
Dalman, Edward Scheerhom »nd testified for the defense. Ripma
A marimba solo was given by Alvin Brandt and an address by twice had been investigated and
Donald Kramer. Mrs. Wm. C. Van- Rev. J. Vanderbeek, pastor of the twice releasedby the sheriff in atdenberg was in charge of the mu- church..The following officers tempting to determine the identity
sic. During the business session were elected for the ensuing year: of the hit-run driver.

Now

She

Can Give Baby

the Air!

DOLL CART
$2-98

J
mm

to? Merry Christ

And

wm “Sue”

it's

so cute it

will

give any little girl a big

when

she sees this

14 inche* tail, with moving

thrill

eyes and eyelashes and a com-

•lollcart under the

position body . . . choice of

mas

Christ-

tree!

dresses and other cunning outfits. Penney

bw

Others $1.98 up

's

price is...

Urge

Asiortnentif Dolls

23c to $6.90

<

A

I

Cleaning Set

Checkers and Backgammon.
Ten Pins

______

Ring Toss

____

Daughter will

feel very grown
up with this J-piece set to play
^ouse with. A Dust Pan. Flooi

Sh

_____

Table Team.

Broom and

for

Shoots Deer With

All Size* >4.98 to

H. J. Cooper
Mich., shot the first buck killed

Strange as

it

may seem Santa Claus

Is Teaching Thrift Lessons

when he

says:

Entertaining

.

.

.

Instructive

its

>2176

Books

SEWING SET

For Every

CUM

Motor Goom Royal Sanaa..

lit

Aea High tad Aero Color

j A
,

165 pounds.

Cooper was one of a half dozen
archers who came up to fill their
licenseson the 6,000 acre archery
reserve for deer hunters at Blaney
Park. The park of 22,000 acres has

*'« is convenient... and
pnee is amazingly LOW!

Duster M

this

Others 49c up

Arrow

with bow and arrow at Blaney
Park, Schoolcraftcounty. The deer
fell about 50 yards from where it
was hit. The arrow went through
the deer, but the point was pushed
back about six inches when the deer
fell on its side. The buck weighed

Junior
Pool Table

“Mother’s Helpmate’

Games

... and

doll to dress

Book

all the necessary

—

sewing

make daughter completely
happy. And Penney’sprice

:

is

LOW!

-----------1%

Boy*’ and Girl*' Fictioa
Young Folks’ Standard I>
brary: Gallivtr’* Travel*.
Rokhuon Cnnoa, ate ____ 49c

accessories
silks, scissors,
needles, thimbles, etc.— to

„

game refuge which has been
patrolled by airplane to guard
against poaching this season, and
there are also 6000 acres set aside
for rifle hunters, but the riflemen
are not allowed in the archery pre-

Others 25c up

serve.

H. H. Stroud of Wayland,Mich,
was another archer who was successful. He shot a 10-prong buck
through t"he heart with his bow and
arrow.

ms

SOUTH OTTAWA REAL
ESTATE TRANSFERS
Benjamin Van Enenaan to Herbert Van Enenaan. part of lot 3 &
4, Blk. one. Keppel's Addition,City
of Holland.
Jacob Ebels to John Ebel.s Part
of S 5-8th of SE ^ of Sec. 28. also
of HW«4 Sec 33 alto NMi of
NW>4 of NE^ Sec 33. All being
in Twp. 6 N of R. 15 W, Twp. of
Olive.

“Mary Lun

Ottawa Trounces Holland
Basketeers, 25

to

A
WHY

Savings

Account

Indians held their own in scoring
in the first half, but failed to show
any consistentshooting the last.
The Holland cagers were held to
long shots throughout the fray and
had little success at the long distance shooting.
Green opened the scoring for the
Indians soon after the opening

lesson? Because a vast majority of the Christmas Saving Club patrons in the past decade who otherwise had never thought of
laying something by for a needy day, are now customers of this or some
other bank with regular savings account. By actual experience thru a Christmas Savings account, they came to realize how handy it is to have a little ready
cash ahead. It brought them peace of mind, contentment and self assurance.
The

is

A

real

with

>: *-»

A spot cash Christmas saves you starting the New Year under a J
heavy burden of debt. It’s so much easier to save for months |
ahead than it is to pay for months afterward.
• ®
:

Classes to Suit your Needs

Other Steel Toys 23c, 49c

>•

doll will have “sweet
this littlebassinette!

Others $2.98 up

Holland. Mich.

:

'

:r:

12

*2

£

:£>

*
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„.w.

family

reserves, 9 to 8.

Summary and
gift could be more unkjoe,
more appreciatedthan a Health-O-

Meter BathroomScale?
' When yon give
lyou are indirect
health to. all the ...
win quickly cultivate

_

____

line-up:

Ottawa

What

FG F

2
2 0
2

Landfeld, forward. ......
Payne, fefward ....... . .....
Green, center ....... ------Woodatra, guard ........
Sprik, guard .................
!

.

a day hot for every d

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

ANY

reams" in

ragged at times and the tossers
were unable to work the ball in
scoringterritory. Holland was held
to two points in the second and
third quarters and ono in the last,
indicatingOttawa’s strong defense. Green led the scoring fer
Ottawa with 13 points ____
and «ssenEa
burg topped the losers with four.
In the preliminary game the Ottawa reserves defeated the Holland
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followed by a duece by Landfeld
before the Holland tossers were
able to break into the scoring. Lssenburg was the first to part the
meshes for the visitors in the first
period, Holland making its chief
scoring threat, registering four
points in this period. Ottawa led
18 to 6 at the half.
The Ottawa pass work appeared

more new and old patrons have joined our 1932 Christmas Club than
in the same period in previous years is an assurance that the Christmas Saving method
is not only popular, but an established institution in Holland and vicinity.
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this advice a thrift

Classes to suit all incomes. The teller at the Christmas Savings window will be glad to explain and aid you in the best selection for yourself.
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trim and a beveled top.
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With a revolving propeller air*
a noise maker! And the prh.
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The Ottawa Hills quint opened
Its basketball season by downing
Coach Breen’s tossers of Holland,
25 to 9, at the Ottawa gym. The
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accurate and trouble-freeaerviee Essenburg, forward .....
for many yean to come.
Cook, center..... ..............
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A Bang-up Holiday Dinner
With
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. Referee — Miller,Wertem State.
Umpire— Blohm, Western State.
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Holland, Michigan Time of quarters— 8 min.
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